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"Computers are not intelligent - they only think they are. "

"Those who can, do. Those who can't, simulate. "

"Sr!lhl1are mokes Hardll'are happen. "

"Machines can solve prohlell/s, store i/!lortllution, correlate

and play J,:wn{'s - hut /lot with pleasure. "

- Leo Rosten



ABSTRACT

This Master Thesis is the conclusion of my graduation period at the Eindhoven University of

Technology. This report descrihes the design and implementation in IDaSS of a superscalar dataflow

processor, based on the NEe ,tPD7281. The designed processor is completed by a flowgraph

assembler and disassembler.

The dataflow parad igm takes full advantage of the fll1e grained parallel ism inherent to most

algorithmic processing. It does this hy encapsulating the data in tokens. These tokens move over the

arcs of a flowgraph program from node to node where the actual processing takes place. The result

of these operations can he other tokens that move on to the next node of the program.

The designed processor has a modular structure, organised into a pipel inecl ring, that is based on the

passing of tokens from one block to the next. It includes three Processing Units that perform

arithmetic instructions, and a four path pipeline to close the ring that includes in each path a separate

token-flow and data memory control hlock. Dedicated input and output controllers handle the passing
of tokens to the outs ide world.
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1. INTRODUCTION

171is chapter descrihes the hackground ofIlly groduorioll pndect alld a gives bril:fdescription ofwhat

a "token data" or "data/lolV" processor is. It is !nain/y intel/dedfor the reader that is not acquaillted

with the work done at the Digito/ Systellls Group l!t"the FaClt/ty qfE/ectrotechnical Engineering at the

Eindhoven University l~t" Techl/%/{y.

1.1 The SASD and OOSD projects

The developments in the tidd of integrated cin;uit design make it possible to huild custom Ultra Large

Scale Integrated circuits for commercial purposes. To design such "ULST" circuits, efficient design

and simulation tools are needed. At the Digital Systems Group of the Faculty of Electrical

Engineering at the Eind hoven LJ ni versity of Techno logy, a project named "Structured Analyses and

Structured Design" (SASD) was started a few years ago to develop these tools. This project lead to

the current "Object Oriented (Hardware) System Design" (OOSD) project that concentrates on the

structured design of complex digital systems.

One of the tools resulting from the SASD project is the "Interactive Design and Simulation System

for Ultra Large Scale Integration" (IDaSS for ULSI). This tool is used for the design of ULSI circuits

at the highest level. At this moment an extensive library of building hlocks for use in IDaSS is

accumulated, so complete microprocessor systems can easily be constructed by connecting these

hlocks. These blocks comprise all sorts of components, ranging from complete microprocessor cores

to communication processors, caches, dedicated interfaces ami data encryption engines.

1.2 The IDaSS development tool

IDaSS, or the "Interactive Design and Simulation System" is a software tool that was written in

Smalhalk and runs on IBM PC/AT-compatibles. It allows the user to design complex logic systems

at a very high level where there are no limitations posed by the silicon technology in which the design

has to be ultimately implemented. This means that the designer can build and interactively simulate

any logic system using building blocks like registers, memories, complex operator blocks and even
complete state controllers.

This abstraction from the silicon technology requires an extremely good compiler that can transform

a finished design into logic gates that can in turn he compiled into a layout on silicon. At the moment

the first step poses a number of prohlems that restricts the possibilities for the designer in order to

be able to produce a layout on silicon. The expectation is that in the (near) future a compiler to

VHDL will become available that snlves a large number of restrictions and enables the compilation

of most designs.



In addition to the capabilities of the compiler mllving tllwards IDaSS, the next version ofIDaSS (that

is currently under construction) also mllves more toward the compiler. The new IDaSS will include

technology-dependent timing informatilln that enables the designer to monitor (and tune) the maximum

clock frequency the design can roughly work on. An other important feature is the availability of

synchronous types of RAMs as building blocks, because the current asynchronous RAMs in IDaSS

pose a significant problem in the synthesis of designs.

The design described in this report relies on the availahility of the compiler to VHDL for compilation

of some complex operator functions, and uses (in most cases) RAMs that have been simulated using

a synchronised asynchronous RAM as a workaround for the unavailability of the IDaSS RAMs in the

compiler. Unfortunately there was not enough time to change all RAMs into the synchronous type

because I did not know of these limitations until halfway the design. As a result a number of IDaSS

FIFO queues are still present in the current design and there is a potential prohlem in one RAM that

requires multiple (four) read ports and one write port. (This type of RAM is not compilahle at this

moment yet.)

1.3 The dataflow processor

This master thesis report descrihes the design and implementation of a superscalar datatlow (or token

datal) processor based on the NEC ,LPD728I , extended with multiple processing units. The processor

is designed as a part of the library of ready-tll-use building blocks to construct complete ULSI

solutions for completel y integrated processor systems.

in the next chapter an overview is given of the theory of datatlow computing. Th is is followed by an

assessment of the NEC ,LPD7281 processor and a coarse overview of the workings of the designed

processor. Next an evaluation of the increase in performance of the designed processor over the

original NEC design is given.

The chapters following the assessment of the datatlow processor describe programming of the

datatlow processor including the format of tokens and the tlowgraph assemhler program. This part

is concluded with some example tlowgraph programs.

The last part of this repllrt describes in more detail how the functional parts of the processor are

constructed internally, and discloses how they have been implemented in IDaSS.

The terms "token duta" and "dotC{jlOlI''' ure imerchongable. III this report the term
dataflow will be used, because this is most.fi'equemly encountered ill publications about
this suhject.

2



2. DATAFLOW PROCESSORS

This chapter describes the basic functionality and the most important advantages of a dataflow

processor. This is dOlle by first looking at the current generation (?f (micro) processors. Then, using

an example, an indication is given (?f the strength Ofthe datqtlow paradigm. Also an overview is given

of the different approaches to the architecture (?fsuc/r a processor. T7Je chapter ends with a reference

to more i1lformation on datqtlOlI' processors in ge/l('/"al.

2.1 "That is a dataflow processor?

2.1.1 Departing from the Von Neumann architecture

New computer architecture~ ha~ed on data-driven and demand-driven principles depart from the

inherently sequential Von Neumann architecture~. taking advantage of the potential of ULSI

technology and permitting highly parallel operation~.

PROCESSOR MEMORY

figure 1: Typical (c1a~~ic) Von Neumann proce~~or organi~ation.

The search for high IY parallel proce~~or~ i~ sti mulated by the Iimited number of rema) nmg

optimizations for the current generation of (micro) proces~ors. As the Intel Pentium CISC processor

and Sun's Sparc RISC processor have internal architectures that approach the limits of what is

possible in sequential computing. more and more research is done into parallel computing to further

enhance processing power.

One approach is implementation of the datatlow paradigm on which datatlow processors are based.

This paradigm can be split into two major suhforms: data driven architectures and demand driven
arch itectures.
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2.1.2 Data-driven architectures

Data-driven architectures are based on the datatlow model of computation. In this model, data are

active items and tlow asynchronously through the program, activating each instruction when all the

necessary data is present at the instruction's inputs. This contrasts with the Von Neumann model in

which data passively resides in memory while instructions are executed in a sequence controlled by

the program counter.

In a dataflow machine the machine language program is represented in the form of a graph. The

nodes of the graph represent the instructions to be performed and data appears on the input of the

nodes. Special data carriers, called tokens. are used to transport data values over the arcs to the next

instruction (node). The operator then consumes the data tokens, performs the required operation, and

generates one or more result tokens.

For example, consider the evaluation of the following function of three inputs:

F(A.B,C) = ( 8 + I ) :I: ( A - C )

Where A, 8 and C are input arcs. and F is the output arc. The corresponding graph is depicted in

figure 2.

CA
,~'--_~ J_··_I
, I

L~-~_j
~~

~---;----I

'__--_1

I

F

B

INC

tigure 2: Flowgraph for a simple calculation.

In tigure 2 the natural parallelism that is inherent to datatlow computation is illustrated; the

programmer has no need to specify the order of evaluation explicitly. The incrementation and

subtraction operation can be evaluated in parallel if the processing resources are available.

From this simple example already a number of features of the datatlow paradigm can be seen. The

main features of datatlow, resulting from its choke of mechanisms, include:

1. Data are passed directly between instructions.

2. Literals are stored in the instructions.

3. Execution consumes data tokens. so values are no longer available to be reused.

4. There is no concept of shared data as embodied in the traditional notion of a variable.

S. Flows of control and data are identkal.
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C. [)A 7;IFLOW PROCESSORS

As a consequence of point 4 sharing of data is only supported by wpying the values. This makes

dataflow computation very efficient for evaluating simple expressions. but less practical for handling

data structures.

2.1.3 An alternative: Demand-driven an'hitectures

Demand-driven architectures have their founelation in functional anel declarative programming

languages, where expressions are represented as graphs that are reduced by evaluation of their

branches or sub-graphs. The reduction is done only when the result of the suh-graph is required; that

is, on demand. More on these demand-driven languages and architectures can be found in [Thakkar].

2.2 Different dataflow architectures

2.2.1 The 1\1.1.T. an.~hitedures

One of the first datatlow architecture research prnjects was started at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology by J.8. Dennis. A. Culler (s(lmetimes he uses the alias Arvind) and D.E. Culler, forming

the basis for most other datatlow projects. Although the architecture descrihed in my report is based

on the NEC model, the M.I.T. architectures greatly intluenced my changes to the design. More about

the M.l.T. static machine datatlow project and the M.I.T. tagged token machine project can be found

in [Thakkar] and the articles of Arvind and D.E. Culler like [Arvind83], [Arvind86] and [Arvind88].

2.2.2 The NEe an.~hitedure

The architecture used hy NEC for their "NEDIPS" and "Image Pipelined Processor p.PD7281" is

based on what is called the static design. It was clearly built from independent research and shows

a number of fundamental differences from other proposed designs. It is the only design that is clearly

directed towards commercial implementation on a single chip.
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2.2.3 Other architectures

Apart from the MIT and NEC projects there have been a number of institutes that have picked up the

search for improved implementations of the datatlow paradigm. These other architectures, like the

architecture of the Manchester Datatlow Computer, are mostly hased on the M.LT. architecture.

These arch itectures add new ways of hand Iing data structures and new forms of interconnection

networks between the datatlow processors. These type of topics are important in large datatlow

systems and large data structure manipulating processors. As these subjects are currently of little

importance for the design of the processor huilt in this project, they are not mentioned in the rest of

this report.

2.3 l\1ore information 011 dataflow computing

For more information on datatlow computing and related topics the hooks [Thakkar] and [Gaudiot91]
provide a complete overview of the history of this suhject. In [Thakkar] all important articles that

have been published in the tield of datatlow and reduction architectures up until 1987 have been

collected, and therefore provides a good insight in the evolution of datatlow computing. The

[Gaudiot91] book however is more up to date and provides a more complete and profound description

of all practical aspects of datatlow computing.

Apart from the research done in the USA and England, there has also heen done research as a part

of the Fifth Generation Computer project in Japan. A result from this project is the SIGMA-l

computer and it's follow up EM-4. These are vast datatlow computers with vast amounts of

processing units, but are based on a hybrid form of datatlow computers and Von Neumann

architectures. Therefore these projects are left undiscussed in this report.
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3. THE NEe f.tPD7281

III this chapter the original NEC ItPD7281 and rhe ilJljJleJ1lenwrion ill IDaSS by E. Kuipers of this

processor is examined ro give on indicarion (!lrhe original design by NEC on which the superscalar
design is based. Both the pro's and cons (!l rhe processor are disclissed in this chapter.

3.1 The NEe design

3.1.1 Properties or the NEC dl'si~n

The NEC design is mainly intcl1lled as a huilding hlock in highly parallel image processing systems,

where it can be used to create filters that process a stream of image data. Because these filters usually

are not extremely complex, the maximum size of the tlow graph is kept relatively small. The NEC

design is highly o[ltimised to be placed in a pipeline architecture: Externally even the pinning is

chosen such, that multiple processors can he placed directly next to each other by the matching

location of input and output pins. Internally the processor is optimised to ensure continuity of the

pipeline to reduce the threat of internal overtlows. NEC offers a number of development tools to build

and test datatlow programs for their processor and also offer peripheral devices that can be used to

interface to for example a graphic display (ItPD9305).

3.1.2 Functional dcsi~n or the J-tPD7281

The internal organisation of the ItPD72S1 is depicted schematically below (taken from [NEC]):

Tokens enter the processor via the Input Controller. v"'here the tokens are split into a stream destined

for this processor, and a stream that is passed onto the next processor. The tokens that are passed on

are forwarded to the Output Controller, that handles the output interface to the next processor. Tokens

that are destined for this processor are passed on to the Link Tahle. The Link Tahle holds information

about the arcs of a tlowgraph. From the Link tahle the token is passed on to the Function Table,

where information is read ahout the destination node of the arc where the token resides. Using this

information from the Function Table, the Address Generator & Function Control block controls what

happens to the token when it reaches the Data Memory. In the Data Memory the token can be stored,

loaded with a value etc. It for example also provides a queuing function that allows tokens to wait

for their peer operand. From the Data Memory tokens Ieave with two operand fields, but they need

not both be tilled with a value. In the Queue some elasticity is provided in the looping pipeline to

prevent the pipel ine to overtlow.
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figure 3: Internal organisation of the ,iPOn 81. [NECI

Tokens are split there into Output tokens that are passed to the Output Queue, Processing tokens that

only perform a single operation and Generate tokens that can generate whole series of new tokens.

The latter two types are queued separatel y and after arhitration are passed on to the Processing Unit

where their operation takes place. After the operation has tinished (in one or more pipeline cycles)

they are passed as result tokens to the Li 11k Tahle, where they enter a new cycle.

3.1.3 Implcmcntation in IDaSS or the J.LPD7281

The implementation in lDaSS of the hasic functionality of the ,iPOn81 was done by E. Kuipers as

a student project. (See [Kuipers]) His modelling was done from the extensive description of the

internal workings in the User's Manual [NEC], supplied by NEC Electronics. Although the manual

discloses much of the internal workings, it is somewhat unclear abollt a numher of rather important

details. One example is the undefined function of the "Unuse" bit present in input and output tokens.

Although the implementation of E. Kuipers features most of the functions found in the real processor,

a number of essential parts of the design were not included. (For example there is no congestion

control, and Break Mode is not supported.) The omission of these parts is mainly due to the short

period in which he had to complete his implementation. (officially ±5 weeks!)

From his implementation only the arithmetic operations of the Processing Unit have been copied. The

rest of the design proved to he too different from the single-pipeline ,iP0728I architecture that no

other parts could be reused.
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3. TIlE NEG p.PD7281

3.2 Advantages of the NEC design

The main advantage of the NEC design is that it is a design that has been retined for use in a real

world environment: The design is simple enough to be implemented on a single chir, while it is

powerful enough to be used in a variety of aprlications. This is a big contrast to the M.LT. and other

projects, because those designs have never heen completely transferred to complete single-chip

building blocks.

The highly pipelined design of the NEC processor without any "shortcuts" in it has a very clear

layout that enahles structured design of the huilding hlocks that together form the processing ripeline.

This clear layout was achieved hy closely following the functionality of basic tlowgraphs and the

omission of advanced data structure handling and complex functionalities like subroutine nesting to

enable definition of recursive tlowgraphs.

3.3 Disadvantages of the NEC design

The main disadvantage of the pPD7281 is that it has been optimised for use in a pipeline situation,

where sacritices in processing power were made to improve the 1/0 datatlow.

Also, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. the processor does not support advanced functionality

like the processing of complete data structures in so called "I-structures" and the implementation of

recursion mechanisms to suprort recursive tlowgraphs that descrihe inherently recursive functions.

Except for these functional limitations there are also a number of performance-reducing sacrifices

made while implementing the processor hy NEe. These sacrifices are rrobably due to the processor

being build as an NMOS LSI chip with a relatively small amount of gates. These sacritices comprise

effectively dividing the external clock by two to create the pipeline's heartbeat and using dynamic

RAMs inside the processor requiring special refresh tokens that are interlaced with the normal data

tokens.
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4. THE DESIGNED DATAFLOW PROCESSOR

This chapter describes the superscalar design, and holV it was derived from the simple idea ofadding

more Processing Units to the NEC design. Then typical applications of the processor are given,

followed by a brh1list of the advallfages (?t" this processor over the original NEC p.PD7281. The

chapter ends by giving some suggestions to increase the p(,l.formance even more, and the problems

that these improvements will hring with them.

4.1 Basic design of the processor

The main objective of my project was to design a datatlow processor based on the NEC p.PD7281,

that can achieve a higher numher of operations per second hy using multiple parallel Processing

Units. In order to take full advantage of the vast il1l:rease of potential processing power the rest of

the architecture needs to he optimised to match this. Because most instructions only take one clock

cycle to execute in the Processing Unit. an architecture with multiple parallel pipelines is required to

supply these tokens and to handle the output tokens produced by the Processing Units.

When adding parallel paths in the pipeline one or more places need to exist where tokens can move

from one path to another. [n this manner the amount of tokens in each path can be balanced for

optimal distribution of the work load. The hasic design of the processor already detines two points

where path-routing is required: One to insert tokens into the main processing pipeline and one to

remove tokens from the pipel ine to output them from the processor.

Switching of tokens to other paths is required mainly for load-balancing. This leads to placing a

switching point in the Queue, hecause this is the place where already in the NEC design a kind of

load-balancing is clone for the single pipel ine hy queuing excessive tokens. Now these waiting tokens

are routed to the tirst free Processing Unit (if any).

The paths through the tahles that hold the tlowgraph need to simultaneously access these table and

each path requires an Address Generation & Function Control hlock to coordinate access to the Data

Memory. These considerations lead to the division of the Function Tahle, the Address Generation &

Function Control and Data Memory into paths that each impl el1lent a portion of the total table. These

joint blocks detine the function of nodes. ami therefore are comhined into a "NoLie Table". The

division into separate Node Tables rei ieves the need for arbitration over tahle access and enables

control over the occupation of each pipeline path through the Node Table hy cleverly dividing the

node definitions over the tahle's address range. The routing of tokens over the correct path needs to

be done in the Link Tahle hecause the Node Tahle address is read from the Link Table. It is therefore

an obvious choice to locate a switching point at the exit of the Link Tahle.
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Processing Unil

tigure 4: Global diagram of the designed datatlow processor.

AThis leads to a design as depicted in figure 4. The choice to use three Processing Units is intluenced

by the division of the Node Tahle in four parallel parts: This division was chosen to facilitate

decoding where to route a token. together with the average amount of overhead required for the

number of tokens passing through each part of the Node Tahle. As a result, the number of tokens that

are routed through the Link Tahle at any time can never exceed four. New tokens from the Input

Controller are entered into the pipeline at this point, so three inputs remain for Processing Units.

For optimal performance, these pflll:essors should only he idle if there are no more tokens available.

Therefore the Queue incorporates a routing medlanism that merges all tokens from the Node Tables

into one queue, and passes each token to the first Prol:essing Unit that bewmes available.

The change from four paths to three in the Queue does not lead to an increased chance of queue

overtlow because for the four paths to he simultaneously occupied by tokens, these tokens need to

be present at different sections of the Node Tahle. As the l:hoice for the path is determined by the

physical location of the node's address in the internal tables this is not l:onstantly the case. A second

effect is that the typical place where tokens are erased is in the Node Table, because of writes to the

Data Memory or Queue instructions where two input tokens are merged into one output token.

The Input Controller is the rel:eiver of incoming tokens, and deddes if the tokens are to be inserted

into the processing pipeline, or just passed on to the Output Controller. A second task of the Input

Controller is to detect spel:ial tokens that for example l:hange the operating mode of the processor.

The Output Controller queues the regular output tokens generated by the internal pipeline, and

combines them with the bypass tokens. The resulting stream is output to the next external pipeline

stage.
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4. T((E DESIGNED DATAFLOW PROCESSOR

4.2 Building a complete system

Because dataflow processors eXl:el at performing algorithmil: calculations but are less equipped to

support for example an operating system, the typical use of these processors is as a co-processor or

as a stand-alone signal processor.

The pipel ined internal design is extrapolated to the total system design. In case of usage as a co

processor, a typical applil:ation plal:es one or more datatlow processors in a ring. In this ring all

elements have a (wnfigurahle) address that determines what tokens are meant for which device and

which are to be passed on to the next pipeline stage.

Host CPU Display
I ,-
-' L. :J [

I Hos~....: ------.;I(3-raphic
I~erface \ I Interface

II Data-:i ID--t~
:l5ata- 1,1 I a a- I

' Flow ; I Flow 'I ~~"'--
~-- Flow 'i---

Proc. I Proc. ' ~~~~oc_.J

figure 5: Pipeline ring that al:ts as a wprOl:essor and graphical interface.

In a configuration as depicted ahove the host interface provides a way to let a host processor program

the dataflow processors, place data tokens on the pipel ine ring and read (result) tokens from the ring.

It is thus possible to load a tlowgraph program into the processors to contigure them for a specific

task. In the ring there is also a Graphil: Display Interface that is equipped with logic that enables the

dataflow processors (and the Host processor) to manipulate pixels on the display. By this interface

it is possible to program complex graphic transformations into the datatlow processors and manipulate

(or analyze) the contents of the display memory.

Another option is to place a number of datatlow processors with (possibly) internally fixed tlowgraph

programs in ROM in a pipeline with a sensor that perform processing of sampled data.

,l~: ! Datal Ie-Oata-I
i Sensor .....1 _~' FloWi;-_)~...., Flow f--->~
L~ .: L~'<:?J IProc.\

figure 6: Automatic sampling and analysis wnfiguration.

This contiguration could for example be used to constantly produce Discrete Fourier Transforms of

the stream of data produced by the sensor.
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4.3 Improved properties over the NEe J-LPD7281

The improved properties of the parallel datallow processor over the original NEC design include:

• One-step 32 bit token I/O.
• Ability to perform one pipeline step every clock cycle instead of every other cycle.

• Parallel processing of three tokens at the same time by the use of parallel Processing Units.

• Reduction of the nu mber of pi pel ine stages in the internal pipel ine.

• Increase of the amount of links ami nodes that can he stored hy a factor four.

• Possible implementation in fast CMOS.

• Execution of all instructions in just one clock cycle.

4.4 Other possible improvements

4.4.1 A new external connection architecture

When taking a first glance at the way a network of dataflow processors can he constructed, the

pipeline solution as used in the NEC design appears to limit the stream of tokens in the pipeline as

every token needs to pass through (almost) every processor in the pipeline. Therefore it might seem

better to use a 2- or 3-stage switching network to route the tokens directly from processor to

processor.

Using a switching network hrings up some practical prohlems, like the routing of for example

ERROR tokens: These tokens are produced in one processor, but need to be passed on to every
consecutive processor to force these processors into Break Mode. For these reasons the internal design

of the processor needs to be thoroughly changed.

On the other hand the handwidth of the token input and output channels already is very high (see

chapter 5) so, assuming a more or less pipel ined organisation of the programs in the processors, the

extra logic to implement the switching network does not compare to the improvement in performance

it accomplishes over a well designed pipelined system.

4.4.2 Adding more Processing Units

Increasing the internal processing performance could he achieved hy increasing the number of parallel

pipelines. The easiest way to accomplish this is to add more Processing Units, thus enabling the

processing of more tokens at the same time. However, this cloes not lead to an increase of the overall

performance if the four-channel pipeline supplying the tokens to the Processing Units cannot cope

with the output of the Processing Units, nor can it supply enough tokens to keep even one extra

Processing Unit busy.
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The only way to overcome this limitatilln is tll hroaden the path through the Link Table and Node

Tables. This can best he done tl1 a power of 2 channels, so one step larger implies 8 channels. To

ensure that this increase in parallel paths handles ami delivers signiticantly more tokens compared to

a 4 channel pipeline, the active nodes and arcs need to be evenly spread over these paths. This

requirement states a problem, as the total of 512 arcs and 256 nodes implies that each path in the

pipeline only serves 64 arcs or 32 nodes. The amount of overhead to control these paths then becomes

unacceptably large.

The conclusion is that to justify adding more parallel paths to the internal pipeline requires the size

of the tlowgraph programs to be incremented. Th is has a major impact on the size of tabl es and thus

on the format of a number of token types that address these tahles. Therefore it must be considered

if the extra efford is compensated by the gained perfllrll1ance.
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5. PERFOR~1ANCE EVALUATION

T71e only good way to compore externally almost identical processors with each other is to compare

their performances. 771is chapter tries to give SOft/e indication to how much pe/:formance improvement

is reached by the addition of more Processing Units. TIle impletl/elltation by E. Kuipers is included

in the evaluation, to indicate the improvements inhaellt to using IDaSS to design the processor. The

end of the chapter gives all overview r?f the results in the form of a table.

5.1 General performance figures

In order to he ahle to compare the perfmmance of different types of processors, or even just

processors that are externally very much alike but have significantly different internal architectures,

a measure of performance is required to compare the performance of these processors. While with

Von Neumann style processors there are a number of "standard" benchmarks that give an indication

to how different processors compare, there is are no henchmarks for datatlow-type processors.

Therefore the specitication of the (possihle) performance is done here in more basic terms. These

terms are: MOPS, response time, (throughput) and latency, that have the following detinitions:

MOPS

re:o.ponse time

throughput

latency

Million operations per second. It indicates the numher of calculations that can be

done in one second and therefme the "j1l"llcessing power".

Maximum of the minimum time between two consecutive inputs or two outputs.

This is an indication to the amount of data that can be processed per second.

If the minimum time between two inputs and two outputs is the same, the

throughput is defined as (response time)"l.

The minimum time hetween an output ami the last input this output's value

depended on. This is an indication to how fast input to the processor can return a

result token.

5.2 Performance of the J.!PD7281

The JLPD7281 as manufactured in NMOS hy NEe has a clock frequency of 10 MHz. Internally this

processor uses so called "pipeline cycles" that take up 200 nsec (or 2 clock periods). This clock

reduction has great impact on the overall performance. When looking only at single (pipeline) cycle

operations, the processor is capable of delivering 5 MOPS, assuming all operations can be performed

in just one pipeline cycle.
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The handshake mechanism provides a way of transferring a token in every two clock cycles, resulting

in a response time of 200 nsec (and throughput of 5* lOr, tokens per second). This delay is not due

to the pipeline cycles, hut this is the result of having to split the 32 bit tokens into two 16 bit parts

that are passed one after the other.

The latency in contrast to the previous figures is quite had as the processor is heavily pipelined. A

token that enters the processor and immediately leaves through an output operation spends at least 7

pipeline cycles in the processor (includ ing the divided I/O action), wh il e add ing an extra processing

node in between costs an extra 5 cycles for each added node. This results in a latency of 1.4 Jlsec for

a simple output and an extra I Jlsec for each node to he traversed hy the token.

5.3 Performance of the parallel architecture

One major improvement of the parallel architecture as well as the implementation of E. Kuipers is

that the two-phase token I/O is replaced by a 32 bit input and a 32 bit output token hus. An extra

performance improvement is achieved by implementing the processor in CMOS, that can reach higher

clock speeds. (JDaSS designs have shmvn to run at speeds of over 40 MHz.) But to assess the

improvements imposed by the architecture we assume a clock of 10 MHz, like the NEC processor.

As the processor is capable of pert(ll"Illing all arithmetic functions in just one clock'cycle, and doing

so in three Processing Units simultaneously, a maximum of 30 MOPS can be reached (at a 10 MHz

clock!).

The response time is reduced by having 32 bits wide [/0 busses to 100 nsec, and the throughput is

therefore boosted to 107 tokens per second,

Latency is far less then the NEC processor, as the parallel architecture can perform one pipeline step

in every clock cycle. An output operation takes 6 clock cycles~, while every extra node to traverse

adds another 5 clock cycles'. This adds up to 0.6 1lsec for an output operation, and an extra 0.5 Jlsec

for each added node.
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Inserting a token from the external pilJeline into tIle illlemal pipeline takes another extra
clock cycle.

These .figllres are not alwlllte, as they also depend on factors like the requiremem for a
Data Memol)' aCCfSS that takf lip fxtra cycles.



5. I'U/FOI/MANCE EVALUATION

5.4 Comparison with a DSP

Although dataflow computer~ are in general very good at ~ignal proce~~ing, their internal architecture

(even that of the ~uper~calar type) interferes with fa~t execution of ~imple algorithms. Dedicated

digital signal proce~~or~ (DSP'~) are much better adju~ted for this task. But when the algorithms

become more complex, for example in graphical transformatinn~, the OSP falls behind on dataflow

architectures. In case~ where a numher of il1llependant parallel actions are to be performed, the

natural processing of the data at hand reql\ire~ no extra schedul ing code and therefore keeps

performing like in simple algorithms. A OSP, however, can nnly implement coarse grained

parallellism using special (time consuming) code to manage the active threads and loses precious

processing time doing so.

5.5 Summary

The major increase in perfnrmance is given hy the extra Prncessing Units ami the parallelli~ation of

the internal pipeline. An added feature is the reduction of "time-length" of the pipeline, resulting in

a far better performance in case of loops in a flowgraph where one token is coupled back as an input

to the loop. An overview of the increase is Iisted in table I.

table 1: Performance comparison hetween the ,(P07281 and the parallel architecture.

NEe IlPD7281 Kuipers IlPD7 281 super scalar

MOPS 5 10 30

throughput 5' 10'; tokens/sec 10' 10'; tokens/sec 10'10" tokens/sec

latency 1.4 Ilsec ? 0.6 Jisec

extra nodes 1 Ilsec ? 0.5 Jisec

Doubling of the throughput and latency are inherent to designing in IDaSS, where the notion of

pipeline cycles has been abandoned. Additinn of the extra Processing Units only contribute to the

performance expressed in MOPS. It must he pointed out that this may seem a big increase, but it

requires the program to he organised such that ennugh tokens can be delivered to the Queue to keep

these Processing Unit~ busy.
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6. ABOUT TOKENS AND FLOWGRAPHS

Because dataflow processors are cOl/lpletely d(fj£'relltji'olJl tile classic Von Neu1IIann architectures,
this chapter provides a small course ill tile idea (?t'tokell.\', tile lVay a data.flow program (flowgraph)
is constructed, and holV it is stored ill tile 1)I'O('es.\'or,

6.1 Communication through tokens

By introducing tokens as carriers of data and eliminating any form of instructions as used in Von

Neumann processors, a number of questions arise: "How can I load a program into the processor"

or "Is there a way to dehug a program" etc. From these probl ems it is cI ear that tokens are not just

built up as an arc address combined with it's data field.

There is also a control field in each tuken that determines the type of tuken, This control tield can

indicate for example that the token is an "executiun token" that should buhhle through the tlowgraph

in the ordinary way, but it alsu could for example indicate that the data tield is to be written to the

Link Table, or that Link Table information shuuld be copied to the data tield of the token for

inspection while dehugging a program. Chapter 7 describes the exact format of all tokens used in the

parallel processor.

6.2 Storage of a f10wgraph

6.2.1 Division in arcs and nodes

Flowgraphs basically consist of two types of elements: arcs and nudes. The arcs are the way to

interconnect the nodes, while each node specifies what function is to he performed on tokens that

enter it. Naturally the processor internally has divided the sturage uf tlowgraphs in a Link Table that

holds the arcs, and a Node Table that takes care uf the functionality of the nodes. The location of

these tables is found in tigure 4.

6.2.2 Format ot' the Link Tahle

The Link Table holds the definition of the arcs (or "links") between the instruction nodes in the

tlowgraph. This is done by sturing the hase-identitier of the arc(s) leaving the destination node and

a reference to the destination nude itself. It alsu provides the information if this is the logically "right"

or "left" arc entering the nude. Apart from the arc-specitic information it also stores the basic type

of the destination node for correct interpretation of the node's detinition stored in the Function Table.
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This indication is IOl:ated in the Link Table tll enahle storing multiple nllde-cletinitions in just one

Function Table location. (This "trkk" is elahllrated in paragraph 6.2.3.)

The size of the Link Table is 512 positions (9 hits address). The format of each RAM location storing

this information is as follows:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
987 6 5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

FTA 10 :R:SEL:

FTA Function Tahle Address: The address in the Funl:tion Table that holds the

infllrmation of the wnnel:ted instrudilln node.

10 Base Link Table address of the arc(s) that leave the connel:ted instruction node. This

value can be incremented hy AG&FC or Generate instructions in case of a multiple

Olltput node.

R Right control: If R=O then this arl: is the "left" input to the instruction node. If

R= I then it is the "right" (marked by a dot) input to the instruction node. This bit

is used by AG&FC instrul:tions.

SEL Selel:ts the type of instnll:tilln stored in the Funl:tilln Table:

OOh,n OUT instnll:tilln

Olhin Prlll:essing Unit (PU) instrul:tion

10hin Generatllr (GE) instrul:tilln

II hin Address Generation & Fundion Control (AG&FC) instruction, executed

alone.

6.2.3 Format 01' the FUlldioll Tahle

The Function Tahle hllids the definition llf the instructilln nodes llf the tlllwgraph. The size of this

table is 256 positions. It's fields are divided into three parts:

FTL Function Table Lett. that stores information about PU, GE and OUT instructions.

FTR Function Table Right, that stores information ahout AG&FC instructions.

FTT Funl:tion Table Temporary, that holds the dynamk parameters of AG&FC

instrul:tions.

Bel:ause these fields are separated. and hel:<IlIse of the pipelined nature of the processor, an AG&FC

instruction can be l:ombined with another instnll:tion. The main instnll:tion is selel:ted by the SEL bits

of the Link Table. In case of a pure AG&FC instnll:tion, only the FTR amI FTT fields are used. In

case of a PU, GE or OUT instrul:tion, only the FTL tield is also read. If the F bit of this tield equals

I, this is a combined instruction and the FTR and FTT tields are read. (The actual format of the FTL,

FTR and FTT tields in all l:ases are listed in the appropriate paragraphs below.)
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Because the Function Table only describes the instructions in the node, it is possible to reuse a node

detinition for multiple nodes ina tlowgraph. Th is is for example frequentl y done to pass output tokens

to the Host, where all tokens share the same output node with the Host as destination. In the same
manner all identical Processing Unit instructions can be combined into one node detinition, saving

space in the Function Table. As an extension to this possibility, it is also possible to place in one

Function Table entry an AG&FC and a Processing Unit instruction that are not linked, but used

independently in the tlowgraph.

6.3 Flow of tokens through the processor

Tokens tlow through the internal pipeline of the processor, where every block in this pipeline

performs a certain operation on the token. In the tigure below a schematic representation is given of

the path a token follows when it moves fmm one arc through a node to the next arc.

Processing UnitQueueData Memory

R=O _>

-->
R-1

x ~--->-[J---------->--G.->
-- ->--_..__.._--- -->---- -

B
'-----------'

Link Table Function Table

-[J~-B-~
tigure 7: Schematic representation of the path a token follows when tlowing from one arc
through a node to another arc.

The junction in the Data Memory indicates the ditTerent paths a "right" input token (R= 1) and a

"left" input token (R=O) take. The crossing in the Data Memory indicates the possibility to exchange

the left an right tokens to continue on the other path after execution of the Address Generation and

Function Control instruction.
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7. TOKEN FORMATS

This chapter is completely devoted to the .!£Jrlnot (?l all kinds (?l tokens that are pres(!nt in any part of

the processor. It starts with the tokens that are used for external communication lvith the processor,

but continues by providing theformot (?lthe tokellS that intemalfy move through the parallel pipelines.

The first part of this chapter provides more iI/sight in hOlv to communicate with the processor, while

the second part gives more clues to what happens \l'here in the internal pipelines.

7.1 Format of input/output tokens

Input and output tokens always have the following fnrmat:

332 2 2 2 2 2 2 222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 109 8 7 654 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

: MN: 1D CTLF : DATA :

Where:

MN

ID

CTLF

Module Number: Indicates the mllliule for which the token is intended. Module

number 000\>;<\ is reserved for the Host interface, and has a special meaning when

lIsed with some token types (e.g. a CRESET token becomes a CBRK token when

MN=OOO\>;n)'

Identitier: In most cases used as LT address indicator, but the exact meaning for

each type of token is given in paragraph 7.2 for every CTLF code.

Control Field: Determines the operation to be performed. The table below lists all

tokens. the corresponding CTLF code and the meaning of the ID tield:
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table 2: Possible types of tokens. their CTLF field and meaning of their JD field.

Token type: CTLF Meaning of ID field Function

EXEC %OOCS Arc in flowgraph. Execution input data/output data
OUTD

CRESET %0100 - Command reset/Command break/Error output
CBRK
ERR

SETIM %0101 - Set input mode

SETBRK %0110 Arc in flowgraph. Set break

DUMP %0111 Parameter of dump command. Dump
DUMPD Dump data

RDLT %1000 Link Table address. Read link table
LTRDD Link table read data

RDFTR %1001 Function Table address. Read function table right
FTRRDD Function table right read data

RDFTL %1010 Function Table address. Read function table left
FTLRDD Function table left read data

RDFTT %1011 Function Table address. Read function table temporary
FTTRDD Function table temporary read data

SETLT %1100 Link Table address. Set link table

SETFTR % 1101 Function Table address. Set function table right

SETFTL % 1110 Function Table address. Set function table left

SETFTT % 1111 Function Table address. Set function table temporary

7.2 Types of input/output tokens

7.2.1 EXEC tokens

These tokens provide the input of data. and the output of results fl'Om the program. Note that two bits

of the CTLF field (the C bit and S bit) are ai:tually data bits. The data tield of the token holds a 16

bit absolute value, of whii:h the sign is determined by the S bit of the CTLF tield: S=O indicates a

positive value, S= 1 indicates a negative value. The C bit of the CTLF tield is used by the

instructions executed in the Processing Units.

The ID tield indicates the arc on which this data is placed in the program tlowgraph. In case of an

output it is an arc in the destination module indicated by MN.
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7. TOKEN FORMATS

7.2.2 CRESET/CBRK/ERR tol,t'lls

The MN field distinguishes hetween the CRESET and the CBRK/ERR tokens:

If the MN field is OOOoil1 then the token is a CBRK/ERR token. Upon arrival of this token in any Input

. Controller, the processor enters Break Mode after wh ich the token is passed on through the bypass

path to the Output Controller where it is output again. The CBRK and ERR tokens are actually the

same tokens: An ERR token is generated in a processor if an error condition occurs. Error conditions

are one of the following events:

• In Test Mode the end of the specitied count is met.

• One of the queues of the Queue overtlows.

• One of the Data MemllfY queues overtlows.

The ERR token is generated in the Link Tahle. hut the llfiginating module numher is not added until

the token reaches the Output Controller. Once an ERR token is output, it becomes a CBRK token that

places every next processor upon reception of this token in the Break Mode. A processor that receives

a CBRK token enters Break Mode. hut does not generate a new ERR token. Instead the CBRK token

is passed directly to the Output Controller and output to the next module.

The ERR tokens provides infllfmation ahout the cause of the transition to Break Mode in the data field

of the token:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

: MN Ix x x x xiIM :NT :STATUS :

where

MN

1M

NT

STATUS

Module number where the error was detected.

The active Input Mode.

The Node Table causing the queue overtlow (if any).

Status of the processllf (= cause of the error):

Bit 0: LT break Cllnd it ion met.

Bit I: Node C]ueue overtlow.

Bit 2: GQ overtlow detected.

Bit 3: DQ overtlow detected.

If the MN tield does not eC]ual OOOoil1' the token is a CRESET token. This token has the same function

as a hardware reset, and places the processor in it's initial state. All memories remain to hold their

contents, but the pipelines al'e tlushed. This way the CRESET token can be llsed to place the

processor in a state where only a few table entries need to he reinitialised in order to restart

processing. This token is deleted after execution of the reset by the Input Controller.
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In both cases the ID and the OATA field have no meaning.

(Information about the Break Mode can he found in the description of the SETBRK instruction in

paragraph 7.2.4.)

7.2.3 SETIM tokens

This token sets the new Input Mode of the Input Controller. This should not be confused with the

Break Mode, which is the processor's special "debug mode". After reception of this token and storage

of it's contents in the Input Controller, this token is deleted.

The ID tield of this token has no meaning, and the DATA tield indicates the mode:

1 1 1
5 4 3

Ix x x

where

1M

IIRSO
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2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
x x x x: IIRSD : 1M :

Input Mode: This indicates the new Input Mode in which the processor is set:

OOhin Same as Il hin .

Olhin Input prohihited mllL!e: Prohibits input from the Input Controller to the Link

Table while 24 or more levels of the Data Queue are used. (PASS tokens are

sti II passed on to the Output Control Ier.)

10hin Input restriction mode: Restricts input from the Input Controller to the Link

Table whik 24 or more levels of the data Cjueue are being used. This

restriction of the input is performed hy a timer: the 7-bit Input Inhibit

Counter (IIC). This counter is incremented every clock cycle. By default no

tokens are passed to the Link Table (input inhihit).

The contents of the IIRSO tield is placed in the Input Inhihit Register that is

part of the Mode Register. When the IIC reaches the value of the IIR, input

inhihit is temporarily released and one token is llutput to the Link Table.

(e.g. If IIRSD=20. input inhihit will he released every 20 clock cycles.)

Il hin Input restriction released: no input restriction. This is the default (reset)

mode.

Input inhibit register set data: This value is copied to the input inhibit register and

serves as the count value for the Input restriction mode (see 1M = 10bin)'



7. TOKEN FORMATS

7.2.4 SETRRK tokens

This token sets the condition when to enter Break Mode. The !D tield indicates an LT address, and

the DATA tield has the following contents:

1 111 1 1
5 432 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:M: COUNT :

where

M

COUNT

Mode select: This bit selects the hreak condition:

o Break MOlle is entered when COU NT + I tokens have arrived at the Link

Table address specified by !D.

Break Mode is entered when COUNT+ I pipeline cycles have been

performed after the next token arrives at the Link Tahle address specitied in

the ID tield.

Numher of events (of the type indicated by M) to he counted hefore Break Mode

is entered.

The three Operating Modes of the processor are:

1. Normal Mode

Normal Mode is the default mode after reset or reception of a CRESET token. In this

mode the processor operates without any restrictions (except for those posed by the Input

Mode).

2. Test Mode

After reception of a SETBRK token in the Link Tahle. a test condition is set up (see

ahove). In this state during each clock cycle the hreak condition is tested. If the break

condition is met. the processor nlllves into Break Mode. Note that the only difference

between normal and Test Modt.: is this testing of the hreak condition.

3. Break Mode

In this mode only DUMP and CRESET tokens are accepted. All other tokens that

normally would be accepted by the Input Controller are del eted. Pass tokens are passed

on as usual.

There are three ways to enter Break Mode:

1. An overtlow occurs in a data memory queue, the data queue or the generator queue.

2. A CBRK token is input.

3. The condition of the Test Mode is met.

While entering Break Mode. the status of the processor is saved and the tokens entering

the Lillk TaMe ami the Queue are stored in special registers for dehugging purposes. All

other tokens present in the processor are deleted.
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(The processor automatically enters Test f..1olle upon reception of the SETBRK token.)

7.2.5 DUMP tokens

This token generates one OUMPO token. containing information about the subject specitied by the

lowest 4 or 6 bits of the ID tield. The data tield of the DUMP token has no meaning. These tokens

are only accepted in the Break Mode. In Normal and Test Mode these tokens are deleted by the Input

Controller.

The resulting DUMPO token places the information in the data tield, according to the "10" value as

listed below, followed hy the contents of the data tield of the OUMPO tokens. The data read by the

DUMP tokens indicate the state the processor was in when the Break Mode was entered.

Format of the ID field of a OU MP token is as follows:

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Ix x x:NT :Q: OPT:

where

NT Node Tahle supplying the requested token if Q= J, else these bits have no meaning.

Q If Q= I then information ahout the Queue is duml)ed, if Q=O then information

ahout the Link Tahk is dumped.

OPT Option: Indicates what is to he dumped.

Tokens that read out infll1"mation from the Link Tahle (Q=O) listed hy their OPT tield are:

No function. token is passed unchanged.
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00 Ibin Dump Link Tahle input latch status:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Ix x:u: ID : CTLF :

U: Unuse hit. If U= 1, input latch is empty.

Dump Link Tahle input latch data:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 1 0 9 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

: DATA :



011 hin Dump 10 of the LT token causing the transition to Break Mode:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

:x x x x x x x: 1D

7. TOKEN FORMATS

Tokens that read information from the Queue (Q = I) Iisted by their OPT tield are:

Dump size of DQ and GQ:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

Ix x x xl GQ size DQ size

IOOh;n Dump queue input latch status:

1 1 1 III
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:x xlU: 10 :CSA:CSB:

U: Unuse hit. If U= I. the DM latch is empty.

10: Base address of the queue in the data memory.

CSA,CSB: C and S hits of the A and B data tields.

IOlhin Dump queue input latch FTL field:

111111
5 432 1 0 987 6 5 432 1 0

:x: FTL

IIOhin Dump queue input latch data tield A:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

: DATA A

111 hin Dump queue in[1ut latch data field 13:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 432 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

: DATA B :

(DUMP tokens that read the input latches of the Queue require the address of the Node Table that

provides the tokens as a parameter in the NT tield.)
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7.2.6 RDLT tokens

This token reads the wntents of the Link Table address specified hy the ID field. The MSB of the

DATA field indicates what is to he read from the Link Table:

0: Read the destination base 10.

1: Read the Function Table address.

The resulting LTROD token wpies this seledion hit and adds the information:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 1 0

:O:x x xl
:l:x x x x:

where

987 654 3 2 1 0
ID IR:sEL:

FTA :R:SEL:

FTA Function Tahle Address

10 Destination identifier hase

R Function Table right control. This bit indicates if this arc is the "right" or "left"

input arc to the indicated node. This bit is used by the AG&FC instructions.

SEL Selects the tyre of instruction stored in the Function Tahle:

OOhin OUT instruction

01 hin Processing Unit instruction

IOhin Generator instruction

tt hin Address Gel1er"tion & Function Control instruction, executed alone.

In case of a wmhined instruction, wdes OOhin to 10hin prevail over the 11bin code.

The AG&FC instruction is selected hy the F bit of the FTL tield of the Function

Table.

7.2.7 RDFTR tokens

This token reads the wntents of the FTR tield and outputs it in the DATA tield of the resulting

FTRRDD token. The ID field indicates the Function Table address to read. The DATA field of the

RDFTR token has no meaning. The distinction hetween the two tokens is found in the MN field, that

is 0 for the FTRRDD token.

The format of the resulting DATA tield is:

11111 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

I FTR :
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7. TOKEN FORMATS

7.2.8 RDFfL tokcns

This token reads the contents of the FTL tield and outputs it in the DATA tield of the resulting

FTLRDD token. The TO field indicates the Function Tahle address to read. The DATA field of the

RDFTL token has no meaning. The distinction bdween the two tokens is found in the MN field, that

is 0 for the FTLRDD token.

The format of the resulting DATA field is:

1 1 1 111
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

Ixl FTL :

7.2.9 RDFfT tokcns

This token reads the Cllntents of the FTT field and outputs it in the DATA tield of the resulting

FTTRDD token. The ID field indicates the Function Tahle address to read. The DATA tield of the

RDFTT token has no meaning. The distinctilll1 between the two tokens is found in the MN field, that

is 0 for the FTTRDD token.

The format of the resulting DATA field is:

11111 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 543 2 1 0

ix x x x x xi FTT :

7.2.10 SETLT tol,cns

This token alters the Cllntents of the Link Tahle address specitied by the ID field. The MSB of the

DATA tield indicates what is to he written into the Link Tahle:

0: Write the destination hase JD.

1: Write the function related data.

The DATA tield of the SETLT token has the tililowing structure:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:o:x x xl 10 lx:x xl
:l:x x x Xl FTA IR:SELII

where
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10 Destination base identifier

FTA Function Tahle address

R Function Tahle right wntrol. This hit indkates if this arc is the "right" or "left"

inrut arc to the indicated function. This bit is used by the AG&FC instructions.

SEL Selects the tyre of instruction stored in the Function Tahle:

OObin OUT instruction

°I bill Processing LJ nit instruction

IObin Generator instruction

II bill Add ress Generation & Function Control instruction. executed alone.

In case of a comhined instruction, codes OObill to IObill prevail over the 11bin code.
The AG&FC instruction is selected hy the F bit of the FTL tield of the Function

Tahle.

7.2.11 SETF"TR tokells

This token writes the FTR field of the Function Tahle. The ID field selects the Function Table

address to he written to.

The format of the DATA field is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

FTR

7.2.12 SETF"TL tokells

This token writes the FTL field orthe Fundion Tahle. The ID tield selects the Function Table address

to be written to.

The format of the DATA field is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Ix: FTL :

7.2.13 SETFTT tokens

This token writes the FTT field of the Function Tahle. The ID tield selects the Function Table address

to be written to.

The format of the DATA tield is:

11111 1
543 2 1 098 7 654 3 2 1 0

Ix x x x x x: FTT :
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7. 70KEN FORMATS

7.3 Format of internal tokens

7.3.1 Ahout the internal tokens

Internally the prol:essor uses toKens to move information from hlol:K to hlol:k in the same manner that

the external tokens are transferred. Internall y, however, there is a different type of token required

between every two blllCks. The following paragraphs desl:ribe the format of the tokens that are passed

between the internal blOCKS.

7.3.2 Format of IC - OC tokens

The bypass tokens have the exal:t same form;ll as the external tllKens. The only reason why this path

is present is that the interwnnel:tion arl:hitecture of the modules is a pipeline. Therefore all tokens

are to be <Kl:epted by eal:h module. Internally each module filters out it's own tokens and passes the

rest straight on to the Output Controller that in turn inserts them into the stream generated by the

module and passes the resulting stream on to the next module.

7.3.3 Format of IC - LT :llld PU - LT tokl'ns

The Input Controller only Sl:ans for it's own spel:ial wntrol tokens, hut has no part in the general

processing of tokens, so only the module numher field is stripped from the token:

2 2 2 2 2 2 222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1D : CTLF : DATA

where

ID

CTLF

DATA

Arl: in the tlowgraph where the token is located.

Control field: determines the type of the tOKen.

Data (or parameters) of the tllKen.

7.3.4 Format of LT - NT tokens

After the Link Table has performed it's part of the operation, tokens that have not been deleted by

the Link Table are routed to the correct destination Node Table. Tokens that need to access a fixed

address in the Node Table are routed to the correct Node Table, and tokens that require no interaction

with the Node Table are always lead lhrough the Node Tahle supplying the lowest part of the address

range. The format of the tokens is:
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3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 22222 2 1 1 1 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6

ID I CTLF :SEL:R: FTA I
I I

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 0 987 6 5 432 1 0

DATA

where

ID

CTLF

SEL

R

FTA

DATA

Base numher of the destination arc of the tllken.

Cllntrol tield: determines the llperation tll he rerformed.

Selects the tyre of function stllred in the Function Tahle.

Functilln Tahle right contl'lll: IF R= 1 then the token is the lllgically "right" input

token tll the nllde.

Functilln Tahle Address. Illcal tll the receiving Nllde Tahle.

The data field llf the tllken.

7.3.5 Format or NT ~ Q, Q ~ OC and Q ~ PU tokens

In the Node Table (a part llf) the instructilln llf the nllde is executed, rossihly resulting in an opcode

for a Processing Unit instructilln and it's llperands. Because the CTLF tield of the rrevious steps is

removed, an "Escape" tield is inserted in order tll he ahle tll rass nlln-execution tllkens such as ERR

or DUMPD tllkens:

6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
o 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6

:E:SEL: ID FTL I
I

3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8

I DATA BI

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

I DATA A I
I I

where

E Escape bit: If E= I then this token cllntains special information. The CTLF field of

the this tllken is placed in the Imver 4 bits of the FTL tield, and this token should

he routed to the Output Controller hy the Queue. (Tokens destined for the

Processing Units lack this bit.)

SEL Selects hits as supplied hy the Link Table.

ID The hase address of the destination arc.
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FTL

DATA B

DATA A

7. TOKEN FORMATS

Bits 0-12 of th~ FTL field r~ad frolll th~ FunL:tion Table. The functions indicated

by the X and F hits have been executed in the Node Tahle.

The C-hit, S-hit and data of operand B.

The C-hit. S-hit and data of operand A.
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8. THE FLOWGRAPH ASSE~1BLER

Like with the Von Neumann architectures it is a tedious joh to code data.flOlv programs by hand. In
this chapter a standard way of "dra I I'ing " {Jrogral1ls (jlOll'graphs) is give/l, that closely Jollows the

abilities of the processor. Th('// the assel1lhler program that has lu'en written for the superscalar

processor is discussed and a .I'll/all eXal1llJle is given (?f the IVa)' a .flOlvgraplz is coded Jor the

assembler. 1he chapter ends hy IJreseming the disassell/hler that lVay originally written to check the

output of the assemhler, hut that call also he used to facilitate reading the output of a run oj a

program.

8.1 Flowgraph programming

To take full advantage of the speed of datatlow processors. programs need to contain enough tine

grained parallelism. To he ahle to program this parallelism efficiently. there is a need to represent

these programs in a manner a human programmer can still etfectively recognise their behaviour

although a massive numher of actions can happen at the same time. These types of programs are

based on nodes containing instructions, interwnnected by arcs over over which the tokens move. The

concept of tlowgraphs therefore proves to he a g(llld tool to do so.

8.1.1 Flowgraph huilding hlocks

Like in other programming languages there is a need for basic huilding hlocks from which programs

can be constructed. In the classic Y(1I1 Neumann architecture these are called instructions. In datatlow

programming these are called arcs and (operation) nodes. Using these arcs and nodes a tlowgraph can

be constructed that describes the "program". When the program is completed, tokens containing data

can be placed at inputs, and these tokens start to move over the arcs and through nodes. In this

process tokens can he generated. stored, deleted or moditied in the nodes, while the arcs serve to

indicate what the next operation node is to he for a token that leaves a node.

The tlowgraph notation is closely related to the pmcessor, as in traditional architectures where every

processor has it's own type of machine language. The tlowgraph language of the designed parallel

datatlow processor can he defined using the basic tlowgraph symbols shown below:
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A

, INSTR.
~r----

B.
AG&FC

.- .._-------_.-.
• PU etc. :
'----r-'

C
.~---_.
; INSTR. '
L- __,"

figure 8: Basic tlowgraph building blocks.

From the left to the right these symhols indicate: (A) A single instruction node; (B) A combined

instruction node: (C) A node with twn input arcs where the logical "right" input is marked by a dot;

(D) An AG&FC that "creates" a "right" tnken, and these two tokens are swapped (indicated by the

cross) before entering the Processing Unit.

Like with inputs there is also a notation of what is output hy a node. The (sometimes) two results of

an operation, X and Y, can he output in a numher of ways. The Y output is always indicated by a

triangle:

A I
I-'--- ..

1 PU
L . _

x
id

B :
_:_..._....... -.

, PU

y

id

C i
-~~.,

c_.__ ~t.J.._J
Xy

id id+1

D I t
~I
L,-_~

xx i ;
id id+1

figure 9: The output selection of PU instructions.

If there exist more then one output arc, the numher of these arcs are incremented from left to right,

unless otherwise specified.

The Processing Unit instructions provide conditional outputs, that are graphically indicated as:

A

~()~~:PNZ

PNZ

B
id .-. id+l

C , ._L _ " _I

I
_I

tigure 10: Format of conditional hranching and NOP instructions.

From left to right these are: (A) Conditional output of the result of an operation; (B) Conditional

branching of the result of an operation: (C) Conditional execution of the Processing Unit operation,

as indicated by the N bit.
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There are also s[lecial output nodes. that indicate the destination module of the tokens out[lut by this

instruct ion:

A [

-lour:1--- _

des!

8 I __~

i~_~
dest des!

figure 11: Two types of output nodes in a tlowgraph.

The left (A) node is an output that only out[luts one token to the indicated arc and Host. The right

(B) node out[luts the X data as a token to the left arc. and the Y data as a token to the right arc.

8.1.2 From l'Iowgraph via tahles to tokens

As the processor uses tables to store the tlowgraph. the graphical information of a designed program

needs to be transformed into information for these tahles. This is done by the tlowgraph assembler,

where each arc, each node and each Data Memory reference are given an address in the

corresponding tables. As a number of rules are to he respected while assigning these locations, this

would he a difficult and tedious joh for a pmgrammer to do by hand.

Because the tables describing the datatlow program are to be stored iI/side the processor, the

assembler needs to create a file of input tokens that literally programs the contents of the tables into

the processor. Apart from filling the tables, all Data Memory locations that need initialisation are

tilled using a ded icated small initial isation program that is automaticall y generated by the assembler.

It is clear that it is virtually impossible to code dataflow programs by hand. Theret()re a tlowgraph

assembler has been written to write pnlgrams for the designed processor.

8.2 The flowgraph assemhler program

8.2.1 Verschm'rcn Asst'mhlcr Construclion Set

To facilitate construction of the assembler. a special assembler toolbox was used. The toolbox called

"VACS" (Verschueren Assembler Construction Set) version 1.24 is written in Turbo Pascal 5, and

contains a 2-pass assembler framework where only a handler for the [lrocessor's machine language

instructions needs to be added. Even a complete expression evaluator is availahle, there are a large

number of options and a hardcopy output can he generated automatically. The manual for these built

in functions is sU[lpl ied with the VACS assembler tool kit. (Available upon request, see preface.)
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8.2.2 Construction ot' the assemhler

Building the tlowgraph assembler lIsing the YACS toolkit proved to be far more difticult then was

first expected, as the nature of a tlowgraph is not a linear list of operator/operand pairs, and the

assembler has to manage the assignment of Function Table and Data Memory positions because of

the divided nature of these tables in the designed parallel processor.

The Turbo Pascal code of the specifk datatlow processor part is contained in the Turbo Pascal 5 Unit

file ASMINC.PAS. This tile is not found in the appendices, but is available upon request through

A.C. Verschueren (see preface).

8.2.3 Briel' overview 01' the assemhler

8.2.3.1 Typical instruction syntax

In paragraph 8.1.1 it was already mentioned that each Iine in a program tile starts with an indications

to what is being detined in that line. Atier this definition there are one or more identifiers, followed

by an equation sign. Behind the equation sign is the actual description of the function of the item.

inpA

RDCYCS(5)~

fadd •
ADD

arc1 .

fout OUT1
---HosT-'

aulA

figure 12: Flowgraph to explain the syntax of the assembler.

For example look at the following lines of datatlow program that describe the program in figure 12:

Host
MODULE
INPUT
Ll NK
OUTPUT
MEMORY
FUNCT 1ON
FUNCT ION
DATA
DATA
END

EQU 0
1
i npA AT 10
arc1 = fadd(inpA)
outA = fout(arc1) AT 72
mernA = 5 BASE 2
fadd =ADD, RDCYCS(mernA,1)
fout = OUT1(Host)
inpA, -100
i npA, C 0

Host has address 0 by default
Module number
Input of activation token at arc nr 10
Define arcs of a node
Define the output to Host arc nr 72
Define a constant at an even address
Define a read from mernA and add it
Define output to Host
Create a test-token
Create a second test-token

These few Iines define a complete program that accepts an input on arc number 10 that passes input

tokens through a node (named "finc") that reads from an even address in the Data Memory (named

"memA ") a value (here a constant 5), adds th is value to the input value and outputs it to arc 72 of

the Host interface (module number 0).
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The stream of tokens generated (as an Intel HEX file) include tokens to program this flowgraph into

the processor, tokens that program an initialisation program that stores the constant in the Data

Memory, and generates two tokens that are pi aced on arc" inpA" .

8.2.3.2 Allocation of table locations

The assembler automatically allocates tahle hKations. This can even be a range of locations, like

tables in the Data Memory that (of course) should never be fragmented. This automatic allocation can

be overruled by the programmer using the AT operand. In the Node Table it is even possible to

indicate that allocation of the tahle should take place in a certain path. Specifying the exact location

is important for input tokens from anllther module, while forcing allocation in a specific path is

required for performance-tuning. If the assembler finds it impossihle to allocate a block within the

given specifications, it returns an error.

The assembler accepts the reuse of a node at multiple locations in the flowchart. This is practical for

saving space in the Node Tables.

8.2.3.3 Handling of Data Memorv definitions

Data Memory definitions can have a numher of special options, like

• Allocation in a specific path.

• Allocation of a large block that might not fit in the next available position.

• Initialisatioll of constants, using a small dedicated initialisation program.

• Allocation at a specific "hase"-otf"et fill' certain AG&FC instnl\.:tions.

All these possibilities are taken care of by the assembler, and reported as errors if it could not be

granted. (The assembler even checks for each AG&FC instruction with special Data Memory "base"

address demands for correct alignment of the data.)

8.2.4 Limitations of the asscmhlcr

Although the assembler provides a good way of writing programs for the parallel processor, it has

a number of limitations that might be improved for optimal program development:

For optimal parallel performance, the Node Tahles should he allocated such that as many tokens as

possible can pass their nodes at any time. This induces that the assemhler should systematically spread

all node definitions over the four Node Tahles to stimulate parallel prm;essing of tokens. Note,

however, that although randomly placing \lode definitions may seem a good way to do this, it does

not automatically lead to better performance. (An extension to the language might be required to lead

the assembler to the right choices.)
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For optimal use of the tahles in the prol:essor a means of using the Left and Right field of the

Function Tahle independently of eadl other l:an l:ause a great saving. The l:urrent assemhler does not

support such sharing of the Funl:tion Table. but is l:apahle of reusing wmplete node detinitions if

instructed by the program.

The assembler is, inherently to the VACS toolkit, a two-pass assembler. It therefore has a number

of limitations to forward referenl:es and automatk assignment of table locations. This leads to

sensitivity to the order in whkh the statements l:an be plal:ed in a program tile. (For example should

fixed-location constants in the Data Memory proceed automatically assigned constants and variables

because their places could already be "given away".)

Currently the assemhler can only generate a tile of tokens that "soft-programs" the rrocessor. A great

(and practical) improvement would be to indude an option where it generates HEX tiles instead that

can be used to till ROMs replacing the RAMs in the Link and Function Tahles so dedicated signal

processors with a tixed program l:an he neated.

8.3 The datafiow disassembler

To enable checking the output of the assemhler a simple disassembler has been written, that reads the

HEX tile produced by the assemhler and transforms it into a human-readahle list of tokens. The

disassembler also provides a good way to l:hel:k the output of the prol:essor, because the fields of the

tokens are not nice! y al igned. and unravell ing the wntents of these tokens l:an he qu ite a lot of work.

The output of the disassembler for the assemhler wde above is:

ADDR MN TOKEN CTLF ID DATA

0000: 20ACOOOO SETLT 10 A: 10 =0
0004: 20AC8001 SETLT 10 B: FTA=O (PU)
0008: 200C0240 SETLT 0 A: 10 =72
oooc: 200c8008 SETLT 0 B: FTA=1 (OUT)
0010: 201 c8013 SETLT 1 B: FTA=2 (AG&FC)
0014: 20201000 SETFTR 2 ~RCYCS %000000000000
0018: 20100005 DATA 1 5
001c: 200E4018 SETFTL 0 %0000000011000 (+AG&FC)
0020: 20000000 SETFTR 0 RDCYCS %000000000000
0024: 201EOOOO SETFTL 1 %0000000000000
0028: 20A10064 DATA 10 - 100
002c: 20A20000 DATA 10 C 0

The disassembly starts by setting up the Link Table for the INPUT. LINK and OUTPUT arcs. Then

at Link Table address I a link is set up to a RDCYCS instrul:tion at Funl:tion Table address 2. Next,

a token is inserted that tills through the RDCYCS instruction address 0 of the Data Memory with the

constant value 5. The disassembly continues with the detinition of the ADD/RDCYCS node, followed

by the OUTl node. Last are the two data tokens rlal:ed on arc 10.
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When this program is being run on the processor. it produces the following output:

ADDR MN TOKEN CTLF lD DATA

0000: 0 0481005F DATA
0004: 0 04820005 DATA

72 - 95
72 C 5

The first token arrived at the output after 21 clock cycles. followed after 2 cydes by the second

token.
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9. THE INSTRUCTION AND ASSEl\1BLER SYNTAX

In this chapter a complete overviel!' is ){ivm (!l lI'lwt is re(luired to \I'rite a program for the designed

processor. First the s)'lltax used in t!le assell//J!er to l!escri!Je a jlO\\I){raph is given. Then a complete

overview follows of t!le instructions amila/J!e in t!le processor, including t!leir format in the

processor's illtemal tables and tlwir./imnat in t!le assembler.

9.1 About the flowgraph assembler language

As this assembler needs to specify the inherent two-dimensillnal structure of a tlmvgraph, the idea of

a linear address space like assemhlers for Von Neumann architectures assume is ahandoned. The only

semi-linear property of the assemhkr is the order of tokens in the output file, and the order in which

the assembler tries to assign locations of the internal tahles ami memory of the processor.

9.2 Programming in the assembler

9.2.1 Common mIme..; and notations

The syntax of each keyword and the parameters it requires are given in the paragraphs below. The

description is printed in italics. using a regular expression notation according to the following rules:

• Literal character strings are prinkd in ul1per case.

• Literal characters are surrounded hy douhk quotes.

• Expression identitiers are printed in lower case.

• Any numher of white spaces can he inserted hetween two items in an expression.

• Curly brackets are used to group ikms into (suh-)expressions.

• Square brackets are lIsed to indicate an optional expression.

• The posttix asterisk C';:') is lIsed to indicate that the pretix expression is optional or repeated a

number of times.

• An intix vertical hal' (' I') is used to indicate a choice hetween two items.
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Standard names used in a numher of syntax desL:riptilll1s in the rest of this appendix are:

module nr

link idem

.tunc_idell!
mem idell!

bank

link addr

{UIlC addr

melll add,.

value

data val

9.2.2 Module numher

Numher of a module: This expression should evaluate to a value from 0 to

7.

Name of an arL: in the tlllwgraph .

Name of a node in the tlowgraph.

Name of an address in the Data Memllry.

Path numher of a node or arL: address: This should evaluate to a value from

o to 3.

Tahle address of an arc This should he an expressilln evaluating to a value

from 0 to 5\ I .

Tahle address of a node: This should he an expression evaluating to a value

fro m 0 to 63.

Memory address in the Data Memory: This should he an expression

evaluating to a value from 0 to 511.

A \7 hit signed ahsolute value: This should evaluate to a value from -FFFFhox

to FFFFitc'"

A data value as used in the proL:essm: It equal s the expression rei value.

Every module in a prOL:essor pipel ine has it's own address. Therefore the add ress of the tokens meant

for each of the proL:essors in the pipeline needs to he explkitly known to the assemhler. The current

destination module numher of e\'ery token generated hy the assemhler L:an he set hy the MODULE

command, using the t(lilowillg syntax:

MODULE //Iodllle II,.

The default module numher of the assemhler is 1. Changing the module number does not wipe the

tahles; it only changes the destination module numher of the generated tokens. If the module number

is changed somewhere. the initial mlldule numher should he set at the start of the tile.
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9.2.3 Links in a l'Iowgnlllh

There are three kinds of links possihle in a tlowgraph: input links, output links amI internal links.

These three types all have their own syntax in the assemhler;

INPUT

LINK

OUTPUT

link_idcllt {"," lillk_idcllt} * fAT lillk_oddr/

[lillk_idcllt/ t," Iillk)dcllt} * "="

fUllc)d('//f "("

{lillk_id('//f / "," lillk_idellt/}

t. "Iillk_idcllt} "J"
[AT "("

IIIcIII_idcllt : BOllk

/"." Iillk_mld!"/ "r/
flillk_idcllt/ {", " lillk_idcllt}* "

.tilllc_idcllt "("

{Iillk)dcllt / ", " lillk)dclltJ}

{", " lillk)dcllt} ")"
/AT "("

JIICJII_idcllt : bOllk

/", " Iillk_oddr/ "J "/

The links are always detined as the arcs leaving a node (except for input arcs) as a function of the

arcs that enter the node. For this reason it is also possihle to define an "empty link", signifying that

no links depart from the lksignated node. It is possihle to place links on a tixed location in the table

using the "AT" operand. For input and output arcs this makes it possihle to connect to arcs in another

module.

9.2.4 Data l\lcIllory allocation

The Data Memory can contain constants, temporary values, tahles and workspace for queues. All

these areas already need to be allocated in the assembler to avoid dllplicate use of memory locations.

It is also important that the node description tahles and the corresponding area in the Data Memory

reside in the same pipeline path. so the data C;1I1 he accessed. The assemhler checks tilr this constrain,

and reports an error if placement is impossihle.
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Space in the Data tvlemory is alillcated using the M Er-.,10RY cllmmand:

MEMORY

where

size

base value

11/('111 idellt "="

"'!" 1

{AREA "(" size f"," data_val; ")"1
" "l::::

, J

{BASE "(" ha.\·e_value ")"1

fAT "(" hank /"," lIIelll_addrl ")";

Size llf the memory area to reserve: This should evaluate to a value from 1

to 512.

Allocation hase value: Divisor of the address to he allocated. (Only powers

of 2 are useful.) Th is opt ion is used to ensure that connected functions are

ahle tll generate the correct address hy adding zeroes at the LSB size of their

address register.

This command also provides a way tll initialise the memory. By indicating a value or an area of

values, the assemhler generates code to initialise the memory with this value.

9.2.5 Nodes in a f10wgraph

The functionality of nodes 111 the tlo\\'graph is indicated hy the FUNCTION (or the abbreviated

FUNC) command:

50

FUNCTION lilllc idellf "= "

{out_o{Jwde I

{Ju_o{Jcode i
ge_o{Jcode I
{agj(.'_o{Jcode f", " ./ft_valI}}
{ {out_ojJcode I

jJU_ojJcode \

ge_o{Jmde} "," agli'_ojJcode /", "./ft_val/}

IAT "(" Jl/l'lII)dellf I hank /", ".tilJ{(·_addr!")";
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where

out instr

pu_instr

ge_instr

agre_instr

fit val

The opcode format of OUT instructions (see paragraph 9.3)

The opcode format of PU instructions (see paragraph 9.4)

The opclllie format of GE instructions (see paragraph 9.5)

The opcode tlJrlnat of AG&FC instructions (see paragraph 9.6)
Literal value to he placed in the FTT table: This should evaluate to a value

from OOOOOOOOOOhil\ to II 1111111Ih;I\'

9.2.6 Making a MAP tile

Using the MAP command a map file call he generated that retlects the occupation of the tables in the

processor. This can he useful while dehugging programs.

MAP

where

.filename

extension

lIilmoll/(' / ". " eXTellsion//

// ". "/ LlNKTAB/

rl", "/ FUNCTAB/

/1", "/ DATAMEM/

Path and filename of the destination file. The default filename is the name

ami path of the input file.

Three-character extension of the filename. If no extension is given, a default

extension" .MAP" is used.

9.2.7 Generation of special t"kt'IlS

Apart from the generation of tokens that program the tlmvgraph into the processor, there are also a

number of special tokens that are generated upon request. The commands to generate these tokens are:

DATA

RESET

BREAK

RESTRICT

READ

DUMP

link_addr 1". "/ dml/_val
llIodule nr

/TEST i COUNT "(" link_idenr I link_add,. "." count_val "ri
mode "." mode_COlli/{

{LINKTAB lillk)denr I link_addr} I
{FUNCTAB {LEFT I RIGHT 1 TEMP} .limc_ident l./unc_addr}

dlllllpJode t." dUlllpJode} *
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where

count val

mode

mode count

link_dump

queue_dump

Value for the test counter: This should evaluate to a value from a to 7FFFhex

Input restriction mode: This should evaluate to a value of albin, tObin or llbin'

Input restriction counter value: This should evaluate to a value from 1 to 128.

Literal value for the TO field of the Link dump request token: This should

evaluate to a value from Oll>in to Ill>in.

Literal value for the ID tield of the Queue dump request token: This should

evaluate to a value from OOOhin to 1lll>in.

The DATA command places an EXEC token on the indicated an: and the RESETwmmand generates

a CRESET token. Using the BREAK wmmand it is possihle to instruct the Test Mode to test either

for arrival of tokens at a specified arc. a fixed numher of clock cydes or just to generate a CBRK

token for a specitic module.

The Input Mode can he set through the RESTRICT wmmand, that takes the restriction mode and it's

corresponding wunter value as parameters.

The DUMP wmmand generates a series of DlJrvlP tokens for the specified information. Using the

READ L:Ommand, the contents of the Link Tahle and Function Tahle can he read.

9.3 OUT instructions

These instructions output data from the processor. If the SEL hits read from the Link Table are O<\in'

then an OUT instruction is fetched from the Link Tahle.

Format of the FTL is:

1 1 111
432 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

iFix:oi ID2 : MN

where

F

x

a

52

Full: If F= I then this is a comhined instruction, so an AG&FC instruction is

performed tirst.

Exchange: If X= 1 then the data A ami data B tields are to he exchanged by the

Data Memory.

This bit indicates what type of OUT instruction is to be performed: 0=0 indicates

an OUTI instruction, while 0= J indicates an OUT2 instruction.
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ID2 This field is only used hy the OUT2 instruction: This is the ID of the second output

token.

MN The destination module numher for the generated output tokens. Note that in case

of an OUT2 instruction hoth tokens get this module number.

9.3.1 OUT1 instruction

This instruction outputs one EXEC token from the processor. The module numher is copied from the

FTL, the ID is the destination TO taken from the Link Tahle. and the data is the 16 bit data A field.

(Data B can be output by setting the X hit in the FTL.)

Assembler format:

out illstr:: = GUT! "(" /7/odule _1/1" ")"

9.3.2 OUT2 instrudioll

This instruction outputs two EXEC tokens from the processor with their destination module number

copied from FTL. The first token 11lllds the data A value and the ID specitied in the Link Table. The

second token holds the data B value and has an JD value taken from the ID2 tield of the FTL. By
setting the X bit, the two data values can he exchanged.

Assemhler fllrmat:

out illstl" ::= GUn "(" tl/od/lh'_II1" "," Iillk_id('lIf ")"

9.4 PU instructions

These instructions use a Processing Unit to perform operatillns on the data llf the arriving tokens.

PU instructions are recognised hy the SEL hits read from the Link Tahle. If SEL=Olbin then a PU

instruction is read from the Fundion Tahle. Format llf the FTL for all PU instructions is:

1 1 111
432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

IFix:oUT:S:N:A: PNZ: OP
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where

F

x

OUT

Full: If F= I then this IS a comhined instruction. so an AG&FC instruction is

performed first.

Exchange hit: If X = 1 then the data A and data B tields are to be exchanged by the

Data Memory.

These two hits contl"lll the output of the result of the PU instruction. The four

possihilities are named resrectively X, Y, XX and XY. Their function is listed in

the table helow:

table 3: OUT bits and output formal.

OUT bits nr of outputs 1st output 2nd output

10 data 10 data

00 1 10 X

01 1 10 Y - -

10 2 10 X 10+ 1 X

11 2 10 X 10+ 1 Y
Note: - X IS the 18 bit result of the operatloll output to the X Side. It Includes the C and S bits.

- Y is the 18 bit result of the operation output to the Y side. It includes the C and S bits.

B Brandl contl"lll: This bit causes the ID of the output of the instruction to be

contl"lliled by the condition of the C bit. If OUT=X then the Cx is used. If

OUT=Y then the Cy hit is lIsed. When B=1 and the selected C=l then the

desti nation rD of the output token is incremented hy one. (II' OUT = XX or

OUT=XY then the B bit is ignored.)

table 4: Output control by OUT and BRC.

OUT BRC nr of 1st output 2nd output

outputs
10 data 10 data

00 0 1 10 X -

01 0 1 10 Y -

10 0 2 10 X 10 + 1 X

10 (1 ) 2 ID X 10 + 1 X

11 0 2 10 X 10 + 1 Y

11 (1) 2 10 X 10+ 1 Y

00 1 1 10 +C x X -

01 1 1 10+C y Y
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Setting of the C hit is done hy the PNZ condition, so the B bit can be used to

control the tlow of program execution.

N No operation bit: If this hit is set. the PU operation is only performed if CA =C 8 •

A Accumulator read hit. If OP is the ACC instruction (lOOIOoin), setting this bit

ind kates that th is token should read the accumulator register instead of being added

to it. The contents of this hit is overruled by a combined COUNT, RDCYCL or

RDCYCS instruction. (Details ahout this can be found in the appropriate

paragraphs. )

PNZ Positive/negative/zero bit: This field is used to set the C bits according to the

condition spedfied.

tahle 5: Control hy PNZ.

PNZ Condition Cx Cy Assembler

000 No condition set CA CII

Result = 0 1 1 T
001 EO

Result'" 0 0 0 F

Result < 0 1 1 T
010 LT

Result?: 0 0 0 F

Result ~ 0 1 1 T
011 LE

Result> 0 0 0 F

Result> 0 1 1 T
100 GT

Result ~ 0 0 0 F

Result?: 0 1 1 T
101 GE

Result < 0 0 0 F

Result'" 0 1 1 T
110 NE

ResL.lt = 0 0 0 F

Overflow generated 1 1 T
111 OVF

No overflow generated 0 0 F

OP This field holds the opcode for the PU instruction. The value OF THIS FIELD for

each instruction is listed helow:

OOOOOoin

0000 loin
000100in
0001 loin

OOIOOh;n

OOIOlo,n

OOIIO"in

OR

AND

XOR

ANDNOT

SHL

SHLI1RV

SHR

100000,,,

100010in

100 100in

1001 loin

101000i"
10101 hi"

101100in

OR MS'K

CMPXCH

ACC

COPYC

ADJL

GETI

SETI
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00 111 hi"

01000h;"

OIOOlhi"

OIOIOhi"
aI0 11 hin
aII OOhin

a11 aI hi"

a111Ohi"

aI III hi"

Assembler format:

SHR8RV

CMPNOM

CMP

INC

DEC

NOT

ANDMSK

CVT2AB

CVTAB2

10111 hi"

11000hi"

1100l hi"

110 10hi1\

I 10 I I bin

11100hi1\

I 110 I bin

III 10hi"

I I I II hi"

CLRI

ADD

SUB

MUL

NOP

ADDSC

SUBSC

MULSC

NOPSC

pu_illstr ::= opcode {"(" /XCH/ r." /i1l7.Jode/ r." BRCJ r." CNG?} r." out_code} ")"J

where

opcode

pllz_code

out code

The opcode for the PU instruction. (These opcodes are listed above.)

The Positive/Negative/Zero code. The syntax of these codes is found in

tahle 5.

The output (ode. Possihle codes are X. Y. XX and XY (see table 3). The

default output code is X.

9.4.1 Lo~ical operation instru<:tions

9.4.1.1 OR, AND, XOR instructions

These instructions perform their logical operation on the A ami B data, placing the result of the

operat ion in output X.

The opcodes of these instrlll:tillns are:

OR OOOOOhi"

AND 0000 Ihi"

XOR 000 lObi"

9.4.1.2 ANDNOT instruction

This instruction is the logical NAND. The operation is done on the A and B data, placing the result

of the operation in output X.

The opcocle of this instruction is 000 11 hi,,'
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9.4.1.3 NOT instnll:tion

The NOT instruction performs the hitwise !\'OT of the data A field. The output is placed in the X

output.

The opcode of this instruction is 0 I 100hin'

9.4.2 Arithmetic operation instructions

9.4.2.1 ADD, MUL. SUB and NOP instructions

The ADD instruction performs a signed addition of the A and B data, placing the result in the X

output. If an overtlow occurs, the Y output becomes 1. In case of an undertlow, the Y output

becomes -1.

When no PNZ condition is set (PNZ=OOOh,n)' the C hits are wpied from the inputs. (C",-C x , CB-Cy )

The opcode of ADD is I 1000h,n'

The SUB instruction suhtracts the 8 data from the A data. Output and C hits are the same as the ADD

instruction. The opwde of SUB is 11001 h,n'

The MUL instruction multiplies the A data and the B data, generating a 32 hit result. The highest 16

bits are placed in the X output. while the lowest 16 bits are placed in the Y output. The sign bit is

placed in both Sx and Sy.

If no PNZ condition is set. the C hits are copied to the outputs. Is PNZ~O, then the 32 bit result

value is evaluated as a whole. The opcode of the MUL instruction is 11010h,n'

In case of a NOP instruction, no calculations take place and the A data and B data are copied to the

X and Y outputs. The control fields however are evaluated and appl ied. The opwde of the NOP

instruction is 11011 h,n'

9.4.2.2 ADDSC, SUBSC, MULSe and NOrSe instructions

These SC (shift and count) instructions first perform the normal operation of the instruction. Then

the number of D's from the MSB side of the X output side is counted and output to the Y side.

In case of a MULSC instruction, the original Y output is replaced by the SC value.

The opcodes of these instructions are:

ADDSC

SUBSC

MULSC

NOPSC

11100h,n

1110 1hin

11110h,"

I I 11 1hill
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9.4.2.3 INC and DEC instructions

The INC instruction increments the A data by I and outputs the result to the X output. In case of an

overtlow the Y output is set to I. In all other cases the Y output is O.

Normally the value of SA is output to Sx and Sy. Only if SA = I amI data A=0 then Sx and Sy are O.

The opcode of the INC instruction is 0 I0 I0h'"'

The DEC instruction decrements the A data value and outputs the result to output X. In case of an

undertlow the Y output is set to -I, else the Y output is O.

Normally the value of SA is output to Sx and Sy. Onl y if SA = 0 and data A= 0 then Sx and Sy are 1.

The opcode of the DEC instruction is 0 I0 11 hi,,'

9.4.3 Shirt inslrllclions

9.4.3.1 SHL and SHR instructions

The shift instructions treat the A data as shift data ami lower 5 hits ami the S bit of the B data to

specify the number of hits to shift. The shift instructions can thus shift from -16 to + 16 bits. The 32

bit result is output to output X (highest hits) ami output Y (lowest bits).

The SHL instruction shifts to the left (f\1SB) side, and the SHR instruction shifts to the right (LSB)

side. The opcode of the SHL instruction is OOIOOh;I1' and the opcode of the SHR instruction is

00110bi,,·

9.4.3.2 SHLRRV and SHRRRV instructillns

These instructions first reverse the hitmder of the A data. ami then execute the shift operation as

described above. The opcodes of these instructions are:

SHLBRV

SHRBRV
OOIOlhil1

OOlll hi"

9.4.4 Comparison inslrlldions

9.4.4.1 CMPNOM. CMP and CMPXCH instructions

These instructions compare the A data and the B data hy suhtracting B from A. The result is not

stored, but only evaluated hy the PNZ condition. Because of this it is FORBIDDEN to use

PNZ=OOOhin or PNZ= 111 h,,, in comparison instructions!

In case of the CMPNOM instruction. a PNZ evaluation resulting in TRUE sets Cx and Cy to 1. The

X output is set to I, the Y output is set to 0 and the Sx and Sy are both set to O.

If the result was FALSE, Cx, Cy, Sx, Sy, the X output and the Y output are all set to O. The opcode

of the CMPNOM instruction is 0 IOOOhil1'
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In case of the CMP instruction, The A and [3 data is copied to the X and Y outputs. The evaluation

result TRUE is placed as a I in Cx and Cy . If the result is FALSE then Cx and Cy become O. (This

instruction is normally used in conjunction with the B bit.) The opcode of the CMP instruction is

o1OOlbin'

In case of the CMPXCH instruction, normally all inputs are copied to the outputs. If the PNZ

condition evaluates to FALSE, the A side is copied to the Y output and the B side is output to the X

output. The opcade of the CMPXCH instruction is 10001hin'

9.4.5 Bit manipulation instrudions

9.4.5.1 GETI. SETI and CLRI instructions

These instructions are used to manipulate single bits in the A data input. Selection of the bit is done

by the lower 4 bits of the B data.

The GETl instruction copies the indicated bit to the LSB of the X output, while the other bits are

cleared. The Y output is always O. The C bits are copied, as is the SA bit. The Sy bit is set to O. The

opcode of the GETI instruction is 1010]hil1'

The SETl instru..:tion copies the A input to the X output. hut sets the indicated bit to I. The Y output

is cleared to 0, and the C hits are c(lpied to the outputs. The opcode of the SET I instruction is

lOllObm'

The CLR 1 instruction performs the same operation as SET 1, except fur the selected hit, that is reset

to O. The apcode af the CLR I instruction is 10 III hin'

9.4.6 Bit Check instrUdiOlls

9.4.6.1 ANDMSK and ORMSK instructions

These instructions test the bits of the A data to the bits of the B data. The result of the test is placed

in the Cx and Cy hits, while all other inputs are copied to the outputs.

ANDMSK set the C bits to I if all the bits of the A data in the positions corresponding to the" 1" bits

of the B data are set. The opcnde of the ANDMSK instruction is OIIOlhin'

ORMSK set the C bits to I if any of the bits of the A data in the positions corresponding to the" 1"

bits of the B data are set. The opcode of the ORMSK instruction is 10000hin'
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9.4.7 Data cOIH'l'rsion iJl.~tru<:tiol1S

9.4.7.1 CVT2AB and CVTAB2 instructions

These instructions convert between 16 bits 2's Cllmplement values and 16 bit absolute binary values

with a sign bit.

CVT2AB converts the 2's complement A data to the absolute binary X output. The Y output is reset

to 0, and the C bits are COriell. The orcode of the CVT2AB instruction is OIII<\in'

CVTAB2 converts the absolute binary value in the A data to the X outrut. As this instruction can

cause an overflow or underflow, this is indicated in CX' [f no error occurred, the Cx output is reset

to O. The opcode of the CVTAB2 instruction is Ollllh;I\'

9.4.8 Douhle precision adjustment instru(:tion

9.4.8.1 ADJL instruction

As 32 bit values are processed as two separate 16 hit values, the result of the inherent two operations

on the two parts of the 32 hit number can cause the sign bits to be different for the two parts. The

ADJL instruction adjusts tlw Imv part (in the B input) to form the Cllrrect 32 bit word. The opcode

of the ADJL instruction is 10100h;I\'

Example:

A= 1234hm B= 5678 11", .....,. A= 123411,.,. B= 5678["" (= I2345678 I1"J
A= 12341",\, B=-5678 11", .....,. A= I234ho,' B=A988110 ' (= 1234A988h"J

9.4.9 Cumulative addition instrurtiol1

9.4.9.1 ACC instruction

This instruction performs cumulative addition of the value of data tokens. After addition the token

is deleted. There are four types of tokens that are not added, but read out the accumulator register:

• R= 1 tokens from a RDCYCS, linked to an ACC instruction.

• R= 1 tokens from a RDCYCL, linked to an ACC instruction.

• R=O tokens from a COUNT instruction, linked to an ACC instruction.

• Any other (combined) ACC instruction where A= I in the FTL.

Any overflow is stored in a dedicated register until the value of the accumulator is read. The overflow

is indicated by incrementing the [D of the destination token, and setting the C-bit to one. The value

of the accumulator is reset to 0 upon a hard- or software reset and after reading the contents of the

register.
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There is only one accumulator present in the processor that is shared hetween the Processing Units.

This means that no matter how many ACC instructions are used in the tlll\vgraph, they all operate

on the same register. The oj1wde of the ACC instruction is 1001 (\,ill'

9.4.10 C hit copy il1slrudiol1

9.4.10.1 COPVC instruction

This instruction copies the C bit of the A input data to the B input data fielcl. The opcode of the

COPYC instruction is 10011 hill'

9.5 GE instructions

The GE (Generator) instructions use the PU to generate tokens or wpy data. GE instructions are

indicated by reading the Link Table when SEL= Io,'ill' The exact GE instruction is detined by the FTL

tield of the Function Table.

Format of the FTL is:

11111
432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

iFiX:OPc: GS :x x x: CTLFD :

where

F

x

OPC

GS
CTLFD

Full: If F= I then this is a wmbined instruction, so an AG&FC instruction is

performed first.

Exchange hit: If X = I then the data A and data B tields are to he exchanged by the

Data Memory.

Opwde: This field selects the GE instruction to be executed. The three possible

opcodes are:

OO!>ill COPYBK Ol!>ill Use prohibited

OJ"ill COPYM I I"ill SETCTL
The number of tokens to be generated by the GE instruction.
This tield detines the CTLF tield of the tokens generated by the SETCTL

instruction. Note that not all CTLF wdes are allowed. (see paragraph 9.5.3)
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9.5.1 COPYBK instruction

The COPYBK (l:Opy hlod) instnll:tion generates GS+2 EXEC tokens with a DATA tield of value

A+(n-l)*B, where: A=data A, B=data Band n=O .. GS. The generated tukens all have the base ID

of the input token, but the last tu ken (GS + 2) has hase ID + I.

Assembler format:

ge_instr ::= COPYBK "(" gs_value ("," XCHj ")"

where

The numher of EXEC tukens tu he generated. (This IS the value GS +2.) This

expression shuuld evaluate tu a value frum 2 tu 17.

9.5.2 COPYM instruction

The COPYM (wpy multiple) instrul:tiun generates GS + 1 EXEC tukens with a DATA tield of value

A+(n-l)*B, where: A=data A, B=data Band n=O .. GS. Every generated token has an ID that is

an increment of the previous [D, starting at the hase ID of the input tuken.

Assembler furmat:

ge_iJlstr ::= COPYM "(" gS_I'aluc /"." XCH/ ")"

where

gs_value The numher of EXEC tukens tu he generated. (This is the value GS+ 1.) This

expression shuuld evaluate tu a value from I to 16.

9.5.3 SETCTL instruction

The SETCTL (set wntrol tield data) instnll:tion is used to read anel write the l:ontents of the LT and

FT. (This instruction can be used to write programs that rewrite themselves.) It is also possible to use

this instruction to mimic a COPYBK (hy outputting EXEC tukens) that does not create a token with

an ID of GS+2,

The tokens generated by the SETCTL instnll:tion have a CTLF tield equal to the CTLFD tield of the

FTL. If any token type of {CRESET/CBRK, SETMD, SETBRK, DUMP} is used, the generated

token is deleted as it enters the Link Tahle.
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The SETCTL instruction generates GS+ I EXEC tokens with a DATA field of value A+(n-l)*B,

where: A==c1ata A, B==data B aIIII n=O.. GS. Every generated token has an ID that is an increment

of the previous ID, starting at the base [D of the input token.

Assemhler forlllat:

ge_illstr ::= SETCTL "(" J;s_\'oille ("," XCHj "," ctU'-coc!e ")"

where

gs_value The nUlllber of tokens to be generated. (This is the value GS+ I.) This expression

should evaluate to a value fnlill I to 16.

ct(Cc()c!e The t<llir bits CTLFD code. This expression should evaluate to a value from OOO<\in

to 1I I IhI'"

9.6 AG&FC instructions

AG&FC (address generatioll and functioll contml) instructions are activated directly through

SEL= Il bin , or indirectly t!1mugh the F field of the FTL. The instructions are selected hy the opcode

tield in the highest 4 hits (bit 12-15) of the FTR.

The 16 opcodes are:

OOOOoi" RDCYCS 1000h'" ROCYCL

000 I bin WRCYCS 1001hi" WRCYCL

0010hi" OIST 1010hi" OIVCYC
0011 bin QUEUE 1011 hi" DIV

0100bin RDWR 1I00hin PICKUP

0101 bin ROIDX 1101 bin COUNT

011 Obi" SAVE 1110hi" CNTGE

0111 bi" CUT [ I I 1hi" CONVO

9.6.1 QUEUE instruction

This instruction is used to perform 2-operand synchmnisation for PU instructions. The two operands

are distinguished by their R (Right Contml) bit read fmlll the Link Table.

When an operand arrives (R=O or R= 1), it is saved in the Data Memory until the corresponding

token (R = 1 or R= 0) arrives at the node. If a token of the other type is '11 ready present, the tirst

token of that type is removed fmlll the queue and combined with the just arrived token.
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If too many tokens of one type arrive at the QUEUE instrlll:tion, the instruction runs out of its

assigned memory space. Th is overtlmv causes the processl1f to enter Break Mode (see paragraph

7.2.4).

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 543 2 1 0

:0 0 1 1: BASE : QSIZE :

where

BASE

QSIZE

The queue's hase address (divided hy 2) in the Data Memory.

Total numher of levels (minus I) in the queue. The size can thus be set from 1 to

16.

Format of the FTT is:

987 654 3 2 1 0
JAiw: RCNT : WCNT

where

A

W

RCNT

WCNT

The R hit of the data sawd in the Data Memory. (Only one type is present in the

memory at any time!)

Write hit: Indicates if the previous queue action was a write (W= 1) or a read

(W=O).

Read counter: Indicates at what position the next data is to he read. After each read,

the RCNT is inl:remented hy one and wrapped to 0 if it real:hed QSIZE+ 1.

Writel:l1ul1ter: Indicates at what position the next write is to take plal:e. (see RCNT)

Assembler format:

where

queue_size
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9.6.2 RDCYCS instruction

The RDCYCS (read cycle short) instnlction is mainly used to read one 18 hit data value from the

Data Memory. It performs a cycl ic read of the add ress range specified as the huffer size. The data

read from the Data Memory is used as A data in case of a single AG&FC instruction. If the node

contains a combined instruction, the data is used as B data.

When the input token has R= I (suppl ied hy the Link Table) and the buffer wraps hack to it's start,
the output token is copied to arc number 10+ I hy default. In case of a linked ACC instruction, the

second token is transformed into an accumulator read token.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 543 2 1 0

:0 0 0 0: BASE : BSIZE :

where

BASE

BSIZE
The huffer's hase address (divid~d by 2) in the Data Memory.

Total numher of tokens (minus I) in the huffer. The size can thus he set from 1 to

16.

Format of the FTT is:

987 654 3 2 1 0
Ix x x x x x: ReNT

where

RCNT Read counter: Indicates at what position the next data is to he read. After each read,

the RCNT is incremented hy one aIIII wrapped to 0 if it reached BSIZE+ 1.

Assembler format:

agfc il/str ::= RDCYCS "(" 1IIC'I/l_idC'1lf /"," b/!C,I'iz.C'/ ")"

where

buLsize Number of locations in the buffer. (This is the value BSIZE+ 1.) This expression

should evaluate to a value from I to 16. The default value for this parameter is 1.
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9.6.3 RDCYCL instruction

The RDCYCL (read cyclic Illng) is basically the same instructilln as RDCYCS, hut it is intended for
buffers larger then 16 pllsitillns.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 111
5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:1 0 0 0: BASE: BSIZE :

where

BASE

BSIZE

The huffer's base address (divided by 32) in the Data Memory.

Tlltal number llf tllkens (minus I) in the buffer. The size can thus he set from 1 to

256.

Format of the FTT is:

987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
ix x: ReNT

where

RCNT Read counter: Indicates at what j1llsition the next data is to be read. After each read,

the RCNT is incremented by llne and wrapped tll 0 if it reached BSIZE+ 1.

Assemhler fllrmat:

where

buLsize Number of locatillns in the huffer. (This is the value BSIZE+ 1.) This expression

shlluld evaluate to a value frllm I tll 256. The default value for this parameter is 1.

9.6.4 WRCYCS instruction

The WRCYCS (write cyclic shllrt) instructilln writes the data contained in the arriving token into a

specitied buffer. If this buffer has a size of llne, it acts as a "DM write", else it places the arriving

data in the next buffer pllsition.
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The input token is nmmally deleted after being pla<.:ed in the huffer. When tbe input token has R= 1

(supplied by the Link Table) aIIII the buffer wraps ba<.:k to it's start, the output token is not deleted.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 111
543 2 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

:0 0 0 1: BASE : BSIZE :

where

BASE

BSIZE

The buffer's hase address (divided hy 2) in the Data Memory.

Total numher of tokens (minus I) in the huffer. The size can thus be set from 1 to

J6.

Format of the FTT is:

987 654 3 2 1 0
:x x x x x x: weNT

where

WCNT Write counter: Indi<.:ates at what position the next (lata is to he written. After each

write. the WCNT is incremented by one aIIII wrapped to 0 if it reached BSIZE+ 1.

Assembler format:

ogre i,/sf!':: = WRCYCS "(" 1I/i'1I1 )dellf 1". " lilICsi:e / ")"

where

Numher of locations in the huffer. (This is the value BSIZE+ 1.) This expression

should evaluate to a value from I to 16. The default value for this parameter is 1.

9.6.5 WRCYCL instruction

The WRCYCL (write cyclic long) is basically the same instruction as WRCYCS, hut it is intended

for buffers larger then 16 positions.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

11 0 0 0: BASE: BSIZE :
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where

BASE

BSIZE

The buffer's hase address (divided hy 32) in the Data Memory.

Total number of tokens (minus 1) in the buffer. The size can thus be set from 1 to

256.

Format of the FTT is:

98765 4 3 2 1 0
:x x: weNT

where

WCNT Write counter: Indkates at what position the next data is to he written. After each

write, the WCNT is incremented by one and wrapped to 0 if it reached BSIZE+ 1.

Assembler format:

where

buLsize Numher of locations in the huffer. (This is the value BSIZE+ I.) This expression

should evaluate to a value from 1 to 256. The default value for this parameter is 1.

9.6.6 RDWR instruction

The RDWR (read/write) instruction perfllrms a read if R=O or a write if R= 1.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

:0 1 0 0: BASE :x x x x:

where

BASE Base address (divilbl by 2) for the read/write operation.

Format of the FIT is:

98765 4 3 2 1 0
:x x: ADDR
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where

ADDR Address field: Stores the data field of R=O tokens. The read/write operation is

performed on the address generated by BASE x 2 + ADDR. (Initially it is reset to

0.)

If an R=O token is input, the Data Memory address to he read from is l:alculated as ADDR + lower

8 databits + 2 x BASE. The ADDR field is then replal:ed by ADDR + lower 8 datahits. The data

present at the l:alculated address is read from the Data Memory and plal:ed in the data field of the

token.

If an R= 1 token is input. the Data Memory address to write the data to is l:akulated as ADDR +
2 x BASE. The data field of the input token is copied to the l:alculated address and output unmodified.

After the write. the ADDR field is reset to O.

Assemhler format:

9.6.7 ROIDX instrul"lion

The RDIDX (read index) instruction reads data from the Data Memmy at a spel:ifiecl offset from a

base address. This instruction is useful for tahle lookup operatiolls.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:0 1 0 1: BASE Ix x x x:

where

BASE Base address (divided by 2) fm the read/write operation.

Format of the FTT is:

98765 432 1 0
: x x: ADDR

where

ADDR Add ress tield: Offset field that resets to 0 after an R= 0 token, or is inl:remented by

an R= 1 token.
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If an R=O token arrives. the address ttl he read fWI11 is calculated as ADDR + lower 8 databits +

2 x BASE. After the data at this address is read into the data field of the token. the ADDR field is

reset to O.

If an R= 1 token arrives, the lower 8 databits are added to the value of the ADDR tield and placed

in this tield. The token is then passed on without modification.

Assembler format:

agfc_illstr :: = RDIDX "(" 111('11/)(/('//{ ")"

9.6.8 PICKUP inslrudion

This instruction counts the tokens arriving at the input and compares this number to a specitied count

size. If th is count size is reached. the destination 10 of the input token is incremented by one. The

counter is reset to O.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:1 1 0 O:x x x x: CSIZE

where

CSIZE Count size field: The numher of the token to he output at JD+ 1.

Format of the FTT is:

987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
ix x: CNT

where

CNT Count tield: The current number of tokens that have been input.

If R=O then the token is counted in the CNT tield. If this counter equals CSIZE the destination ID
of the input token is incremented.

If R= 1 then the lower 8 bits of the data field are added to the CNT tield. The token is then deleted.
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Assembler format:

where

COUIlt size The number of tokens that are to he output to 10 hefore one is output to 10 + 1.

(This value is CSIZE+ 1.) This expression should evaluate to a value from 1 to 256.

9.6.9 COUNT instruction

The COUNT instruction counts the tokens arriving at the input ami compares this number to a

specitied count size. ff this count size is readled. the input token is copied with the destination 10

incremented by one. The counter is then reset to O. In case of a comhined ACC instruction, this

second token reads out the accumulator register.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:1 1 0 O:x x x x: CSIZE

where

CSIZE Count size field: The number of the token to be copied to 10+ I.

Format of the FTT is:

98765 432 1 0
: x x: CNT

where

CNT Count field: The current numher of tokens that have heen input.

If R=O then the token is Cllunted in the CNT field and then deleted. If this counter equals CSIZE the

input token is copied to destination 10+ J and the counter is reset to O.

If R= 1 then the lower 8 hits of the data tield are added to the CNT tield. The token is then deleted.
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Assembler format:

agfc_instr ::= COUNT "(" CO/lll! siz!' ")"

where

count size The number of R=0 tokens that are to be counted before one is copied to output

ID+ I. (This value is CSIZE+ 1.) This expression should evaluate to a value from

1 to 256.

9.6.10 CUT instrut'tion

The CUT instruction is used to delete tokens from a stream of tokens. It counts and deletes tokens

up to a given number. The R= I tokens re-init ial ise the counter.

Format of the FTR field is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:0 1 1 l:x x x xl CSIZE

where

CSIZE Count size field: The numher of tokens to he deleted before tokens are passed on.

Format of the FTT field is:

987 6 5 432 1 0
:s: x: CNT

where

S Size reached field: Initially this field equals O. but when CNT reaL:hes CSIZE it is

set to 1. This field indicates if tokens are to be deleted or passed on.

CNT Counter: Current number of tokens that have heen deleted.

If R=O then the token is deleted if the S tlag is O. If the S tlag is 1, the token is output unchanged.

If R= 1 then the CNT field and the S tlag are reset to O. The token itself is deleted.
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Assemhler format:

agj"c_inSfr :: = CUT"(" COlI/if_.1)1.(' ")"

where

COUllt size The numher of R==O tokens that are to be deleted while S==O before the S field of

the FTT is set to I. (This value is CSIZE+ I.) This expression should evaluate to

a value from I to 256.

9.6.11 DIVCYC instrurtion

The OTVCYC (divide cyclic) instruction divides the input tokens in a fixed ratio between destination

10 and 10+ I.

The format of FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 098 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:1 0 1 O:x x x x: PSIZE : MSIZE :

where

PSIZE

MSTZE

Number of input tokens (minus I) hefore the destination fD is changed from 10 to

fD+ I.

Number of input t\lkens (minus I) before the destination fO is changed from 10+1

to ID.

The format of the FTT is:

987 6 5 432 1 0
ix x: PCNT I MCNT

where

PCNT

MCNT
Counter of tokens that have left with an unchanged destination TO.

Counter of tokens that have left with a destination TO of fO + I.

If R=O then the tokens are redirected as descrihed ahove.

If R= 1 then the lower 8 bits of the data field of this token are added to the combined PSTZE and

MSIZE field. The token is deleted after the addition.
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Assembler format:

ogfe_illstr ::= DIVCYC "(" pO.l',\'_,\·ize . move size ")"

where

pass_size Numher of tokens to pass unchanged. (This is the value PSIZE+ 1.) This expression

should evaluate to a value from 1 to 16.

move size Numher of tokens to move to ID+ 1. (This is the value MSIZE+ 1.) This expression

should evaluate tll a value hllm I to 16.

9.6.12 DIV instruction

The DIY (divide) instruction divides the ll11W of tokens intll a numher of tokens that is to be output

to ID and the rest that is forwarded to ID+ I.

Format of FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:1 0 1 l:x x x x: CSIZE

where

CSIZE Count size: Numher of tokens to he output in sequence to each output.

Format of FTT is:

987 654 3 2 1 0
:s: x: CNT

where

S Switch hit: If S =0 then tokens go tll !D. If CNT reaches CSIZE then S becomes

I, and the tokens are output to [D + I.

CNT Counter for numher of tokens output to [D.

If R=O then the tokens are divided hetween the two output stream as mentillned ahove.

If R= 1 then the CNT and S fields are reset to O. The input token is then deleted.
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Assembler format:

agfc_instr ::= DIV "(" COllllt_,\'ize ")"

where

count size The number of R=O tokens that pass while S=O before S becomes 1. (This value

is CSIZE+ I.) This expression should evaluate to a value from I to 256.

9.6.13 DIST instruction

The DTST (distribution) instruction is used to divide the tlow of input tokens into several different

IDs. There are two kinds of input tokens: Normal data tokens (R=O) and TD control tokens (R= 1).

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:0 0 1 Oix x x x x x x x: BNUM

where

BNUM Branch numher: Maximum offset for destination TO.

Format of the FTT is:

98765 4 3 2 1 0
ix x x x x x: BeNT :

where

BCNT Branch count: Index added to the input destination TO. After each R= 1 token this

offset is incremented by one. The value of BCNT wraps to 0 if BNUM is reached.

If R =0 then the input destination ID is incremented by BCNT. The value of BCNT remains the same.

If R= 1 then after the normal function like R=O, the BCNT tield is incremented by one. The BCNT

field wraps to 0 if BNUM is reached. Note that the token is never deleted!
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Assemhler format:

agfc_instr :: = DIST "(" Iml/lch _/Ill/II ")"

where

branch /lum Number of output arcs of this node. (This is a value BNUM +1.) This

expression should evaluate to a value from 1 to 16.

9.6.14 CONVO instruction

The CONVO (convolution) instruction is intended to perform cumulative operations such as the sum

or product of ai •

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
543 2 1 098 7 654 3 2 1 0

11 1 1 llx x x xl CSIZE

where

CSIZE Count size: Numher of tokens to he input hefore the counter is reset.

Format of the FTT is:

987 6 543 2 1 0
:x x: CNT :

where

CNT Counter: This counter counts the numher of tokens arriving at this instruction. The

least signiticant hit is used to calculate the destination JO of outgoing tokens.

If CNT ~ CSIZE then the ID tield of the token leaving this instruction is generated by adding the ID

field of the arriving token to the modulo 2 of the counter.

If CNT= CSIZE then the value 2 is added to the ID of the input token. The CNT tield is then reset

to O.
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Assembler format:

where

COUllt size The number of R= 0 tokens that are :tl:l:epted hefore the l:ounter is reset. (This value

is CSIZE+ I.) This expression should evaluate to a value from I to 256.

9.6.15 SAVE instruction

This instrul:tion makes it possible in a program to move tokens to any arl: in the tlowgraph.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 432 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:0 1 1 O:x x x x x x x x x x x x:

Format of the FTT is:

98765 4 3 2 1 0
Ix: IDREG :

where

IDREG Register that holds the l:UITent destinatioll ID for R= I tokens.

If R=O then the lower 9 data bits are (opied into IDREG. The token is deleted.

If R= I then the destination 10 of this token is l:hanged to IOREG. This makes it possible to move

tokens to any plal:e in the tlowgraph.

Assembler format:

agfc instr:: = SA VE
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9.6.16 CNTGE instruction

The CNTGE (count generation) instrlll:tion is normally used in combinurion with the GE instruction

COPYBK. The maximum number of tokens that can he copied by COPYBK can be expanded by the

CNTGE instruction.

Format of the FTR is:

1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 2 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

:1 1 1 Oix x x xl CSIZE :

where

CSIZE Count size: The numher of tokens to be input hefore a state change is done.

W

Format of the FTT is:

987 6 5 432 1 0
:W:x: CNT

where

Wait state tlag: If W= I then the instruction is in the "wait" state, else it is in the

"dead" state.

CNT Counter that counts the numher of tokens arriving at th is instruction.

In the dead state (W = 0), the arrival of an R= I token causes the W bit to be set to 1 and the

instruction to enter the wait state. Then CNT is incremented. All R= 0 tokens that now arrive

increment CNT by one. When CNT reaches CSIZE the instruction resets W to 0 and the instruction

enters the dead state again. At the same time CNT is cleared to 0 and the token is passed on to arc

10 + 1. In the dead state all R= 0 tokens are output to rD+ 2 and the value of W remains O. If an R=1

token arrives when W= I then this token is simply deleted.

Assembler format:

agfc illstr ::= CNTGE "(" CO/I/lt_size ")"

where

COU!If size Maximum count in the wait state. (This value is CSlZE+ I.) This expression should

evaluate to a value from I to 256.
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10. EXAl\1PLES OF FLO\VGRAPH PROGRAMS

This chapter presellts a nUI1I!Jer {?!" exoJ1l[Jle [Jro~rams that (among others) have been used to test the
processor. 17wse examples have heen included to show the strength ofthe dataflow paradigm ill real
life situations and to show how easy it is to write programs departing from problems stated as

algorithms.

10.1 A simple example program

The very simple program given in paragraph 2.1.2 is the tirst example from which the basics of

dataflow processing were explained. The actual program to implement this example is straightforward

and clearly shows how in general a program is to he organised.

In tigure 13 again the tlowgraph is given. hut this time it is drawn as a real program. The difference

compared to the sketch in paragraph 2.1.2 is mainly the addition of operational details like queues

to synchronise input tokens at nodes. ordering of operands for the subtraction and detining the

destination of the result tokens.

--------,------~

INC

InpB

fine;

InpA InpC

i-~UEUE·~I
fsub '-----i

: SUB Il- ,.-------------

_~~~ .~~reY i
QUEUE .

fmul ~------------1

• MUL

Z1: Z2

fout OUT1

host 1

I

ResHi ResLo

figure 13: Example tlowgraph of a very simple program.

The assembler description of this program can be found in appendix C.
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10.2 A program that uses the Data M:emory

This program calculates the following sequence:

C = {2B'A, 2B-1 'A, 2B-2 'A, ... , 21 'A}

As it requires to hold previous val lies. it demonstrates how the Data Memory is used in a program.

The program writes the data value offered at input arc A to the Data Memory. Then one token needs

to be input at arc B that holds a value to indicate how much shifted values are to be output. This

value is written to the StoreB location in the Data Memory. In the next node the value of A is fetched

and shifted a numher of hits to the left. The result is output via the OUT instruction while a copy of

the value is used to read the l:ontents of the B-l:ounter. This value is del:remented in the node and a

branch wndition wntinues the token to the B input is the value is larger then O. If the B-counter is

reduced to 0 the token is plal:ed on an arl: with R= I. and automatkally deleted after the value is

written bal:k to the St()l"eB IOl:ation of the Data Memory.

arc4

OUT1

host

I
ResC

InpB

twrb:~:W-Rt~y~~,~~~~=--'~-!-B-)--ar-
C

2---1! arc3

:RDC~(M~~A~ I
frda, - ---x------I i

SHL ' ! I'

! I

~!Ir..c? : i I

--- - ,- ---, i i
frdb ~~c-~~:-~~~~ I 'I

:---1 DEC:EQ r---..J
: _-.-J I

fout

InpA
I

!
I

figure 14: Flowgraph of the bit-shifting example program.

The assembler desl:ription of this program l:an be found in appendix D.
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10.3 A more com plicated program

10.3.1 The program

This is an example program taken from the /lPD7281 User's Manual that calculates the squared

distance between two points in an n-dimensional space using the formula:
II

L(X; - yY
;=1

The data lengths in this calculation are: 17 bits for the x ami y vector components and 33 bits for the

result.

Expansion of the distance formula yields a sum of terms I to n, each term heing the square of the

difference of Xi and Yi'
/I

L (Xi - yY (Xl - y.)2 + (X2 - YZ)2 + ... + (Xn - yn )2
;=1

The difference between variahles Xi ami Yi is represented in 17 bits, including a sign bit; the square

of the difference is represented in 33 hits. The square of each difference is divided into high and low

words, to be added to other squared values. In performing these additions, a carry from a low word

must be added to the correspol1ll ing high word. Any carry from the add it ion of high words, however,

is truncated. The decimal point of Xi allli Yi may he at any arbitrary position, provided all the data

values have the same decimal point location.

The program calculating this squared distance is depicted in figure 15.
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m4

m8

IL -----.J

m11

InpX

I
;

------------- ._-----
.9~~~~__1

OUT2 I

1_- h6st---~host--j

I____---l

foutl

m3
------_.

fconv1

ICONVOCV1 1

m5~
fadd11 m6_

I m7I QUEuE'l
I ADD I I

I

I

l ____ _._-"

I
ResHi ResLo

figure 15: Flowgraph of squared distanl:e example program.

The fsub anclfmul si mpl y l:akul ate the squared differenl:e of every Xi and Yi pair. The lower 16 bit

of these values is passed to the fc.'ollv2 node where it is divided between the m8 and m9 arl:S until CV2

tokens have entered this node. This distribution, together with the looping m4 arl:, sums these values

where the resulting highest 16 hits are passed on tofc-'ollvl. The last remaining value is passed on to

thefout node to be output as the lower part of the result. The higher 16 bits on arl:S m3 and mIl are

summed in the same manner as the lower 16 bits, eXl:ept that any overflows are just thrown away.

Note that thefco/lvl node is drawn twke to make the program clearer, but is only implemented once

as a node.

The assembler description of this program l:an he found in appendix E.
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10.3.2 Timing ch~lracteristics

This program not only serves as an example llf how to build a program, but using this program some

timing characteristics were obtai ned. LJ sing an 8-d imensional space to be sure a reasonable amount

of tokens circulate through the processor, a changing number of processors were enabled in the design

and the time it took to generate the result was measured. To see what the impact of the distribution

of the nodes over the Node Tahles is on the time it takes to generate a result using a certain number

of Processing Units, the program was "tuned". This resulted in two versions of the program:

• One version places all nodes in one Node Table, forcing the pipeline to be just one path wide.

• The other version distributes the nodes over the table as cleverly as possible, in an attempt to

take full advantage of the width of the pipeline.

The number of clock cycles it takes to generate the result consists not only of calculation time, but

also of the time it takes to load the program. To remove this loading-time from the comparison

between the different configurations, 40 clock cycles are subtracted from the total time. This is about

the time it takes for the first data token to reach the Node Table. The result of these simulations are

found in table 6.

table 6: Results of the simulations to Cllmpare different configurations of the processor.

time until result
# paths used % saving Remarks

absolute % of single

1 PU 250 100% This is a "singe path" processor.

1 2 PU's 252 101% -1% Arbitration passed "wrong" token first.

3 PU's 252 101 % -1 % There never happen three parallel actions.

1 PU 145 58% 42% Large increase only through parallel paths.

4 2 PU's 121 48% 52% Added speed by multiple Processing Units.

3 PU's 1 15 46% 54% Less increase because of limited parallel actions.

This table clearly contirms the remark made in paragraph 4.1 that multiple paths through the entire

pipeline are required to gain anything from the added Processing Units. On the other hand does only

adding more parallel paths to the pmcessor and keeping the number of Processing Units fixed increase

the performance considerahly. This increase results from tokens that are deleted in the Node Table.

(In this case these tokens vanish in the QUEU E instructions of the addition nodes.)
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10.4 Other example programs

In the NEe IlPD7281 User's Manual a numher of more complex examples is given that range from
graphic manipulations like an affine transformation to an implementation of the FFT algorithm.

Because simulating the designed datatlow processor in lDaSS is quite slow (even on a 25 MHz

486DX computer) it was not possible to run these size of programs on the processor, and

consequently there is no timing information yet on large programs.
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11. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESSOR

This chapter provides WI overview (?f the to!J!eve! processor imp!efllelltation and the test system that

has been used to load and execute pro}:ro/lls. This testing environment has been used to test the

example programs ofthe previous chapters and to acquire the timing l1!formationfor these programs.

11.1 Theoretical and practical implementation of the processor

In paragraph 4.1 the hasic design of the processor has been discussed, resulting in the figure below:

Processing Unit

figure 16: Basic toplevel design of the datatlow processor.

The implementation in IDaSS of the toplevel schematic closely resembles this theoretical model. A

small copy of this implementation is found in tigure 17. (In Appendix B this schematic is printed with

more detail.) The only differences hetween the theory and the real implementation lies in the reset

and break signall ing that adds extra connections to the model.

From the implementation it is seen that the Link Tahle is physically split into four identical sub-tables,

that together implement the single tahle found in the theoretical model. Another difference is the

presence of the ACCU subschematic that is connected with all Processing Units. This block holds the

single accumulator register of the processor, together with an arhiter that regulates the accumulation

of values in this register. More details ahout this block can be found in paragraph 17 .3.
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figure 17: Implementation 111 IDaSS of the top level of the prm:essor.

11.2 Implementation of the test s)'stem

h

In figure 18 the environment that was used to run the example programs on the processor is depicted.

figure 18: The test system that was used to run the example programs.

The RAM named PROG holds the program to be executed, terminated by a OOOOOOO(tx value. The

Addr register takes care of addressing the wrrect token in the RAM, incrementing whenever an

acknowledge from the processor is received. In the same manner the tokens that are output from the

processor are stored in the OUT RAM, and at the same time the clock tick counted in the time
register is stored in the LOG RAM. By saving the contents of the OUT register to disk and passing

this file through the disassembler. the result of the run can be easily react.
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12. GENERAL IMPLEl\1ENTATION DETAILS

This chapter provides a detailed explollation (!{ the implementotion q{ a number of general features

that can be found in several places ill the processor, ondfeatures that are distributed over a number

ofjunctional blocks. At the end qf the chapter the problems that must be solved before the IDaSS

design can be compiled to a silicon layout are discussed, including solutions that have not been

implemented yet because of time-collstraints.

12.1 Break request signalling

The processur can enter Break Mode in a number of ways. These ways include reception of a special

break token in the Input Controller, meeting an overtlow condition in a queue or counting down

events in Test Mode. Because the detection of these possihle triggers is distributed over the complete

processor and they only need to generate one tlag, this is implemented as a signal that is passed on

through all these blocks.

_> Processing
, Unit

accu

Output

Controlt
I

1-':..,~b"~:T:.e Nt~irtl~~OdL:'-C 1-- a:e,,--
Input I I

Control I I
t -----l reset L
L ~~~_~ __~ ~. -_-_-_-'-----+------

Oueue length & overflow

figure 19: Break and reset signalling through the processor.

If any block detects a break condition, this is passed on to the next block in the string. This signal

ultimately arrives at the Link Tahle that signals the Break Mode through it's brk output to all blocks.

The brk bus is two bits wide, where the higher bit indicates if Break Mode is active, and the lower

bit is set for one clock cycle when the Break Mode is entered. If the transition to Break Mode was

not initiated by the reception of a CBRK token in the Input Controller, the Link Table generates an

ERR token that is passed on th rough the Node Table and the Queue to the Output Controller, where

the module number is added as a parameter.
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If the Break Mode was entered because of the reception of a CBRK token, no ERR token is

generated, but the CBRK token is passed on directly to the Output Controller. The resulting output

token then contains the source(s) of the break, and fun.:tions (again) as a CBRK token for all next

modules.

All blocks react to the transition to Break Mode by acknowledging any input token, without

processing it's contents. The Link Table an Queue also store the tokens present at their inputs,

keeping this information for debugging perposes. This information can be retrieved using the

dedicated DUMP tokens.

12.2 General design considerations

12.2.1 Modularity or the design

As the functional design of the processllJ" is very modular, the implementation of this design is also

inherently modular. The advantage of this modularity (especially in the case oflDaSS that runs on

a PC-compatihle) is that the huilding blocks can be tested without the burden of having to control the

rest of the blocks. This gives the advantage of having only to test all situations specific to that block,

but requires good planning of the interfaces hetween the hlocks to ensure that after completion of a

block this block need not to be changed much any more.

12.2.2 Handshake between tilt' bloeks

One important aspect of carefully planning the design of each block is the definition of the interface

between any two blocks. Apart from the detinition of the bits that have to be exchanged, also the

handshake to transfer these bits needs to be detined. There are two major alternatives:

• Read incoming tokens into a register from which the token is processed.

• Let the previous stage hold the token and acknowledge it only after all processing has been

finished.

Although the tirst option makes each block responsible for holding it's own token and is therefore a

good design choice (the Kuipers implementation of the /tPD728I uses this convention), I have chosen

for the second option, as it closely resembles the handshake between a CPU and the global memory.

The same handshake is used internally as was already detined on the outside. This way the token

paradigm is extended to internal token transfers.
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figure 20: Handshake to pass one token (left) or three consecutive tokens (right).

In the diagram above the sequence of signalling is depicted for the transfer of one token (left) and the

transfer of two tokens back to back (right). The transfer starts with the sender placing the token of

the token output bus and signalling the presence of a token hy placing a one on the request line. The

receiver can now start processing the token, relying on the sender to hold the token. After the

receiver finishes processing the token, this is signalled to the sender by placing a one on the

acknowledge line. This is the signal for the sender that the tokens has been accepted by the receiver.

The sender can now rlace a new token on the token output bus or place a zero on the request line if

now new token is available yet. Using this handshake it is possible to pass a token in every clock

cycle.

12.2.3 Buffering of un output token for the nexl hlock

From the way the handshake is organised, it follows that the last stage of every hlock is formed by

two registers that hold the request line and the token for the next stage. This default butTering

construct (although not always directly visible) is present in every block and is depicted in the

schematic below:

r-=---'req --:>j register ~ i-> req

ack < =t=~ Ireqva~~ ack
token -->; registe~ :> token

figure 21: Basic functional design of the output stage of every hlock.

Synchronous loading of the registers is done through a control line that overrules the default hold

function of the registers. Th is control Iine is tll he activated whenever there is no transfer active

(=reqllest line low) or the receiver finishes rrocessing the token (=acknowledge line high).

In most blocks the two registers are combined to one register, and the operator generating the load

signal for the two registers is included in the operator that controls the output of tokens.
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12.2.4 Arhitration of multiple requests

In a number of places an arbitratilln is required tll fairly select the input to be passed on to the output.

The demands on the arbiter are:

• It should give each requester a fair share of the service.
• No starvation of any input is allowed.

• No idle states are allowed as long as there is any request pending.

A solution that meets these demands is the following, that is implemented on a number of places
throughout the processor:

A
DC B A 1.1",
~~.. D(0(1)0)8

C
prev=C prev=C

3', x,
D [)

C(1 (0 i 1)A ~ C(1(Q)~~q
o 7 \ 0 )
'-' - .. _.-

B B
prev=C prev=C

select A

n
prev=A

figure 22: Arbitration of fllur inputs that compete fllr llne llutpUt.

First all requests are concatenated intll a bit-string that is then "bent" into an "arbitration wheel". At

each arbitration the number of the input that is granted tile output is stored in a special register. Each
time the arbiter should select a new input, it dlles this hy "turning" the wheel to the left the number

of positions stored in the register. Then it selects the first requesting input by scanning to the right

for the tirst request. This input is the result llf the arhitratilln and the number is again stored in the

register for use in the next arhitratilln.

12.3 Usage of RA1\fs in the design

Because the limitations llf the current ASA compiler for IDaSS were not known to me until a large

part of the design was ready, not all hlocks have heen changed to use the simulated ASA-compilable

RAMs. Therefore the Queue block contains standard (uncompilable) IDaSS FIFO queues, and the

Link Table block contains a standard IDaSS RAM that has four read ports and one write port. This

last RAM has the extra problem that currently it is only possihle to compile a RAM with one read
and one write port that only performs either a synchronous read or a synchronous write at any time.

(Hopefully this problem can he solved when the IDaSS to VHDL compiler becomes available.) All

other RAMs in the design are llf the ASA-compilahle synchronous type.
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13. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INPUT CONTROLLER

In this chapter the implementation in /DoSS of the Input Controller is discllssed. T71e division into

functional blocks and how the Input Modes are implemented are explained.

13.1 Schematic of the Input Controller

~gcrc·~=~g~~~~~E~~<loft kL:..::..J
1'5 'O----+-------1lll

a LT[;1-.-;::::====:::::Ef,' I CI ·1 LT

Xbl'l<O------+-----.-1E]

Ie
.... odel:!-.---,

Iii

Iii

Iii

fCltr====:;----~·~u...Q

tigure 23: IDaSS schematic of the Input Controller.

The Input Controller consists of two functional blocks, implemented as operators. The IC block does

the actual control of the input: The tokens that match the module number of this processor are

separated and passed on via the LTrcg register in the direction of the Link Table. The rest of the

tokens are passed on to the Output Control Ier that outputs these tokens to the next module in the

pipeline. While separating these tokens, this operator detects CRESET and CBRK tokens and signals

these conditions through the dedicated x/Jrk and rst outputs. The rst output is a one bit wide bus that

carries a logic I for the time the input token is being processed. (This is at least one clock period.)

The xbrk output is a combination of the overtlow status generated by the Queue, the current Input

Mode and the break status of the Input Controller:

43210
(S:GiD:IM i

where

B CBRK token received; enter Break Mode.

G Generator queue overtlow.

D Data queue overtlow.

1M Current setting of the Input Mode.
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If the processor is in Break Mode. the Input Controller handles all PASS tokens exactly like in

Normal Mode, but tokens destined for this module are deleted. Only special DUMP tokens are passed
to the Link Table in Break Mode, to enahle dehugging of the processor.

Synchronous buffering of tokens that are to he passed on either to the Link Table or the Output

Controller is done in the LTreg and OCreg registers. The functional behaviour of these buffers is

exactly the same as described in paragraph 12.2.3.

Tokens that are selected to be passed on to the Link Table tirst pass the Input Mode controller,

implemented in the MODE operator, that tilters out SETMD tokens and performs the actual input

restriction. The effective function of this part of the Input Controller is to mask requests to the Link

Table according to the restriction mode and generate acknowledges for the SETMD tokens it

consumes.

13.2 Input l\1odes

The Input restriction modes are implemented in the Mode operator, ami only apply to the tokens that

are transferred to the Link Tahle. It receives the length of the Data Queue and the Generator Queue

through the NumQ bus from the Queue. The active mode together with the maximum count for input

inhibit control are stored in the MDreg register. According to the Input Mode, the operator cuts off

the request to the Link Tahle. Buffering of the output token is done in the IC operator to reduce the

chance of holding up the external pipeline when the input token is not passed on to the Link Table.

If the input restriction is (temporarily) released, the complete transfer of at least one token if

requested by the IC operator granted before the restriction is appl ied again.

The three input modes are:

• No Input Restriction Mode. where all tokens are passed without constrain.

• Input Prohibited Mode, where no tokens are passed if the length of the data queue exceeds 24

tokens.

• Input Restrktion Mode, where input inhihit is released once every numher of clock cycles to pass

at most one token to the Link Table. (This input inhibit time is programmable.)

Details on how to program the Input Modes through the SETIM token can be found in paragraph

7.2.3.
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14. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LINK TABLE

This chapter provides a detailed description of the internal working ofthe Link Table. First the path

routing is explained and the junctional blocks of the schematic mentioned. Then the problem of

implementing the Link Table itselfin a RAM is discussed. This paragraph isfollowed by the way input

tokens to the Link Table are handled, including writing to the Link Table memory and retrieving

injormationfrom this table. This chapter finishes by showing how arbitrationfor each Node Table is

implemented and how the Link Table responds to DUMP tokens while in Break Mode.

14.1 Schematic of the Link Table

figure 24: IDaSS schematic of the Link Table.

The main function of the Link Table is to provide the address of the connected node to every arc and

the base arc number that leaves this node. This information is stored in the IDaSS RAM,

appropriately named RAM. This RAM provides the routing information for the blocks that receive

the tokens from the Processing Units (PU2S] to PU2S3) and from the Input Controller (IC2S). The

resulting tokens output from these blocks are offered in parallel to four arbiters, named ARB] to

ARB4, that arbitrate for their Node Table the requests from the input blocks. If a token is accepted,

an acknowledge is returned, that is delivered to the correct input block through the ACK operator.

The ADDR operator only serves to offer the arbiters their path number, so the arbiters are

implemented as (almost) identical blocks.
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14.2 Replacement of the 4-ported IDaSS RAM

The RAM in the Link Table is implemented as a standard IDaSS RAM. This RAM is therefore not

compilable at this moment using the ASA compiler. The main problem in replacing this RAM by one

of the ASA type is that it then becomes a synchronous RAM with an inherent one clock delay for

every token passing through the Link Table.

As an additional problem, multi ported RAMs can at the moment not be synthesised using the ASA

compiler. For this problem the following two (unusable) solutions come to mind:

• The RAM is replaced by one ASA compilable RAM. This requires only an additional arbiter to

grant access to the RAM to either read or write one entry in the table. This solution

unfortunately slows every read access down by at least one clock cycle, and in addition forces

the pipeline to only pass one token at a time. Therefore this solution is not acceptable at all.

• The RAM is replaced by a number of ASA compilable RAMs. An arbiter is inserted to

coordinate reading and writing of the RAMs, and parallel access to the Link Table is possible.

This, however, only partly solves the problem of the pipeline loosing it's width because multiple

tokens can still request access to the same RAM and it also does not solve the problem of loosing

at least one clock cycle during every read action.

The simple solutions to this problem do not seem feasible, and therefore no time was spent to find

a solution to this problem. Hopefully the VHDL compiler will be able to generate asynchronous

RAMs, that make the second option mentioned above an acceptable choice.
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14. IMPLEMENTAnON OF TlJE UNK TABLE

14.3 Handling of input tokens

14.3.1 Tokens from the Input Controller
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figure 25: IDaSS schematic of the handler of tokens from the Input Controller.

In figure 25, the input block for tokens coming from the Input Controller is depicted. The heart of

this block is the CTRL operator, that performs the actions indicated by the received token. This

operator is controlled through a control connector, that is in turn driven by a decoder named Hshake.

This decoder performs the handshake with the Input Controller, while extracting the Link Table

function from the token. The functions of the CTRL operator are:

• Exec: The contents of the Link Table is read, the information inserted in the token, and then

passed on to the arbiters.

• Pass: No operation takes place, but the token is passed on with some stuffing to the arbiters.

• Read: The contents of the Link Table is read and inserted into the data field of the tokens.

• Write: The contents of the data field is copied to the Link Table.

• SetBrk: The Break Mode parameters are output through the SetM output to the MODE block. No

token is passed in during this action.

• Err: An ERR token is generated, using the information provided through the who input by the

MODE block.

• Dump: The type of the Link Table DUMP token is output through the dmp output to the other

input blocks, and a dump token is generated containing the requested information.

Reading from the Link Table is done asynchronously by placing the current ID of the token on the

ma output. The RAM returns the contents at this address through the md input. Writing to the Link

Table is done through the wr output. The WRITER block returns an acknowledge when the new value

is accepted through the wa input. The format of the wr bus is:

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9876543 2 1 0 987 6 5 432 109 8 7 654 3 2 1 0

IRl 1D I DATA I
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where

R

ID

DATA

Request: If R= 1 then a write is requested, and the other fields are valid.

The index in the Link Table where the DATA field should be written to.

The new contents of the index indicated by the ID field.

Whenever there is interaction with the RAM and the token is acknowledged by the arbiter, the ID of

this access is passed through the rpt output to the MODE block, allowing the MODE operator to keep

track of these actions to count these tokens in the Test Mode. (The format of this bus is the same as

bits 20 through 29 of the wr bus.)

Upon the transition to Break Mode, signalled through the brk input, the currently processed token is

loaded into the BrkReg register. This register holds it's value until the next transition to Break Mode

or reset. The purpose of this register is to hold the tokens currently being processed while Break

Mode is entered to allow debugging using DUMP tokens.

14.3.2 Tokens from the Processing Units

figure 26: IDaSS schematic of the handler for tokens from a Processing Unit.

Tokens input from the Processing Units are handled in much the same way as tokens arriving from

the Input Controller. The functions performed by the CTRL operator here are:

• Exec:

• Pass:

• Read:

• Write:

• DumpStat:

• DumpData:
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The contents of the Link Table is read, the information inserted in the token, and

then passed on to the arbiters.

No operation takes place, but the token is passed on with some stuffing to the

arbiters.

The contents of the Link Table is read and inserted into the data field of the tokens.

The contents of the data field is copied to the Link Table.

The status part of the token saved during the transition to Break Mode is placed in

a generated DUMP token.

The data part of the token saved during the transition to Break Mode is placed in

a generated DUMP token.



14. lMFLEMEtvTATION OF 17IE LINK TABLE

Because it is possible to create through the Generate instructions any token, all CRESET/CBR/ERR

tokens, SETIM tokens, SETBRK tokens and DUMP tokens are acknowledged and deleted in this

block. This is done to prevent problems because these tokens can not be handled inside this processor,

but can produce unexpected effects in other processors.

14.4 Arbitration between output tokens

figure 27: IDaSS schematic of the Link Table output arbiter.

Arbitration between the tokens generated by the input blocks is done separately for every Node Table.

These arbiters all receive the same combined request and token busses from every input block. In the

SEL operator these inputs are transformed into the real requests for this arbiter. Because the four

arbiters of the Link Table are identical, their "address" is offered externally through the addr input.

Inside each arbiter the output token is buffered to allow the Node Table time to process the token.

Arbitration of the requests is done in the fashion described in paragraph 12.2.4. The LBA (last bus

acquired) register takes care of the "position" of the "arbitration wheel". Only in the arbiter for the

Node Table with the lowest address, this register has a control input (as depicted in the figure above).

This control input resets the register to 3 upon the transition to Break Mode. The result of this action

is that whenever a DUMP token is received by the IC2S input block, this block becomes the last to

pass it's DUMP token to the Node Table. In this way the actual DUMP token is held long enough

to let all other input blocks generate their DUMP tokens. When the IC2S block receives it's

acknowledge, the generation of DUMP tokens is aborted. This remains to work properly during Break

Mode, because no single token can be input from the Processing Unit, and every token input from

the Input Controller keeps the LBA register at value 3.
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14.5 Break Mode control logic

figure 28: IDaSS schematic of the break mode control.

The Break Mode control embodied in the MODE block as depicted above is the centre of Break Mode

signalling of the processor. The IC2S block programs the Test Mode through the NewM input, and

the Mode operator constantly returns the current Break Mode status through the who output to the

IC2S block to enable generation of an ERR token upon the transition to Break Mode. The format of

the who bus is:

111 1 111
6 543 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

:0:G:N:L:1M :NT : 10 :

where

D Data queue overtlow.

G Generator queue overtlow.

N Node Table QUEUE instruction overflow.

L Link Table detected the end of the Test Mode.

1M Current Input Mode of the Input Controller.

NT Node Table causing the QUEUE instruction overflow.

ID Source ID of the Link Table break detection.

The ibrk and xbrk inputs signal the presence of a break situation in the Input Controller and the Node

Tables respectively. The exact format of these busses can be found in the appropriate chapters.

The brk output is a two bits wide bus where the higher bit indicates that the processor is in Break

Mode, and the lower bit is temporarily set to indicate the transition to Break Mode. Holding the

processor in Break Mode is done through the one bit wide HBrk register, that is set through the

occurrence of a break situation, and reset through the reset input. As the function of the reset input

closely resembles the function of the lower bit of the brk output, the lower bit of the brk also follows

the reset input. This reduces the requirement of special reset inputs for every block of the processor.

The MCnt register counts the tokens with the correct ID reported by the input blocks when the

processor is in Test Mode.
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The format of this register is:

2222222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
6 5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

IPITI IO 1M: COUNT I

where

P

T

lD

M

COUNT

Phase: This bit is used in Test Mode. If P=O then the Test Mode is waiting for the

first token at arc 10. If P= 1 then the Test Mode is counting down tokens at ID or

clock cycles, whatever the M field indicates.

Test Mode: This bit indicates if the processor is in Test Mode.

The 10 of the arc the Test Mode is looking for.

Mode: If M=O then Test Mode counts down the number of token arrivals at arc ID.

If M = 1 then the Test Mode counts down clock cycles after the reception of a token

at 10.

The current counter value when the processor is in Test Mode.
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15. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NODE TABLES

The implementation of the Node Tables, that are actually a combination of the Function Table, the

Address Generator & Function Control and the Data Memory ofthe original NEC design, is described

in this chapter. Also the delay introduced by the use of synchronous RAMs is discussed, and the

chained Break Mode signalling through the Node Tables is explained.

15.1 Schematic of the Node Table

~----+--+--------ilf>rk

d ..taa+--:---------f-IlId

figure 29: IDaSS schematic of a Node Table.

Tokens entering the Node Table tirst arrive at the Function Table, consisting of the SPLIT operator,

the FT operator and the FTL, FTR and FIT RAMs. After the function is read from the synchronous

RAMs (the token is delayed in the ISFD and ctifregisters) it is passed on to the AGFC operator that

implements the Address Generation and Function Control. The A GFC operator returns a new FIT

value if required, that is stored in the FITRAM. The resulting tokens move through the DM operator

that performs the (synchronous) Data Memory actions and exchanging of the A and B data part

according to the R and X tlags. The COpy operator duplicates tokens when required.

15.2 Implementation of the Function Table

The Function Table is implemented in the SPLIT and the FT operators. The SPLIT operator reads and

writes the RAMs at the indicated Function Table location, depending on the CTLF field of the

received token. The token is then deleted in case of a write, or passed on through the ctif and ISRD

registers to the FT operator to compensate for the delay introduced by the synchronous RAMs.
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The contents of the ISRD register is:

2 2 2 2 2 222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
7 6 5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

: 1D ISEL:R: DATA I

where

ID

SEL

R

DATA

Base destination arc of this node.

Select bits of this token, indicating if it is a Processing Unit token, a Generator

token, an Output token or an Address Generator and Function Control token.

Function Table Right Control Bit: This bit indicates if this token entered this node

through the "right" or "left" input arc.

The 16 bit absolute data field of this token. In case of an EXEC token, the C and

S bits can be found in the et(f register.

When the token reaches the FT operator, the token is decoded further into PASS tokens, EXEC

tokens, RDFTL tokens, RDFTR tokens and RDFTT tokens. The EXEC tokens present a special case,

that trigger the AGFC operator, and should possibly wait for a new FTT value to be written to the

Function Table. This is discussed further in paragraph 15.4.

15.3 Delay by the synchronous RAJ\1s

Because of the usage of the synchronous ASA RAMs, an extra clock cycle delay is introduced

whenever a token passes through the Node Table. This extra delay can not be circumvented while

before the next token can be read from the Function Table, the previous token needs to be

acknowledged. If this token is not immediately acknowledged when the data from the Function Table

becomes available, this data is required for another clock cycle. In case a new token was already

"prefetched" to speed things up, this would present the wrong data to the token currently being

handled by the Node Table.

The only solution to this problem is to introduce an extra holding circuit, that holds the

unacknowledged data while the next token is prefetched. This construction has currently not been

inserted in the Node Table, because of time constraints. This circuit should also be able to combine

prefetching of the next token with writing of an updated FTT value to the Function Table. Again, if

the VHDL compiler can compile asynchronous RAMs this problem is easily solved.

As a result the current processor looses much of it's performance at this point, because it is not

possible to fill the processing pipeline with tokens without leaving any space in between. This results

in a less efficient use of the available Processing Units.
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15.4 Implementation of the AG & Fe

The Address Generation and Function Control block is implemented in the AGFC operator. This

operator is activated by the FT operator whenever a (possibly combined) AG&FC instruction is
encountered. The AG&FC instruction is executed in the AGFC operator, possibly resulting in a new

FIT value. A new value is indicated through the wFTT output to the SPLIT operator that takes care
of the new FTT val ue offered at the dFTT output to be written to the corresponding RAM. The A GFC

operator instructs the DM what to do with the result of the AG&FC instruction through Nwld (new
ID), the C (copy) and the elrl outputs. The elrl output is three bits wide, having the following control

values:

OxObin No operation: No token is passed. (The x can be 0 or 1.)

Oxl bin Pass: The token is passed to the output, and only the X bit of the FTL is
interpreted. (The x can be 0 or 1.)

IOxbin Read data from DM: The data at the address indicated by the addr output should

be included in the offered token. The x indicates if the R bit of the token should be
used to place the read data in the A or B data Held of the resulting token.

llxbin Write data to DM: The data of the offered token should be written to the address
indicated by the addr output. The x bit indicates if the token is to be output after

the data has been written to the Data Memory.

The AGFC operator can signal a break condition because of an overtlow in the QUEUE instruction

through the brk output.

15.5 Implementation of the Data Memory

The Data Memory, controlled by the DM operator, is instructed what to do by the AGFC operator.
It not only handles all access to the Data Memory RAM, but also exchanges the A and B data fields
of the output tokens.

The DMEM RAM is of the synchronous type, and therefore requires some tricks to operate and still

handle tokens as fast as possible. This is accomplished by dividing a token read into two parts: When

the token is offered to the DM operator, a read is initiated to the RAM and the token itself is output
to the output buffer implemented in the Dreg register. This token is then completed in the next clock

cycle (when it is sent to the Queue) by placing the synchronously read data in the correct data field.

The coordination of this action is done through the flag register that has the following format:

210
:X:F:R:
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where

x

F

R

Exchange t1ag: Indicates if where the synchronously read data is to be placed. If
X= 0 then the data becomes the A data, else it becomes the B data.

First t1ag: If two tokens are to be produced, then this bit indicates if the current
token is the first (F =0) or second (F =1) token. (The second token automatically
has an incremented ID field.)

Read t1ag: This bit indicates if a synchronous read was initiated the previous clock
cycle.

15.6 Buffering and copying of output tokens

Buffering of output tokens is done in the Oreg register at the output of the DM operator. After this

buffer the COpy operator duplicates tokens if the highest bit of it's input token is set. (This bit is

stripped in the COpy operator.) Coordination of the first or second output token is done through the

one bit wide Scnd register. In the special case that a copy is requested, but the instruction is an ACC
instruction, then the A bit of the FTL is set, indicating an accumulator read instruction. (This

implements the special behaviour some AG&FC instructions have when combined with the ACC
instruction.)

15.7 Break Mode signalling

Signalling of a break condition in the Node Tables is done through an asynchronous pipeline through

the Node Tables. The three bit wide pipeline enters every block at the xbrk input, continues via the

X operator to the brk output. The highest bit indicates if a Node Table encountered a break situation,

while the lower two bits indicate the break signalling table's address. This last value is generated by

decrementing the input value if no previous table indicated a break, else copying the input value.

When the AGFC operator in a table indicates a break, this is ORed with the incoming break
indication4

•

These break requests are eventually passed to the Link Table, where the actual Break Mode is
signalled back through the b input. When the Break Mode is entered, all active tokens present in the
Node Table are deleted.
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16. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE QUEUE

In this chapter the Queue that incorporates the elasticity of the internal pipeline loop is described in

detail. The basic functionality of the Queue block are two queues that are capable of each taking in

up to 4 tokens and delivering up to 3 tokens every clock cycle is explained in detail.

16.1 Toplevel of the Queue

16.1.1 Schematic of the Queue
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figure 30: IDaSS schematic of the Queue.

The Queue actually is build around two queues: One that holds ordinary data tokens (DQ), and one

that holds Generator tokens (GQ). The objective of the Queue is to split the incoming streams of

tokens from the Node Table into a stream destined for the Output Controller and two streams that are

to be queued before they are combined and passed on to the three Processing Units. This organisation

is depicted in figure 31.
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Data Queue

Node Table 1 -

Node Table 2

NodaTable 3

NodaTable 4

:> Processing Unit 1

Processing Unit 2

:> Processing Unit 3

Output Controller

figure 31: Schematic representation of the internal flow of tokens through the Queue.

This functionality implies that the queues must be capable of consuming four input tokens and

providing three output tokens every clock cycle. How this is implemented is described in paragraph

16.2.

At the outputs to the Processing Units the buffers as describer in paragraph 12.2.3 are placed to hold

the tokens destined for the Processing Units. The path to the Output Controller is not buffered,

because this output leads directly to the Output Queue, where the tokens are inherently buffered. An

extra buffer here is not necessary as the main goal of the Output Queue is to remove output tokens

from the internal pipeline as fast as possible. (This is in contrast with the philosophy of the original

NEC processor!)

16.1.2 Function of the SPLIT operator

On the toplevel of the Queue the SPLIT operator divides the total input stream into the separate

streams for the Data Queue, the Generator Queue and the Output Controller. Both queues are capable

of accepting any number of tokens that need to enter the queue at any time, but the path to the Output

Controller is only one token wide. Therefore the SPLIT operator includes an arbiter for this path, of

which the previous assigned input is stored in the ArbCnt register.

When the processor enters Break Mode, all input tokens from the Node Tables are stored in the

LATCHx registers. Also the length of both queues are stored in the OldNum register, so DUMP

tokens that read information from the Queue can return the Queue status of the moment the Break

Mode was entered. (The rst output of the SPLIT operator is nothing more then the lower bit of the

brk input.) The format of the LATCHx registers that hold the input tokens is:

6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
098 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

lu:sEL: ID iCSB:CSA: FTL I
I

3 322 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 098 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

DATA B I DATA A I
I I
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where

U

SEL

10

CSB

CSA
FTL

DATA B

DATA A

Unuse: If U= 1 then no token was present.
Select bits, indicating the base type of the instruction.

Destination arc identifier of the input token.

Carry and sign bits of the B data.

Carry and sign bits of the A data.

FTL field (without the already processed highest two bits).

Data field B.

Data field A.

16.1.3 Function of the MERGE operator

The MERGE operator combines the two streams of at most three tokens provided by the two queues

into three streams of one token in the direction of the Processing Units. This arbitration is done

according to two rules:

• Every Processing Unit alternatingly receives Generator tokens and Data tokens, unless one of

both types is not longer present.

• If there are more then 24 tokens present in the Data Queue, only Data tokens are processed.

In order to implement the first rule, the PrvReq register holds for every Processing Unit the

previously passed type of token. A zero indicates a token from the Data Queue, and a one indicates

a token from the Generator Queue. The second rule is implemented by forcing the PrvReq register

to OOObin if more then 24 tokens are present in the Data Queue.

Another function of the MERGE operator is to pass the status of the queues to the Input Controller

through the NumQ output. Format of this output is:

1 1 1 1
3 2 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

lG:o: GLEN I OLEN :

where

G
D

GLEN

DLEN

Generator Queue overtlow.

Data Queue overflow.

Length of the Generator Queue.

Length of the Data Queue.
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16.2 Implementation of the queuing mechanism

16.2.1 Internal organisation of the queues
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tigure 32: IDaSS schematic of one queue (DQ and GQ).

In tigure 32, the IDaSS schematic of one complete queue is depicted that can store four tokens and

release three tokens every single clock cycle. This is accomplished by placing four queues next to

each other, and tilling these queues in order. When the queues are emptied in the same order, the

contents of the total queue will remain evenly spread over all sub-queues.

The STOREx blocks in the figure above internally implement the division of tokens over the queues.

How this works is described in paragraph 16.2.2. In paragraph 16.2.3 the removal of tokens from

the queues by the ARB block is described.

The actual FIFO buffers have been implemented as standard IDaSS FIFO buffers. Replacement of

these FIFOs by ASA compilable subschematics should be possible, but due to time constraints this

has not been done yet.
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16.2.2 Control of the internal FIFO buFFers
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tigure 33: IDaSS schematic of the queue control logic.

The control logic of each sub-queue is depicted in tigure 33. The SEL operator is in charge of

selecting the correct token (if any) to be placed in the queue, and passing it to the SERVER operator.

The SERVER operator is in charge of providing the ARB block of the total queue with the tokens

present in the queue, and storing tokens that can not directly be passed to the arbiter in the queue.

request1 ~~
request 2 o~·~c~~ select request 1
request 3 0----/ .~ .

request4 1 ~

nr=3 . l
Wrent = 2 :::>----~ Index = 1

tigure 34: Example of selecting an input token to be stored in a sub-queue.

The selection of the token that is to be handled by this queue is done using the WrCnt input. This

input provides the number of tokens that have been placed in the queue modulo 4. This count is

updated according to the number of offered input tokens. Selection of the token to store in the queue

is done by tirst concatenating all requests to one string and padding it to a length of four. Then the

value of WrCm is subtracted from the logical number of this queue, provided by the nr input. The

result is the index into the concatenated request chain that is to be granted by this queue. If this index

contains a concatenated request from a Node Table then this token is passed to the SERVER, and the

request is acknowledged. If this index contains no request, then no action is taken.
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The SERVER receives the token selected by the SEL operator, and requests the arbiter to accept a

token by placing a one at the reqP output. Naturally this is only done if the queue is not empty or

a token is offered by the SEL operator. Upon the reception of an acknowledge from the arbiter, the

decision is made if anything is written to the queue or removed from the queue. According to this

action, the cnt register is incremented, decremented or keeps it's value. The only purpose of this

register, is that the SERVER can detect if the queue is empty. Again, if the rst input equals one, the

cnt register is reset to zero, wiping the queue empty.

16.2.3 Arbitration of tokens leaving the queue.

HR

figure 35: IDaSS schematic of the queue output arbiter.

The arbiter provides the logic number of the sub-queues through the NR operator shown on the left.

The main function, however, is selecting which sub-queues are to deliver a token to the output. This

is done by the arbitration method described in paragraph 12.2.4, where the previous selection is kept

in the RdReg register. The only difference is that not just one request is chosen, but the next two

requests are also chosen. These (at most three) selected requests are passed to the toplevel, where a

final selection is made which token is acknowledged. The acknowledges, received through the ack
input, are passed to the selected sub-queues.

The ARB operator also indicates to the toplevel how many tokens are stored in the queue by adding

the number of tokens entering the queue (provided through the three bit wide WrNum input) to the

number of tokens present in the queue and subtracting the number of acknowledged output tokens.

This number is stored as the new queue length in the NumReg register.
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17. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESSING UNITS

The internal workings of the Processing Units are described in this chapter. Although the operators

that implement most instructions are taken from the design by E. Kuipers, changes have been made

to place the Processing Unit in the parallel design. An important part of this chapter is therefore the

description of the accumulator that is used for the ACC instruction. This accumulator is shared by

all Processing Units, and incorporates arbitration of the execution of this single instruction.

17.1 Schematic of the Processing Unit

tigure 36: IDaSS toplevel schematic of a Processing Unit.

Because the basic skeleton of the Processing Unit was taken from the design by E. Kuipers that was
being prepared for compilation, an extra level is inserted as toplevel of the design. This level only
contains a multiplier, as this is a module on sil icon that is generated apart from the rest of the design.

~~ ~ Sin GS

I : ILFD
.ID

X

B SII
SPLIT II OUT

PU
XCA. A C

C B CII II

PH N2 PH22

..dA dA stat tat ack ACC.
ok Oao

iAC • iRe oA AC

tigure 37: IDaSS schematic of a Processing Unit.
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Tokens entering the Processing Unit are tirst split into three categories by the SPLIT operator. This

ensures that although the FTL tield of the three types of instructions are different, still the correct
functionality is performed by the rest of the Processing Unit. The three types of instructions are:

• Real Processing Unit instructions.
• Generator instructions.
• Address Generation and Function Control instructions.

Only the Processing Unit instructions use the PU operator that implements the arithmetic operations

found in the instructions. Using the result of these functions and the PNZ code of the Processing Unit
instruction, a new carry is generated for the X and Y data in the PNZ operator. The resulting tokens

are output by the OUT operator, that also performs the dupl ication of tokens and the selection if the
X or Y data is to be output. Generator instructions are handled directly by the OUT operator, where

the em register is used to count the generated tokens. The Address Generation and Function Control
tokens are passed unmodified through the OUT operator.

All tokens that are output by the OUT operator are buffered in the standard way as described in
paragraph 12.2.3.

17.2 Details of the implementation

17.2.1 What is changed in the implementation

Because the basic functionality of the Processing Units does not differ much from that of the original

JLPD7281, the processing parts of the Processing Unit have been copied from the implementation by
E. Kuipers. Apart from the different position of the buffering between two blocks (Kuipers does this

in the start of each block instead of at the end of each block) only some different bus widths and the
interface with the accumulator have been changed.
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17.3 The accumulator

17.3.1 Schematic of the accumulator

• i p~ oP~tB:'·'I--~

. i P2 0 P2c'·'I---IOO

figure 38: IDaSS schematic of the accumulator.

The only function of the accumulator is arbitration of the requests to alter the contents of the actual

accumulator register. This arbitration is required because the ACC instruction assumes the presence

of only one accumulator. Since all tokens are evenly spread over the Processing Units, no

assumptions can be made as to where the ACC instructions will be processed.

The choice to include an arbiter to enable access from all Processing Units to the accumulator instead

of assigning one Processing Unit to execute the ACC instructions is based upon the exchangeability

of the Processing Units. The extra arbitration overhead that is introduced is minimal, and is

comparable to the overhead a selector would introduce. By locating the add ition logic inside the

accumulator, the overhead in each Processing Unit to execute the ACC instruction is minimal.

17.3.2 Communication with the Processing Unit

Two busses provide the communication between a Processing Unit and the accumulator. Accumulator

requests enter the accumulator through the iPx inputs of the accumulator. Arbitration of the requests

is again done in the way described in paragraph 12.2.4, where the previous assigned Processing Unit

is stored in the Prev register. The format of the iPx busses is:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 432 109 8 7 6 5 432 1 0

(Riels: DATA i
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where

R

C
S

DATA

Request addition: Request to the value of the VALUE tield to the current value
stored in the accumulator.

Clear: Clears the contents of the accumulator to O.
Sign of the 16 bit absolute value in the DATA field
The value to add to the current accumulator value.

In case the clear bit of any request is set, it is immediately executed. The new (calculated) value of
the accumulator is immediately returned to all Processing Units via the oPx bus. The format of this
bus is:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

:A:O:S: DATA :

where

A

o

S

DATA

Acknowledge: If A=1 then the request has been granted, and the value added to the
accumulator.
Overtlow: This bit is set to one if an overtlow occurs. It is kept at this value until
the accumulator is cleared.

Sign of the 16 bit absolute value in the DATA tield
The value to add to the current accumulator value.

Only the A bit of the oPx bus is a reaction to the request placed on the iPx bus. The other fields

continuously report the status of the accumulator. As a result, reading the accumulator can be done

without arbitration.
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18. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OUTPUT CONTROLLER

The Output Controller is actually a combination ofthe Output Queue and the real Output Controller.

This chapter explains why these two parts are combined into one functional block and how the

separate parts are implemented in IDaSS. Furthermore the arbitration between tokens supplied by the

Queue and those supplied by the Input Controller is explained for Normal and Break Mode.

18.1 Schematic of the Output Controller

figure 39: IDaSS schematic of the Output Controller.

The Output Controller is divided into two sections: The most important section is the actual output

control part, implemented in the OC operator, that combines the tokens from the Queue and the
tokens from the Input Controller to form one stream of output tokens. The other part is the 32 levels
deep output queue, that prevents the stream of tokens in the internal pipeline of the processor from
stopping when a PASS token happens to get in the way. These two sections are described in detail
in the following paragraphs. A buffer is placed between the output queue and the output arbiter. This

buffer serves to hold the token that is currently being output, but not yet acknowledged.

18.2 Function of the output queue

The queue incorporated in the Output Controller buffers tokens that are to be output from the

processor, but are not output yet because they have to compete with the PASS tokens from the Input
Controller. The buffer function of this queue ensures that in most cases the output of tokens by the
Queue is acknowledged in one clock cycle. Only if the queue is completely tilled, the acknowledge

line is held low and the internal pipeline is slowed down.

Other tasks of the OQ operator is to split OUT2 tokens into two separate output tokens, and to
transform tokens with the E-bit set into normal output tokens (see paragraph 7.3.5). These

functionalities are performed while placing the token(s) in the output queue.
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Because the standard IDaSS queues can not be compiled by the current compiler, the queue is

constructed using a synchronous ASA type RAM and two queue pointers that are both kept in the

PTR register. As the ASA RAM can only read or write every single clock cycle and the queue tries

to reI eave the Queue as much as possible, writing of tokens into the queue prevails over removing

tokens from the queue. Although this leads to the risk of the queue tilling up, this will often not

happen because output streams are (in general) not high for longer periods. The result is that the OQ

operator constantly reads the front of the queue if no writing takes place, to enable the output of a

token in the next clock cycle (possibly combined with a write to the end of the queue).

In order to operate the synchronous RAM as a queue, some tlags are required. These flags are stored

in the 2-bits wide Flags register. The functions of the two bits are:

Bit 0:

Bit 1:

WasRead-bit: This bit is set whenever there is no write action. By reading the next output

token in every idle period, this token is directly available upon an acknowledge from the

OC operator. This way the tirst token from the queue can be immediately stored in the

BUFF register.

Output2-bit: This bit is used combined with OUT2 tokens. If this bit is not set, the OUT2

token at the input is read as the "tirst output" token and not acknowledged. If this bit is

set, the" second" token is written in the queue and the OUT2 token is acknowledged.

In case of a transition to Break Mode the output queue is cleared and the current input token is

acknowledged without being stored.

18.3 Arbitration between the output and PASS tokens

The arbitration between output tokens, delivered by the output queue and the tokens that are passed

on by the Input Controller is done on the basis of priority. There are two different priority orders,

depending wether the processor is in Break Mode or not:

• In Normal Mode the priority order is: ERR> PASS> Output.

• In Break Mode the priority order is: PASS = DUMP. If both types of tokens are present then

these tokens are output alternatingly using the Prev register to keep count. If Prev contains a one,

the next output is a DUMP token. If it is a zero, the next token is a PASS token. The register

is inverted upon every acknowledge from the receiving module. (Remember that no other output

tokens are present in this mode, because they are all deleted during the transition to the Break

Mode. The Input Controller also deletes all data tokens while in Break Mode.)

The arbitration is performed in the OC operator, that has no means of synchronous buffering of

tokens. It relies on the buffer in the Input Controller and the buffer between the OQ operator and the

OC operator.
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19. CONCLUSIONS

The closing chapter of this report lists a number of conclusions. First a number of conclusions are

given about the implementation of the processor in IDaSS. Then some conclusions are given about

the performance of the designed processor, followed an evaluation of the dataflow paradigm. The

report is finished by giving some hints to what work can still be done on the processor, and an

indication to ideas for future research.

19.1 Constructing the processor using IDaSS

IDaSS proved a very good tool to construct a complex design like the superscalar datatlow processor.
The problem at the moment lies in the compilation of a finished design to silicon. This is currently
only possible if a large number of restrictions are taken into account, but the new VHDL compiler,
together with the new version of IDaSS promises to remove a number of barriers in this path.

19.2 Improvements over the JlPD7281

From the performance evaluation in chapter 5 the theoretical improvements over the JLPD7281 are
reasonable. The bottle neck in the current design remains the use of synchronous RAMs, that
(particularly in the Function Table) limits the tlow of tokens. Combined with the problem of

optimising algorithms for the parallel architecture it remains to be seen until what degree real-life

programs make use of the maximum performance offered by the processor.

19.3 The dataflow paradigm

The dataflow paradigm proves to be a good alternative to implement algorithmic problems. The
comparison with Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), however, is difficult to do because the current
dataflow processors are not so much aimed at achieving high performance as DSPs are. This makes
that dataflow processors are somewhat "caught in the middle" between conventional microprocessors

and DSPs, but this might change in the future!
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19.4 \Vhat remains to be done

In a number of places in this report the problems in compiling the processor to a silicon layout have
been mentioned. These problems mainly apply to the synthesis of the IDaSS RAMs. This is a subject
that should be looked into when the VHDL compiler becomes available. Then it will be clear as to

what options are available to change the asynchronous RAMs in the schematic to the synchronous
type. Especially the issue of how many parallel read and/or write ports are allowed has great impact
on the performance of a finished design. (If in the future it would become possible to compile the

original IDaSS RAMs these problems cease to exist.)

19.5 Directions for future research

Above it is already mentioned that dataflow processors are behind on DSPs, but they can catch up

by redesigning towards high speed processing of data streams. This may prove an interesting field
to look into in the future. Especially since it is possible to create such processors in IDaSS, and test
their performance without having to invest in an early phase in expensive hardware implementations.
A good student project or graduation subject would be the design of a Host interface and an

"intelligent" graphical interface like the NEe p,PD9305.
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C. SOURCE OF A SIMPLE EXAMPLE PROGRAM

************************************************************
* Filename: SIMPLE.ASM
* Author : Timo van de Put
*

*
*
*

* This program calculates (B++)*(A-C). *
************************************************************

QueLen

MODULE

INPUT

EQU 11

InpA,lnpB,lnpC

;Length of all queues

;Input values

LINK
LINK
LINK
OUTPUT
OUTPUT

MEMORY
MEMORY

arcX
arcY
Z1,Z2
resHi
resLo

que1
que2

finc(lnpB)
fsub( InpA. InpC)
fmul(arcX.arcY)
fout(Z1) AT 99
fout(Z2) AT 100

AREA(QueLen) BASE 2
AREA(OueLen) BASE 2

;subresult X
;subresult Y
;64 bi t resul t
;Output result
;Output result

;Define sub queue
;Define mul queue

FUNCT ION
FUNCTION
FUNCT ION

finc
fsub
fmul

INC ;Define inc
SUB.QUEUE(que1,OueLen) ;Define sub
MUL(XY),OUEUE(que2,OueLen) ;Define mul

FUNCTION fout OUT1(0) ;Define output

***** Now input some data to test the program: ******

DATA InpA,3 ; Input data A
DATA InpA,$4321
DATA InpB,2 ; Input data B
DATA InpB.$1234
DATA InpC,10 ; Input data C
DATA InpC.$1234

***** The result should be: *************************
* (2+1)x(3-10) =-21 => resHi=-O, resLo=-21
* ($1234+1)x($4321-$1234)=$37ACB11 => resHi=890, resLo=51985

END
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D. SOURCE OF THE DATA MEMORY PROGRAM

************************************************************
* Filename: DATAMEM.ASM
* Author : Timo van de Put
*

*
*
*

* This program shifts B times the value of A to the left. *
************************************************************

MODULE ;Program for module nr.1

INPUT A,B AT 10 ;A=value, B=counter

MEMORY mernA ? BASE 2 ;Allocate storage for A
MEMORY memB ? BASE 2 ;Allocate storage for B

LINK fwra(A) ;fwra has no leaving arc!
LINK arc3 fwrb<. B) ;arc3 collects from nodes
LINK arc3 fwrb( ,arc1) ;arc3 collects from nodes
LINK arc3 fwrb(arc2) ;arc3 collects from nodes
LINK arc4,arc5 frda(arc3) ;arc5 becomes arc4+1
LINK arc1,arc2 = frdb(arc5) ;arc2 becomes arc1+1

OUTPUT ResC = fout(arc4) AT 99 ;ResC resides in another module

A,$1234
B,15

FUNCTION
FUNCTION
FUNCT ION
FUNCTION
FUNCTION

DATA
DATA

END

fwra
fwrb
frda
frdb
fout

IJRCYCS (mernA , 1)
IJRCYCS(memB, 1)
SHL(XX,XCH),RDCYCS(mernA,1)
DEC(X,BRC,EO,XCH),RDCYCS(memB,1)
OUT1(O)

; Input token A
; Input token B
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E. SOURCE OF THE SQUARED DISTANCE PROGRAM

*********************************************************************

*
*

Filename: DISTANCE.ASM
Author : Timo van de Put

*
*

* *
* This dataflow program calculates the squared distance between two *
* points in an n-dimensional space. *
*********************************************************************

* Define module number:
MODULE 1

definitions:
iModule nr of the Host
iUse maximum queues
iDimension of space
iParameter of CONVO
iParameter of CONVO

* Parametrisable
Host EQU 0
QueLen EQU 16
I EQU 8
cv1 EQU C4*1)-3
cv2 EQU C2*1)-1

* The inputs for the vectors to the points:
INPUT InpX, InpY

* Arcs of the fl owgraph:
LINK m1, m2 fsub(l npX, InpY)
LINK m3, m4 fmulCm1,m2)
LINK m4, m11 fadd2Cm8,m9)
LINK m5, m6, m7 fconv1Cm3)
LINK m5, m6, m7 fconv1Cm11)
LINK m3 fadd1Cm5, m6)
LINK m8, m9, m10 fconv2Cm4)

* Output of the squared distance:
OUTPUT ResHi, ResLo ~ foutCm7,m10) AT 0

* Claim queue space in the Data memory:
MEMORY qout AREACQueLen) AT (3)
MEMORY qadd1 AREACQueLen) AT CO)
MEMORY qadd2 AREACQueLen) AT (1)
MEMORY qmul AREACQueLen) AT (1)
MEMORY qsub AREACQueLen) AT CO)

* Definition of
FUNCTION fadd1
FUNCTION fadd2
FUNCT ION fout
FUNCT ION fconv1
FUNCT ION fconv2
FUNCTION fmul
FUNCT ION fsub

the functions in the nodes:
ADD, QUEUECqadd1,QueLen)
ADDCXY), QUEUECqadd2,QueLen)
OUT2CHost,ResLo), QUEUECqout,QueLen)
CONVOCcv1) AT (2)
CONVOCcv2) AT (3)
MULCXY), QUEUECqmul,QueLen)
SUBCXX), QUEUECqsub,QueLen)

MAP LINKTAB, FUNCTAB, DATAMEM

* Enter two random points to test: CAnswer is $7174)
DATA InpX, 10
DATA InpY, -23
DATA InpX, -4
DATA InpY, 0
DATA InpX, 12
DATA InpY, 34
DATA InpX, 123
DATA InpY, -26
DATA InpX, 3
DATA InpY, -2
DATA InpX, 9
DATA InpY, 31
DATA InpX, 45
DATA InpY, -16
DATA InpX, 26
DATA InpY, -6
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F. TOPLEVEL PROCESSOR DOCUMENTATION

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Wednesday February 2, 1994, 14:31:58.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector

1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 32 bits
( 32 bi ts
( 3 bits
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t

wi th name
with name
wi th name
with name
with name
with name
wi th name

, aI'
'aD'
'dI'
'dO'
'mn'
, rI'
'rO'

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

19 bits
19 bits
19 bits
19 bi ts
19 bits
19 bits

1 bit

with name 'iP1'
with name 'iP2'
with name' iP3'
with name 'oP1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'rst'

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bit
1 bit

( 2 bits
( 32 bits
( 3 bi ts
( 14 bits
( 29 bits
( 32 bits
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 5 bi ts

with name
wi th name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
with name
with name
with name

, aIN'
'alT'
'aOC'
'brk'
, i IN'
'mn'
'NumQ'
'olT'
'oOC'
, rIN'
'rlT'
'rOC'
'rst'
'xbrk'

=============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'xbrk'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
This output reports break conditions generated by the IC as well as the o.

Bi t 0,1:
Bit 2:
Bit 3:
Bit 4:

Current Input restriction mode.
DO overflow flag.
GO overflow flag.
Encountered a CBRK token.

-- ---- - --- - --- ---- ---- "- - - - - ---- - --- ----- - ---
=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\lT' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This block performs the actual IT functions.
----------------------".---------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bit
2 bits
5 bi ts

29 bits
29 bits
29 bits
29 bits
3 bits

38 bits

with name 'aIC'
with name 'aNT1'
with name 'aNT2'
with name 'aNT3'
with name 'aNT4'
wi th name ' aPU1 '
with name 'aPU2'
with name 'aPU3'
with name 'brk'
with name 'ibrk'
with name 'iIC'
with name 'iPU1'
with name 'iPU2'
with name' iPU3'
with name 'nil'
with name 'oNT1'
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Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits with name 'oNT2'
Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits with name 'oNT3'
Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits with name 'oNT4'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name 'rIC'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name 'rNT"
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name 'rNT2'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name ' rNT3'
Bidirectional connector ( , bi t with name 'rNT4'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name 'rPU"
Bidirectional connector ( , bi t with name 'rPU2'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit with name 'rPU3'
Bidirectional connector ( , bit wi th name 'rst'
Bidirectional connector ( 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'aQ'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'b'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name ' brk'
=============================================
Bidirectional connector wi th name 'brk'

Designer COrrfTlents:
----------------------v----------------------
This output chains the NT blocks to form one break-detect input to the IT.
It holds this NT's "address", unless a break was reported in a previous
block, then it contains the break generator's address.

Bit 2: Break flag.
Bit 0, ,: Originate address.
-------------------- -- A --- -- - - - - - - - - - --- -----

Bidirectional connector 38 bits with name 'i l T'
Bidirectional connector 6' bits with name 'oQ'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'rlT'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name ' rQ'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits wi th name 'xbrk'

Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'aQ'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'b'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name ' brk'
=============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'brk'

Designer COrrfTlents:
----------------------v----------------------
This output chains the NT blocks to form one break-detect input to the IT.
It holds this NT's "address", unless a break was reported in a previous
block, then it contains the break generator's address.

Bit 2: Break flag.
Bit 0, ,: Originate address.
... - --- ---- --------- ---- A ---- - ---- - - - ----- - ... ---
Bidirectional connector 38 bits with name ' ill'
Bidirectional connector 6' bits with name 'oQ'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'rlT'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name ' rQ'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector , bit with name 'aQ'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'b'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name ' brk'
=============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'brk'

Designer COrrfTlents:
----------------------v----------------------
This output chains the NT blocks to form one break-detect input to the LT.
It holds this NT's "address", unless a break was reported in a previous
block, then it contains the break generator's address.

Bit 2: Break flag.
Bit 0,': Originate address.
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits) with name 'ilT'
Bidirectional connector ( 6' bits) with name 'oQ'
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Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name ' rl T'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name ' rO'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector Z bits with name 'b'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'brk'
=============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'brk'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This output chains the NT blocks to form one break-detect input to the IT.
It holds this NT's "address", unless a break was reported in a previous
block, then it contains the break generator's address.

Bit 2: Break flag.
Bit 0,1: Originate address.~ _____________________ A ______________________

Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits with name 'ill '
Bidirectional connector ( 61 bits with name '00'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rlT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name ' rO'
Bidirectional connector ( 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Bidirectional connector 1 bi t ) with name 'alC'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit ) with name 'aOUT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit ) with name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector Z bits ) with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 32 bi ts ) with name 'i IC'
Bidirectional connector 61 bi ts ) with name ' iO'
Bidirectional connector 3 bi ts ) with name 'mn'
Bidirectional connector 32 bi ts ) with name 'oOUT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t ) with name 'rI C'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit ) with name 'rOUT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t ) with name ' rO'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit ) with name 'rst'
=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\PU1' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is a complete combined PU/GE-unit that was adopted from the ~PD7281

implementation by E. Kuipers.
The MUlT operator in the toplevel schematic is included as a separate
block because the silicon compiler needs to insert a multiplyer as a
specialised module.
---------------------."'----------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
2 bits

19 bits
60 bi ts
19 bits
29 bits
1 bit
1 bit

with name 'all'
with name 'aO'
with name 'brk'
with name 'iAC'
with name 'iO'
with name 'oAC'
with name 'olT'
with name 'rlT'
with name 'rO'

=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\PUZ' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
This is a complete combined PU/GE-unit that was adopted from the ~PD7Z81
implementation by E. Kuipers.
The MUlT operator in the toplevel schematic is included as a separate
block because the silicon compiler needs to insert a multiplyer as a
specialised module.
---------------------- A ---- - - -- - _.- ------- ---

Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector Z bits with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 19 bits with name 'iAC'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' iO'
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Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

19 bi ts
29 bits
1 bi t
1 bi t

with name 'oAC'
with name 'oLT'
with name 'rLT'
with name 'rO'

===================~=========================

'TopLevel\DFP\PU3' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is a complete combined PU/GE-unit that was adopted from the ~PD7281

implementation by E. Kuipers.
The MULT operator in the toplevel schematic is included as a separate
block because the silicon compiler needs to insert a multiplyer as a
specialised module.
----------------------~----------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
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1 bit
1 bi t
2 bi ts

19 bits
60 bits
19 bits
29 bits
1 bit
1 bi t

1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bi t
2 bi ts

61 bits
61 bits
61 bi ts
61 bits
14 bits
61 bits
60 bits
60 bits
60 bi ts

1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t

with name 'aLT'
with name 'aO'
with name 'brk'
with name 'iAC'
with name' iQ'
with name 'oAC'
with name 'oL T'
with name 'rLT'
with name 'rQ'

with name 'aNT1'
with name 'aNT2'
with name 'aNT3'
with name 'aNT4'
with name 'aOC'
with name 'aP1'
wi th name' aP2'
with name 'aP3'
with name 'brk'
with name 'iNT1'
with name 'iNT2'
with name 'iNT3'
with name 'iNT4'
with name 'NumQ'
with name 'oOC'
with name 'op1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'rNT1'
with name 'rNT2'
with name 'rNT3'
with name 'rNT4'
wi th name 'rOC'
with name 'rP1'
with name' rP2'
with name 'rP3'



G. TEST SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:53:18.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)
====================================~========

'TopLevel\Addr' is a register.

This register is 10 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.
Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 inc.
--- ----- - - --- - ---- - - - ."'. - - -. - - - - - -. - - - - - - -- --
=============================================
'TopLevel\adrs' is a register.

This register is 10 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
%1 inc.
-- - .. --- ---- - ----- ---- ."'. - - - - - - - - _ .. -- - - --- - - --

Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name ' aI'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aD'
Bidirectional connector 32 bits with name 'dI'
Bidirectional connector 32 bits with name 'dO'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits wi th name 'mn'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name ' rI'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'rO'

'TopLevel\LOG' is a RAM.

This RAM contains 1024 words of 9 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.
This RAM is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
%1 write.
---------------------."'----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\mn' is a register.

This register is 3 bits wide.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 1 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
=============================================
'TopLevel\OUT' is a RAM.

This RAM contains 1024 words of 32 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The contents can be found in the file 'g:\prog\result.hex'.
This RAM is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 write.
----------------------"'----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\PROG' is a ROM.
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This ROM contains 1024 words of 32 bits each.
The contents can be found in the file 'g:\prog\example.hex'.

Output 'd' reads at the address input by 'a' (10 bits, matches depth).
=============================================
'TopLevel\Rq' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Rq'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

32 bits
1 bi t

with name 'i'
with name '0'

Text for function 'Rq' of 'TopLevel\Rq':
----------------------v----------------------
o := i -=0.
_______ ._. A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\time' is a register.

This register is 9 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'increment'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
______________________ A _
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H. INPUT CONTROLLER DOCUMENTATION

IDaSS VD.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:52:56.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name 'alN'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name 'aOC'
Bidi rect ional connector 2 bi ts with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 32 bits with name ' i IN'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'mn'
Bidirectional connector 14 bits with name 'NumQ'
Bidirectional connector ( 29 bi ts with name ' olT'
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bi ts with name 'oOC'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rlN'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bi t with name 'rlT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bi t with name ' rOC'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rst'
Bidirectional connector ( 5 bits with name 'xbrk'
=============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'xbrk'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This output reports break conditions generated by the IC as well as the Q.

Bi to. 1:
Bit 2:
Bi t 3:
Bi t 4:

Current Input restriction mode.
DQ overflow flag.
GQ overflow flag.
Encountered a CBRK token .

...... _ ...... __ ...... _ ...... _ ...... _ _ A .... __ ... .... .... __ ......

=============================================
'Toplevel \DFP\IC\IC' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'IC'.

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'alN'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'alT'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'aOC'
Input connector ( 2 bi ts with name 'brk'
Input connector ( 32 bi ts with name 'diN'

Continuous output connector ( 32 bits with name 'dOC'
Input connector ( 3 bi ts with name 'mn'
Input connector ( 9 bi ts with name 'mode'

Continuous output connector ( 30 bits with name 'nlT'
Continuous output connector ( 33 bits with name 'nOC'

Input connector ( 14 bits with name 'nQ'
Input connector ( 30 bi ts with name 'olT'
Input connector ( 33 bi ts with name 'oOC'
Input connector ( 1 bi t with name ' rlN'

Continuous output connector ( 1 bit with name ' rOC'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bit with name ' rst'
Continuous output connector ( 5 bits with name 'xbrk'

Text for function 'IC' of 'Toplevel\DFP\IC\IC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Commonly used bitpatterns:"
_Mnln := diN from:29 to:31.

"Find requests for both outputs:"
ForMe := Mnln=mn.

-MyTkn .- rln /\ ForMe.
=PassTkn := rln /\ =ForMe not.

"Generate reset or break:"
RstBrk := rlN /\ «diN from:16 to:19)=%0100).

_rst:= MyTkn /\ RstBrk.
rst .- -rst. -
xbrk .- ( PassTkn/\«dIN from:29 to:31)=%000)/\_RstBrk),(nQ from:12 to:13),

(mode from:O to:1).
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"Normally hold until ack"
"Consume token upon Reset"

from:O to:28».

"Place
BrkOk

-lTrdy
nlT :=

next token in IT buffer:"
:= Cbrk at:1)not\/CCdIN from:16
:= alT\/(olT at:29)not.
( lTrdy)
If0: ( rst

lfO: olT
i f1: 0)

if1: (_MyTkn/\_BrkOk,(dIN

to:19)=%0111)."Only accept DUMP in break mode"
"Ready at ack or no request"

"Place next token in OC buffer:"
OCrdy := aOC\/(oOC at:32)not.

nOC := ( OCrdy)
If0: oOC
if1: (_PassTkn,dIN).

"Pass buffered token to OC:"
rOC .- oOC at:32.
dOC := oOC from:O to:31.

"Generate the acknowledge:"
aIN := rIN /\ lTrdy /\ OCrdy.

- A -

'Toplevel\OFP\IC\IIC' is a register.

This register is 7 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.
'Toplevel\OFP\IC\lTreg' is a register.

This register is 30 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.

'Toplevel\DFP\IC\MDreg' is a register.

This register is 9 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 3 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.
Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This register stores the current mode setting:
Bit 0-1: Current mode
Bit 2-8: Max count of IIC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _A _

'Toplevel\DFP\IC\MODE' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'MODE'.

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name ' alC'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'alT'
Input connector 2 bits with name 'brk'

Continuous output connector 29 bits with name 'dlT'
Input connector 7 bits with name 'IIC'
Input connector 30 bits with name 'ilT'
Input connector 9 bits with name 'MD'

Continuous output connector 7 bits with name 'nlC'
Continuous output connector 9 bits with name 'nMD'

Input connector 14 bits with name 'NumQ'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'rlT'

Text for function 'MODE' of 'Toplevel\DFP\IC\MODE':
----------------------v----------------------
"Generate input limit from queue lengths:"
_NoIn := (NumQ from:O to:5»(24 width:6).
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"Extract fields of input from IC:"
rlT := ilT at:29.

=dlT := ilT from:O to:28.

"Set new operating mode:"
SetMO:= rlT /\ ((_dlT from:16 to:19)=%0101).

riMO := ( SetMO)
lfO: MO
if1: (_dlT from:O to:8).

"No function"
"Input prohibited"

"Use mode
IIRSO :=

=OutEn :=

to enable output:"
MO from:2 to:8.
(MO at:1)
if0: ((MO at:O)

if0: (1 width:1)
if1: Noln not)

if1: (MO at:O)
if0: ( Noln not\/( IIC= IIRSO) )"Input
if1: (T width:1)). - "Input

restricted"
restriction released"

"Control output to IT:''
_reqlT .- _rlT /\ _OutEn /\ _SetMO not.
rlT := reqlT.
dlT := =dlT.

"Return ack to IC:"
alC := _SetMO \/ (_reqlT /\ alT) \/ (brk at:O).

"Update IIC counter:"
nlC := (IIC= IIRSO)

if0: IIC inc
if1: ((_reqlT/\alT not)

if1: IIC
if0: 0).

__________ • ~ A. • _

=============================================
'Toplevel\OFP\IC\OCreg' is a register.

This register is 33 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
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I. LINK TABLE DOCUMENTATION

1. Toplevel of link table

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:50:54.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This block performs the actual LT functions •
. _--------------------~----------------------
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
2 bits
5 bits

29 bits
29 bits
29 bits
29 bits

( 3 bits
( 38 bits
( 38 bits
( 38 bits
( 38 bits
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 3 bi ts

) with name
) with name
) with name
) wi th name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) wi th name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) with name
) wi th name
) with name
) wi th name
) wi th name
) with name
) wi th name
) with name
) with name
) wi th name
) with name
) wi th name
) wi th name
) with name
) wi th name

'alC'
, aNT1'
'aNT2'
'aNT3'
'aNT4'
'aPU1'
'aPU2'
'aPU3'
'brk'
, ibrk'
, i IC'
, iPU1'
'iPU2'
, iPU3'
'nil'
'oNT1'
'oNT2'
'oNT3'
'oNT4'
'rIC'
'rNT1'
'rNT2'
, rNT3'
'rNT4'
, rPU1'
, rPU2'
'rPU3'
'rst'
'xbrk'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ACK' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ACK'.

Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

4 bits
4 bits
4 bits
4 bits
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bit

with name 'i1'
with name' i2'
wi th name ' i3'
with name 'i4'
with name '01'
with name '02'
with name '03'
with name '04'

Text for function 'ACK' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ACK':
----------------------v----------------------
"Split and combine the incoming acks:"
01 := (i1 at:0)\/(i2 at:0)\/(i3 at:0)\/(i4 at:O).
02 .- (i1 at:1)\/(i2 at:1)\/(i3 at:1)\/(i4 at:1).
03 .- (i1 at:2)\/(i2 at:2)\/(i3 at:2)\/(i4 at:2).
04 := (i1 at:3)\/(i2 at:3)\/(i3 at:3)\/(i4 at:3).- - .. _.. - - .. __ -"' - - - - - -_ .. -_.. - -- ..
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ADDR' is an operator.
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This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ADDR'.

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

2 bi ts
2 bits
2 bits
2 bits

with name '01'
with name '02'
with name '03'
with name '04'

Text for function 'ADDR' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ADDR':
----------------------v----------------------
"Just assign everybody an FT address range:"
01 .- O.
02 := 1.
03 := 2.
04 := 3.
----------------------~----------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

4 bits
2 bits
1 bi t
2 bits

41 bits
41 bi ts
41 bi ts
41 bi ts
38 bits

1 bi t

4 bi ts
2 bits
1 bi t

41 bits
41 bi ts
41 bi ts
41 bits
38 bits

1 bi t

4 bits
2 bits
1 bi t

41 bi ts
41 bits
41 bits
41 bi ts
38 bits

1 bi t

4 bits
2 bits
1 bi t

41 bi ts
41 bits
41 bi ts
41 bi ts
38 bi ts

1 bi t

with name 'ack'
with name 'addr'
with name 'aNT'
with name 'brk'
with name 'i1'
with name 'i2'
wi th name' i3'
with name' i4'
with name 'oNT'
with name 'rNT'

with name 'ack'
with name 'addr'
with name 'aNT'
with name 'i1'
with name 'i2'
with name 'i3'
with name 'i4'
with name 'oNT'
with name 'rNT'

with name 'ack'
with name 'addr'
with name 'aNT'
with name 'i1'
with name 'i2'
with name' i3'
with name 'i4'
with name 'oNT'
with name 'rNT'

with name 'ack'
with name 'addr'
with name 'aNT'
with name 'i1'
with name' i2'
with name' i3'
with name' i4'
with name 'oNT'
with name 'rNT'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT
are executed, and all other tokens are passed on.
----------------------~----------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
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1 bi t
2 bits
2 bits

29 bi ts
9 bits

20 bi ts
1 bit

10 bits
1 bi t

26 bits

with name 'aP'
wi th name 'brk'
with name 'dmp'
with name 'iP'
with name 'ma'
with name 'md'
with name 'rP'
with name 'rpt'
with name 'sa'
with name 'SetH'



Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

41 bits
1 bi t

17 bits
30 bits

2 bits
5 bits

26 bi ts
3 bits
1 bi t

10 bits
10 bits
10 bi ts
10 bits
17 bi ts
3 bits

lOith name 'tkn'
lOith name 'lOa'
lOith name 'lOho'
lOith name 'lOr'

lOi th name ' brk'
lOith name 'ibrk'
lOith name 'NelOM'
lOith name 'nil'
lOith name 'reset'
10 i t h name's l'
lOith name 's2'
lOith name 's3'
with name 's4'
with name 'who'
with name 'xbrk'
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=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT

:~~_~~~:~:~~:_:~~_:~~_~:~~~_:~~~~~_:~~_~:~~~~ on.

Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'aP'
Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector ( 2 bits) with name 'dmp'
Bidirectional connector ( 29 bits) with name 'iP'
Bidirectional connector ( 9 bits) with name 'ma'
Bidirectional connector ( 20 bits) with name 'md'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'rP'
Bidirectional connector ( 10 bits) with name 'rpt'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'sa'
Bidirectional connector ( 41 bits) with name 'tkn'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'lOa'
Bidirectional connector ( 30 bits) with name 'lOr'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S2' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT
are executed, and all other tokens are passed on.

A
-----------~---------- ----------------------

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
2 bits
2 bits

29 bits
9 bits

20 bi ts
( 1 bi t
( 10 bits
( 1 bi t
( 41 bits
( 1 bi t
( 30 bits

wi th name
with name
wi th name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
with name
with name
wi th name
wi th name
wi th name
wi th name

, aP'
'brk'
'dmp'
, iP'
'rna'
'md'
'rP'
'rpt'
'sa'
, tkn'
'wa'
'wr'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S3' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT
are executed, and all other tokens are passed on.
______________________ A. _

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
2 bits
2 bits

29 bits
9 bits

20 bits
1 bit

10 bits
1 bit

with name 'aP'
with name 'brk'
with name 'dmp'
with name' iP'
wi th name 'ma'
with name 'md'
with name 'rP'
with name 'rpt'
with name 'sa'
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Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

41 bi ts
1 bi t

30 bits

wi th name ' tkn'
with name 'wa'
with name 'wr'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\RAM' is a RAM.

This RAM contains 128 words of 20 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.
This RAM is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This multiported RAM holds the actual link table.

The information stored in the RAM has the following structure:
bit
0-1

2
3-9

10-15

function
SEL field: OO=OUT, 01=PU instr., 10=GE instr., 11=AG&FC instr.
FTRC field: Modifies the execution of an AG&FC instruction.
ID field: Base number of next link in the graph.
FTA field: Function table address of the processing node.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
===============
Although this RAM has a reset value in the simulator, no reset value is
required in the real implementation. The reason for the reset value (that
can be anything but 'UNK') is that the contents is changed in two steps.
IDaSS cannot change a part of the contents to a known value, and therefore
assumes the written code is again an 'UNK'.

"---------------------- ---- -- --- - - -----------

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Control only writes:"

1 write.
---------------------_ ..... _---------------------

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\WRITER' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'WRITER'.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Note that this "write arbiter" uses only a very simple priority scheme:
The requests from inputs with a lower number always have a higher priority
then inputs with a higher number.

By using this simple scheme, there is a risk of starvation, but this poses
no problem as long as the IC-requests have the lowest priority.
(Remember that writes generated by PU's are under program control, and
therefore are quite scarce!)
---------------------_ ..... _---------------------

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'a1'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'a2'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'a3'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'a4'
Continuous output connector 9 bits with name 'mwa'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'mwc'
Continuous output connector 20 bits with name 'mwd'

Input connector 30 bits with name ' r1'
Input connector 30 bits with name ' r2'
Input connector 30 bits with name ' r3'
Input connector 30 bits with name ' r4'

Text for function 'WRITER' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\WRITER':
----------------------v----------------------
"Gather all requests:"
_req := (r4 at:29),(r3 at:29),(r2 at:29),(r1 at:29).

"select, using highest priority for lowest input:"
sel := ( req lsone) width:2. "for mux"

=mask := _req lsomask. "for ack"

"Control writes:"
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mwa .- ( sel at: 1)
itO: « sel at:O)

itO: ( r1 from:20 to:28)
if 1: (r2 from:20 to:28»

if 1: « sel at:O)
i70: (r3 from:20 to:28)
if1: (r4 from:20 to:28».

mwd := ( sel at: 1)
;f0: « sel at:O)

i70: (r1 from:O to:19)
if 1: (r2 from:O to:19»

if1 : « sel at:O)
;f0: (r3 from:O to:19)
if1: (r4 from:O to: 19».

mwc := _req at: -sel. "lIrite according to req bit"

"Acknowledge the requests: 1I

a1 := mask at:O.
a2 := -mask at:1.
a3 := -mask at:2.
a4 := =mask at:3.
----------------------,,----------------------

2. Processing Unit input handler

10aSS VO.08m document generated Friday February 4, 1994, 14:05:40.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

'TopLevel\OFP\LT\PU2S1' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT
are executed, and all other tokens are passed on.

Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aP'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name ' brk'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'dmp'
Bidirectional connector 29 bits with, name ' ip'
Bidirectional connector 9 bits with name 'rna'
Bidirectional connector 20 bits with name 'md'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'rP'
Bidirectional connector 10 bits with name 'rpt'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'sa'
Bidirectional connector ( 41 bits with name ' tkn'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bi t with name 'wa'
Bidirectional connector ( 30 bits with name 'wr'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\BrkReg' is a register.

This register is 30 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%x1 load.
---------------------."----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL' is an operator.

This operator has 7 functions and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'None'.

Control connector 6 bits) without a name

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
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"Input is brk, rP, ((brk) i fO:CTLF if1 :dmp)"

"Normal mode operations:"
%0100xx Exec. "Process through LT"
%011000 Read. "Read the LT"
%011001 Pass.
%01101x Pass.
%011100 Write. "Write the LT"
%011101 Pass.
%01111x Pass.

"Break mode operations:"
%1xx001 DumpStat. "Dump input latch status"
%1xx010 DumpOata. "Dump input latch status"
"Defaul tis None"
_____ •• • A • _

Continuous output connector ( 1 bit with name 'ack'
Input connector ( 30 bits with name 'brk'
Input connector ( 2 bits with name 'dmp'
Input connector ( 29 bits with name ' in'

Continuous output connector ( 9 bits with name 'rna'
Input connector ( 20 bits with name 'mr'

Continuous output connector ( 10 bits wi th name 'rpt'
Input connector ( 1 bit with name 'sa'

Continuous output connector ( 41 bits with name 'tkn'
Input connector ( 1 bit with name 'wa'

Continuous output connector ( 30 bits with name ' wr'

Text for function 'DumpOata' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
----------------------y----------------------
"Generate a dump data token:"

"No write:"
wr := O.

"Select all the building blocks:"

- ID := (0 width:7>,dmp.

- CTLF := %0111 width:4.
FtrcSel := 0 width:3.

- FTA .- 0 width:8.

-data .- brk from:O to: 15 .

"Output the generated token;"
tkn := (1 width:1),_ID,_CTLF,_FtrcSel,_FTA,_data.

"Acknowledge nothing:"
ack := O.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.______________________ A __ ~ _

Text for function 'DumpStat' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
.---------------------y----------------------
"Generate a dump status token:"

"No write:"
wr := O.

"Select all the bui ldi ng blocks:"

- ID := (0 width:7),dmp.

-CTLF := %0111 width:4.

- FtrcSel := 0 width:3.

-FTA := 0 width:8.

-data := (0 width:2),(brk from: 16 to:29).

"Output the generated token:"
tkn := (1 width:1),_10,_CTLF,_FtrcSel,_FTA,_data.

"Acknowledge nothing:"
ack := O.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.
______________________ A _
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Text for function 'Exec' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Pass the input token with updated fields:"

"Address the RAM:"
ma := in from:20 to:28.

"No write:"
wr := O.

"Select all the building blocks:"

- ID := mr from:3 to:11.

-CTLF := in from: 16 to: 19.

- Ftrc := mr at:2.

-Sel := mr from:O to: 1.

- FTA := mr from: 12 to: 19.
_data .- in from:O to:15.

"Output the updated token:"
tkn := (1 width:1)._ID._CTLF._Sel._Ftrc._FTA._data.

"Acknowledge if scheduler does:"
ack := sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := sa.(in from:20 to:28).
____ _ .. - __ _1'\ __ __ .. ..

Text for function 'None' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"If nothing's there. then there is nothing:"
ack •- 1. "I accept everyth i ng"
wr := O. "no LT write"
tkn .- O. "no output token"
rpt := O. "Nothing to report"
---------------------_1'\_---------------------

Text for function 'Pass' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Pass the input token without modifications:"

"No LT write:"
wr := O.

"Output the token with just some stuffing:"
tkn := (1 width:1),(in from:16 to:28).(0 width:3).(in from:20 to:27).

(in from:O to:15).

"Acknowledge if the scheduler does:"
ack : = sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.
.. _ .. __ __ _1'\_ __ ..

Text for function 'Read' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Pass the input token with new data from the LT RAM:"

"Address the RAM:"
ma := in from:20 to:28:

"No LT write:"
wr := O.

"Gather the requested information:"
_Data .- (in at:15).«in at:15) "Check what is requested"

if1:«0 width:4).(mr from:12 to:19» "FTA version"
if0:«0 width:3).(mr from:3 to:11»). "ID version"

(mr from:O to:2).

"Output the token wi th some stuff i ng and the LT data:"
tkn := (1 width:1).(in from:16 to:28).(O width:11),_Data.

"Acknowledge if the scheduler does:"
ack := sa.

APPENDfX I: LINK T,WU: DOCUMENTATION
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Text for function 'Yrite' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Read the original values from the LT:"
rna := in from:20 to:28.

"Yrite the modified token to the LT RAM:"
wr := (1 width:1),(in from:20 to:28),

((in at:15)
ifO:((mr from:12 to:19),(in from:3 to:11),(mr from:O to:2» "10 part"
if1:((in from:3 to:10),(mr from:3 to:11),(in from:O to:2»)."FTA part"

"Ye've got nothing for the scheduler:"
tkn := O.

"Ack if writing ready:"
ack := wa.

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\Hshake' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Hshake'.

Continuous output connector 1 bi t with name 'aP'
Input connector 2 bits with name ' brk'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'ca'

Continuous output connector 6 bi ts with name 'ctrl'
Input connector 2 bi ts with name 'dmp'
Input connector 29 bi ts with name ' iP'
Input connector 1 bi t with name 'rP'

Continuous output connector 30 bi ts with name ' store'

Text for function 'Hshake' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\Hshake':
----------------------v----------------------
"Cont ro l the LT controll er by the CTL F of the i ncomi ng token:"

brk .- brk at:1.
ctrl := brk,rP,(( brk)

- ifO:((rP)
if1:(iP from:16 to:19)
if0:(0 width:4»

if1:((%10 width:2),dmp».

"Store this
store := rP

token in case
not,((rP)

if1: iP
if0:0).

of an inquiry:"
"Remember it's an UNUSE bit!"

"Generate an ack for the PU:"
aP := rP /\ (ca \/ _brk).
----~------~~~--~--~~~~~~~~--~-----~~~~~---~~

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\PU2S1\tkn' is an off-schematic connector.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
~~~~_~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~_~!_~~~_~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~~~atenated

3. Input Controller input handler

with the actual token.

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Friday February 4, 1994, 14:05:57.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)
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'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This is the main LT handler. In this block the special commands for the LT
are executed, and all other tokens are passed on.
_____________________ .A _

Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aP'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'dmp'
Bidirectional connector 29 bits with name ' ip'
Bidirectional connector ( 9 bits with name 'rna'
Bidirectional connector ( 20 bits with name 'md'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name ' rP'
Bidirectional connector ( 10 bits with name 'rpt'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'sa'
Bidirectional connector ( 26 bits with name 'SetH'
Bidirectional connector ( 41 bits with name 'tkn'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'wa'
Bidirectional connector ( 17 bits with name 'who'
Bidirectional connector ( 30 bits wi th name 'wr'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\BrkReg' is a register.

This register is 30 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%x1 load.
_ ,,_ ..

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL' is an operator.

This operator has 8 functions and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'None'.

Control connector 6 bits) without a name

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Input is brk,rP,CTLF"

"Wri te the LT"

"Set Break mode parameters"
"Read the LT"

"Normal
%0100xx
%010101
%010110
%011000
%011001
%01101x
%011100
%011101
%01111x

mode operations:"
Exec. "Process
Pass.
SetBrk.
Read.
Pass.
Pass.
Write.
Pass.
Pass.

through LT"

%10xxxx Err. "Generate an ERR token"
%110111 Dump. "Only dump tokens allowed!"
"Default is None"
---------------------- A ----------------------
Continuous output connector ( 1 bit with name 'ack'

Input connector ( 30 bits wi th name 'brk'
Continuous output connector ( 2 bits with name 'dmp'

Input connector ( 29 bi ts with name ' in'
Continuous output connector ( 9 bits with name 'rna'

Input connector ( 20 bits with name 'mr'
Continuous output connector ( 10 bits with name 'rpt'

Input connector ( 1 bit with name 'sa'
Continuous output connector ( 26 bi ts with name 'SetH'
Continuous output connector ( 41 bits with name 'tkn'

Input connector ( 1 bit with name 'wa'
Input connector ( 17 bits with name 'who'

Continuous output connector ( 30 bits with name 'wr'
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Text for function 'Dump' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"Generate a dump token:"

"Pass the dump request to everybody:"
_dmp := (in at:23) "Check for type of dump"

if0: (in from:20 to:21) "Dump LT"
if1: O. "Dump Queue"

dmp := _dmp.

"No write:"
wr := O.

"Select
ID

-CTLF
-FtrcSel
-FTA

all the building blocks:"
:= in from:20 to:28.
:= in from:16 to:19.
:= 0 width:3.
:= 0 width:8.

"Get info for dump 001,010 and 111:"
_data := (_dmp at:1)

if0: «_dmp at:O)
if0: (in from:O to:1S) "Dump Queue"
if1: «0 width:2),(brk from:16 to:29»)"Dump LT status"

if1: « dmp at:O)
itO: (brk from:O to:1S) "Dump LT latch data"
if1: «0 width:7),(who from:O to:8»). "Dump LT cause"

"Output the generated token:"
tkn := (1 width:1),_ID._CTLF._FtrcSel._FTA._data.

"Acknowledge when we're ready:"
ack := sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.

"No new mode:"
SetM := O.
----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'Err' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Generate an error token if this is the transition to break mode:"

"No dump:"
dmp .- O.

"No LT write:"
wr := O.

"req for this token if not CBRK"
"destination 10=0"
"ctlf=ERR"
"sel.f=O"
"fta=O"

to:12), "data field of ERR"

"Output an ERR token:"
tkn := «who from:13 to:16)-=0),

(0 width:9),
(%0100 width:4),
(0 width:3),
(0 width:8),
(0 width:8),(who from:9
(who from:13 to:16).

"Acknowledge:"
ack := O.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.

"No new mode:"
SetM := O.
----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'Exec' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Pass the input token with updated fields:"

"No dump:"
dmp := O.
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"Address the RAM:"
ma := in from:20 to:28.

"No write:"
wr := O.

"Select all the bui lding blocks:"

- lD := mr from:3 to: 11 •

-CTLF := in from: 16 to:19.

- Ftrc := mr at:2.

-Sel := mr from:O to: 1.

- FTA := mr from:12 to:19.
_data := in from:O to:15.

"Output the updated token:"
tkn := (1 width:1),_ID,_CTLF,_Sel,_Ftrc,_FTA._data.

"Acknowledge if scheduler does:"
ack := sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := sa, (in from:20 to:28).

"No new mode:"
SetH := O.
_____________________ .A _

Text for function 'None' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"If nothing's there. then there is nothing:"
ack := 1. "I accept everything."
dmp .- O. "No dumping to do"
wr .- O. "no LT write"
tkn .- O. "no output token"
rpt := O. "Nothing to report"
SetM:= O. "No new mode"
---- - - - - ---- - -. - - - - - - .". --- - - - - - - --- - - -- - - ---

Text for function 'Pass' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Pass the input token without modifications:"

"No dump:"
dmp := O.

"No LT write:"
wr := O.

"Output the token with just some stuffing:"
tkn := (1 width:1).(in from:16 to:28),(O width:3),(in from:20 to:27),

(in from:O to:15).

"Acknowledge if the scheduler does:"
ack := sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.

"No new mode:"
SetM := O.
----------------------".---------------------

Text for function 'Read' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Pass the input token with new data from the LT RAM:"

"Address the RAM:"
ma := in from:20 to:28.

"No dump:"
dmp .- O.

"No LT write:"
wr := O.

"Gather the requested information:"

APPENDTX I: LINK TABLE DOCUMENTATION
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Data .- (in at:15),«in at:15) "Check what is requested"
if1:«D width:4),(mr from:12 to:19» "FTA version"
if0:«0 width:3),(mr from:3 to:11»), "IO version"

(mr from:O to:2).

"Output the token with some stuffing and the LT data:"
tkn := (1 width:1),<in from:16 to:28),(0 width:11),_Data.

"Acknowledge if the scheduler does:"
ack := sa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := sa,(in from:20 to:28).

"No new mode:"
SetM := O.
----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'SetBrk' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\JC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Pass the input token without modifications:"

"No dump:"
dmp .- O.

"No LT write:"
wr := o.

"No resulting output token:"
tkn := O.

"Get next token:"
ack := 1.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := O.

"Set new mode: (see comment in MCnt register of MODE schematic)"
SetM := (1 width:1),(in from:20 to:28),(in at:15),(in from:O to:14).

~----------- -- - - ------- ----- -- - - - - - - - --- - ----

Text for function '~rite' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\CTRL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Read the original vaLues from the LT:"
rna := in from:20 to:28.

"No dump:"
dmp := O.

"~rite the modified token to the LT RAM:"
wr := (1 width:1),(in from:20 to:28),

«in at:15)
ifO:«mr from:12 to:19),(in from:3 to:11),(mr from:O to:2» "ID part"
if1:«in from:3 to:10),(mr from:3 to:11),(in from:O to:2»)."FTA part"

"~e've got nothing for the scheduler:"
tkn := O.

"Ack if writing ready:"
ack := wa.

"Report for Break test:"
rpt := sa,(in from:20 to:28).

"No new mode:"
SetM := O.
----------------------~----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\Hshake' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Hshake'.

Continuous output connector
Input connector
Input connector
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2 bits
1 bi t

with name 'aP'
with name 'brk'
with name 'ca'



Continuous output connector
Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector

6 bits
29 bits

( 1 bi t
( 30 bits

with name 'ctrl'
with name' iP'
with name 'rP'
with name 'store'

APPENDIX 1: UNK TAllU DOCUMENTATION

Text for function 'Hshake' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\Hshake':
----------------------v----------------------
"IJipe tokens if entering break:"
_brk := brk at:O.

"Control the LT controller by the CTLF of the incoming token:"
ctrl := (brk at:1),(rP/\ brk not),«rP)

if1:(iP from:16 to:19)
if0:(0 width:4».

"Store this
store := rP

token in case
not,«rP)

if 1: i P
if0:0).

of an inquiry:"
"Remember it's an UNUSE bit!"

"Generate an ack for the PU:"
aP := rP /\ (ca \/ _brk) •
._._----------~-----_.I\_---------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\IC2S\tkn' is an off-schematic connector.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
~~~~_~~:~~:_~~~~~:::_~!_:~~_~~~~~:=_~~:~_~~~~atenatedwith the actual token.

4. The Break l\1ode controller

IDaSS VO.OBm document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:52:00.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 5 bits with name ' ibrk'
Bidirectional connector 26 bits with name ' NewM'
Bidirectional connector 3 bi ts wi th name 'ni l'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'reset'
Bidirectional connector 10 bits with name ' s1'
Bidirectional connector 10 bits with name 's2'
Bidirectional connector 10 bits with name 's3'
Bidirectional connector 10 bits with name 's4'
Bidirectional connector 17 bits with name 'who'
Bidirectional connector 3 bi ts with name 'xbrk'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\Hbrk' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\MCnt' is a register.

This register is 27 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.
Designer comments:
------------·---------v----------------------
This register is divided into four sections:
1) 0-14: Current count in count-down sequence.
2) 15: Mode bit (O=Count arrivals at ID=address,

1=Count pipeline cycles after next token at ID=address)
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3) 16-24:
4) 25:
5) 26:

Address of ID to be checked.
Test mode enabled.
Phase (Used in Count Test mode.)

Phase D: Looking for token at ID.
Phase 1: C~unting pipeline cycles.

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\Mode' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Mode'.

Continuous output connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'Hbrk'
Input connector 5 bits with name ' ibrk'
Input connector 27 bits with name 'MCnt'

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'Nbrk'
Input connector 26 bits with name 'NewM'

Continuous output connector 3 bits with name 'ni l'
Continuous output connector 27 bits with name ' NwCnt'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'rst'
Input connector 1D bits with name ' s1 '
Input connector 1D bits with name 's2'
Input connector 1D bits with name 's3'
Input connector 1D bi ts with name 's4'

Continuous output connector 1 bi t with name 'wCtl'
Continuous output connector 17 bits with name 'who'

Input connector 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Text for function 'Mode' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\Mode':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Isolate some fields:"
OldCount .- MCnt from:O to:14.

-Mode := MCnt at:15.
-ID .- MCnt from:16 to:24.
-Test := MCnt at:25.
-Phase .- MCnt at:26.
-xbrk := (xbrk at:2)\/(ibrk at:2)\/(ibrk at:3)\/(ibrk at:4)\/
- «_OldCount=O)/\_Test).

"Hold break:"
Nbrk:= xbrk \/ (Hbrk /\ rst not).

Nbrk .- =Nbrk.

"Report a break situation:"
brk := _Nbrk,(_xbrk \/ rst).

"external"
"internal"

"Count the number of references to the given 10:"
NumMatch := ««s1 at:9)/\«s1 from:O to:8)= ID»width:3)+

- «(s2 at:9)/\«s2 from:O to:8)=-ID»width:3)+
«(s3 at:9)/\«s3 from:O to:8)=-ID»width:3)+
«(s4 at:9)/\«s4 from:O to:8)==ID»width:3»width:15.

"Calculate a
_NewCount .-

new counter value:"
( Mode)
itO:« OldCount<= NumMatch)

itO:( OldCount- NUmMatch)
if1:0) -

if1:« Phase/\( OldCount-=O»
itO: OldCount
if1:(_OldCount dec».

"Count arrivals at ID"
"Subtract if possible"
"else make it zero"

"Count pipel ine cycles after ID"
"First phase"
"Second phase"

"Calculate the new phase bit:"
_NwPhase := _Phase \I <-NumMatch-=O). "Phase is 1 if we found the first."

"Load source in 'who' register upon break:"
_Source := «(s4 at:9),(s3 at:9).(s2 at:9).(s1 at:9»lsone width:2).
who := (ibrk at :2), "DO overflow"

(ibrk at :3), "GO overflow"
(xbrk at: 2) , "NT queue overfl ow"
_xbrk not, "LT Test condition met"
(ibrk from:O to:1), "Current Input Restriction mode"
(xbrk from:O to:1), "NT table causing the break"
« Mode) "Source 10 of LT break"
;f0: 10
if1:«_Source at:1)
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if0:« Source at:O)
ifO:(s1 from:O to:8)
if1:(s2 from:O to:8»

if1:« Source at:O)
ifO:(s3 from:O to:8)
if1:(s4 from:O to:8»».

wCtl := «_OldCount-=O)/\(_NewCount=O»\/_xbrk.

"I/rite new MCnt value:"
NWCnt := ( Nbrk/\rst not)

ifO:«NewM at:25)
if0:« NwPhase \/ rst)

ifO:MCnt
if1:(_NwPhase,(_Test/\rst not),_ID,_Mode,_NewCount»

if1:«NewM at:15)not,NewM»
if1:(0 width:27).

"Output a nil value:"
ni l := O.
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\who' is an off-schematic connector.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This connector holds the cause of a break:
Bit 0-8: Source ID of the break (after test mode).
Bit 9-10: Node Table causing the break (if any).
Bit 11-12: Input restriction mode of IC.
Bit 13: LT break condition met.
Bit 14: DMO (=NT) break condition met.
Bit 15: GO overflow.
Bit 16: DO overflow .
..... _ ...... _ ........ __ .. _ ...... __ ... A ... .... .... .... _

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\MODE\wReg' is a register.

This register is 17 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
"Load this register only when a new break is encountered:"

%1 load.
"default is hold"
... ---------------------,,----------------------

5. The output arbiter

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:52:21.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

4 bits
2 bits
1 bi t
2 bits

41 bits
( 41 bits
( 41 bits
( 41 bits
( 38 bits
( 1 bi t

wi th name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
with name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
wi th name
wi th name

'ack'
'addr'
'aNT'
'brk'
, i 1'
, i2'
, i3'
, i4'
, oNT'
, rNT'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\LBA' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
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The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 3 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is 3.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%x1 reset.
______________________ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\oM' is a register.

This register is 38 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
______________________ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\rM' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
%1 load.
----------------------,,----------------------

'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\SEL' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'SEL'.

Continuous output connector 4 bi ts with name 'ack'
Input connector 2 bi ts with name 'addr'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'aM'

Continuous output connector 2 bits with name 'ba'
Input connector 41 bits with name 'i1'
Input connector 41 bits with name ' i2'
Input connector 41 bits with name ' i3'
Input connector 41 bits with name ' i4'
Input connector 2 bits with name ' lba'

Continuous output connector 38 bits with name 'oM'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'rM'

Text for function 'SEL' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\SEL':
----------------------v----------------------
"Collect requests from inputs:"
_req1 := (i1 at:40) /\ ((i1 from:22 to:23)=addr).
_req2 .- (i2 at:40) /\ ((i2 from:22 to:23)=addr).
_req3 := (i3 at:40) /\ ((i3 from:22 to:23)=addr).
_req4 := (i4 at:40) /\ ((i4 from:22 to:23)=addr).
_req := _req4,_req3,_req2,_req1.

"Select which requester is the lucky one:"
rotate := lba + 1.

=ba := ((_req ror:_rotate)lsone width:(ba width)) + rotate.

"Output the selected token:"
rM := _req at: ba.
oM := ( ba at: f,. "Select input, remove excess FTA bits:"

itO: (( ba at:O)
itO: 01 from:24 to:39),(i1 from:O to:21)
i f1 : 02 from:24 to:39).(i2 from:O to:21))

if1: (( ba at:O)
itO: ( i3 from:24 to:39), (i3 from:O to:21)
if1 : ( i4 from:24 to:39),(i4 from:O to:21)).
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I~cknowledge the lucky request:"
ack := «(_req at:_ba) /\ aM) width:4) shl: _ba.

"store new bus acquired input number:"
ba := (aM /\ (_req-=O»

itO: lba "last bus acqui red if no ack"

.. ~~~:_7~~: ~~~~_~~~.~=~~~~~~_~~_~=~~_
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\X' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'X'.

AI'PENDrx I: LINK TARLE DOCUMENTATION

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector

bit
bit
bit

with name 'a'
with name 'c'
with name 'r'

Text for function 'X' of 'TopLevel\DFP\LT\ARB1\X':
----------------------v--·-------------------
c := r not \/ a.
______________________ A. _
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IDaSS VO.08m document generated Friday February 11, 1994, 09:27:27.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
2 bits
3 bits

with name 'aLT'
with name 'aQ'
with name 'b'
with name 'brk'

;============================================
Bidirectional connector with name 'brk'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This output chains the NT blocks to form one break-detect input to the LT.
It holds this NT's "address", unless a break was reported in a previous
block, then it contains the break generator's address.

Bit 2: Break flag.
Bit 0,1: Originate address.
_____________________ .A _

Bidirectional connector ( 38 bits with name ' iLT'
Bidirectional connector ( 61 bits with name 'oQ'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rLT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name ' rQ'
Bidirectional connector ( 3 bits with name ' xbrk'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC' is an operator.

This operator has 18 functions and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'NOP'.

Control connector 5 bits) without a name

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
"Select what AG&FC function to execute:"

%OxxxO NOP.
%Oxxx1 PASS.
%10000 RDCYCS.
%10001 WRCYCS.
%10010 DIST.
%10011 QUEUE.
%10100 RDWR.
%10101 RDIDX.
%10110 SAVE.
%10111 CUT.
%11000 RDCYCL.
%11001 WRCYCL.
%11010 DIVCYC.
%11011 DIV.
%11100 PICKUP.
%11 101 COUNT.
%11110 CNTGE.
%11111 CONVO.

"No operation"
"Pass without modify."
"Read cyclic short"
"Write cycl ic short"
"Distribution"
"Queue"
"Read/l.Jrite"
"Read index"
"Save"
"Cut stream"
"Read cyclic long"
"Wr i te cyc l i clang"
"Divide cycl ic"
"Divide stream"
"Pick up stream"
"Count tokens"
"Count generated tokens"
"Convolution"

______________________ A _

Continuous output connector 9 bits with name 'addr'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'brk'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'c'
Continuous output connector 3 bits with name ' ctrl'
Continuous output connector 10 bits with name 'dFTT'

Input connector 16 bits with name ' ftr'
Input connector 10 bits with name ' ftt'
Input connector 9 bits with name ' id'

Continuous output connector 9 bits with name 'NwId'
Input connector 9 bits with name 'prm'
Input connector 1 bit with name ' r'

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'wFTT'

Text for function 'CNTGE' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
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----------------------v----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from: 0 to:?

"Get parts from FTT:"
II := ftt at:9.

=Cnt := ftt from:O to: ?

"Detect end of count:"
_AtEnd := _Cnt=_CSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrl := (0 width:2),(r /\ _1I)not.
C := O.

"Generate destination 10:"
NwlD := ( II not /\ r not)

Tf1: (id+2)
if0: « AtEnd/\ II)

If1: (id-inc)
if0: id).

"Pass/Nop depending on lIait state"
"No accumulator read or copy"

"Dead and left"

"lIait and End"
"All other situations"

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT .- 1.
dFTT := (r\/(_AtEnd not/\_II/\r not).(O width:1).( II

If0:

if1:

----------------------,,----------------------

Text for function 'CONVO' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Get part from FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from:O to:?

"Get part from FTT:"
Cnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Detect end of count:"
_AtEnd := _Cnt=_CSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrl := %001 width:3. "Always pass"
C := O. "No copy/accumulator read"

"Generate destination ID:"
NwlD := ( AtEnd

If0: « Cnt at:O)
if0: id
if1: (id inc))

if1: (id+2)).

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),( AtEnd

If0: ( Cnt inc)
if1: 0).

----------------------,,----------------------

Text for function 'COUNT' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get part of FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from:O to:?

"Get part of FTT:"
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(r
if0:
if1 :

(r

i fO:

if 1:

Cnt
<_Cnt inc))

( AtEnd
TfO: ( Cnt
i f1: 0)

_Cnt))).

inc)



_Cnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Detect end of count:"
_AtEnd := _Cnt=_CSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

APPENDIX J: NODE TABU DOCUMENTA170N

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := (r not/\ AtEnd)

if0: (%000 width:3)
if1: %001.

C . - r not.

"Copy the dest inat i on 10:"
NwlD := id.

"Left token is special!"
"Delete token"
"Pass to copy token/read accumulator"
"Copy/accumulator read if R=O"

"(Copy increments the IO!)"

"Always pass"
"No copy/accumulator read"

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT .- 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),(r

if 0: ( AtEnd "R=O token"
If0: ( Cnt inc)
if1: 0)

if1: (_Cnt+(prm from:O to:?»)."R=1 token"
______________________ A _

Text for function 'CUT' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------y----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from:O to:?

"Get parts from FTT:"
S .- ftt at:9.

-Cnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Detect end of count:"
_AtEnd := _Cnt>_CSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := (0 width:2).(r not/\(_S\/_AtEnd». "Only pass if R=O and S=1"
C := O. "No copy/accumulator read"

"Pass id on:"
NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (r not/\(_S \/ _AtEnd».(O width:1).(r

i fO: ( S
If0: ( Cnt inc)
if1: Jnt)

if 1: 0).
--_ .. -- _.... - .. _........ _.. - _ .. -"- -- - - .... - .. -- - ...... - ...... - - ..

Text for function 'DIST' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
---------------._-----y----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_BNum := ftr from:O to:3.

"Get part from FTT:"
_BCnt := ftt from:O to:3.

"Check for end of count:"
_AtEnd .- _BCnt=_BNum.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := %001 width:3.
C := O.

"Generate destination ID:"
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NwlD := id+(_BCnt width:id width).

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:6),(r

if0:
if' :

BCnt
(" AtEnd
If0: ( BCnt inc)
if1: 0».

______________________ A _

Text for function 'DIV' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT'\AGFC':
----------------------y----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from:O to:?

"Get parts from FTT:"
S := ftt at:9.

=Cnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Check for end of count:"
_AtEnd:=_Cnt=_CSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := (0 width:2),(r not). "Pass left, delete Right"
C := O. "No copy/accumulator read"

"Generate new ID:"
NwlD := ( S

I fO: i d
if': (i dine) ) .

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT . - 1.
dFTT := (r not /\ (_S \/ _AtEnd»,(O width:1),(r

i fO: ( AtEnd
If 0: ( Cnt inc)
if': Cnt)

if': 0). -
______________________ A _

Text for function 'DIVCYC' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT'\AGFC':
----------------------y----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"
CSize := ftr from:4 to:?

=DSize := ftr from:O to:3.

"Get parts from FTT:"
CCnt := ftt from:4 to:?

=DCnt := ftt from:O to:3.

"Check reaching the counters:"
CAtEnd:= CCnt= CSize.

=DAtEnd .- =DCnt==DSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := (0 width:2),(r not). "Pass Left, delete Right"
C := O. "No copy/accumulator read"

"Generate the destination ID:"
NwlD:= CAtEnd

-if0: id
i f 1: (i dine) •

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),(r

if0: ( DAtEnd
If0: ( CAtEnd

If0: (_CCnt inc)
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ifl: _CCnt)
if 1: 0),

( CAtEnd "DCnt update"
lfl: ( OAtEnd

If0: ( OCnt inc)
i fl: 0)

if0: 0)
__ . ~!~:_~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~ from:O to:?»).

Text for function 'NOP' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
-------··-------------v----------------------
"No brk possibLe:"
brk := O.

"[nstruct OM what to do:"
ctrl .- O. "Nop for OM"
C := O. "No copy/accumuLator read"

"Loopback FTT:"
wFTT := O.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'PASS' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"No brk possibLe:"
brk := O.

"Instruct the OM what to do:"
ctrl .- %001. "Just pass the token"
C := O. "No copy/accumuLator read"

"Generate destination [0:"
Nw[D := id.

"Loopback FTT:"
wFTT := O.
____________________ _ .A. _

Text for function 'PICKUP' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_CSize := ftr from:O to:?

"Get part from FTT:"
_Cnt := ftt from:O to: ?

"Detect end of count:"
_AtEnd := _Cnt=_CSize.

"No brk possibLe:"
brk := O.

API'ENDrx J: NODE TARU DOCUMENrATION

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrL := (0 width:2),(r not).
C := O.

"Generate new 10:"
Nw[O := ( AtEnd)

If0: id
ifl: (id inc).

"Pass Left, deLete Right"
"No accumuLator read"

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT : = 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),(r

ifl:(_Cnt+(prm from:O to:?»
itO: « AtEnd)

If0: ( Cnt inc)
if1: 0».

______________________ A _

Text for function 'QUEUE' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"
QSize .- ftr from:O to:3.

=Base := ftr from:4 to:l1.
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"Get parts from the FTT:"
A := ftt at:9.

-~ := ftt at:8.
-RCnt := ftt from:4 to:?
=~Cnt := ftt from:O to:3.

"Decide what to do:"
_Empty := (_~Cnt=_RCnt)/\_~ not.
_DoStore := (_Empty not /\ (_A-=r»not.

"Generate brk in case of an overflow:"
brk := '-~Cnt=_Rcnt) /\ _~ /\ (r=_A). "Full and same type again"

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrl := ( DoStore)

If1: (%110 width:3)
if0: %101.

C := O.

"~rite to OM, no pass"
"Read from OM and place at correct path"
"No copy/accumulator read"

"Tell OM where to
addr := (_Base,(O

NwlD := id.

do it:"
width:1»+« DoStore

If0: _RCnt
if1: _~Cnt) width: addr width).

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := «(_A-=r) /\ _Empty)

if0: A
if1: -A not),

DoStore,« DoStore)
- i11: ( RCnt,« ~Cnt= QSize)

- i10:( ~Cnt inc)
if': 0»

if0: «( RCnt= QSize)
i10:( RCnt inc)
if1: O),_~Cnt».

----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'RDCYCL' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"

BSize := ftr from:O to:?
=Base := ftr from:8 to:11.

"Get parts from FTT:"
_RCnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Detect the end of the buff er:"
_AtEnd := _RCnt>=_BSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrL := %100. "Always read"
C := r /\ _AtEnd. "Copy/accumulator read if Right"

"Generate address in case of a read:"
addr := (_Base, (0 width:5»+(_RCnt width: addr width).

"Generate the destination id:"
NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),« AtEnd)

aO: ( RCnt inc)
if1: a)".

______________________ A _

Text for function 'RDCYCS' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"
BSize := ftr from:O to:3.

=Base := ftr from:4 to:11.
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"Get parts from FTT:"
_RCnt := ftt from:O to:3.

"Detect the end of the buffer:"
_AtEnd := _RCnt>=_BSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := %100. "Always read"
C := r /\ _AtEnd. "copy if at end and Right"

"Generate read address:"
addr := (_Base,(O width:1»+(_RCnt width: addr width).

"Generate the destination id:"
NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:6),« AtEnd)

if0: ( RCnt inc)
i f1: 0).

_____________________ .A. _

Text for function 'RDIDX' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_Base := ftr from:4 to:11.

"Get part from FTT:"
_Addr := ftt from:O to:?

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := r,(%01 width:2).
C := O.

"Read DM if Left, Pass if Right."
"No copy/accumulator read"

"Left tokens read &add to address"
"Right tokens write to current addr"

"Generate address in case of a Left token:"
addr := (_Addr width:addr width)+(prm width:addr width)+(_Base,(O width:1».

"Copy the destination ID:"
NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT .- 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),«r)

if1: ( Addr+(prm from:O to:?»
if0: 0).

----------------------"'----------------------

Text for function 'RD~R' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Get part from FTR:"
_Base := ftr from:4 to:11.

"Get part from ftt:"
_Addr := ftt from:O to:?

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrl := (1 width:1),r,(1 width:1). "Read Left, write & pass Right"
C := O. "No copy/accumulator read"

"Generate addess for read/write:"
addr := ( Addr width:addr width)+(_Base,(O width:1»+(r

if0: (prm width:addr width)
if 1: 0).

"Copy the destination ID:"
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NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),«r)

if0: (_Addr+(prm from:O to:?»
if1: 0).

----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'SAVE' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
--_._--------_._------y----------------------
"Get part of the FTT:"
_IDReg := ftt from:O to:8.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrl := (0 width:2),r.
C := O.

"Pass Right, delete Left"
"No copy/accumulator read"

"Generate destination 10:"
NW!D:= !DReg.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT .- 1.
dFTT := (0 width:1),(r

i fO:
if 1:

prm
IDReg).

----------------------~----------------------

Text for function '~RCYCL' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------y----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"
BSize := ftr from:O to:?

=Base := ftr from:8 to:11.

"Get parts from FTT:"
_~Cnt := ftt from:O to:?

"Detect the end of the buffer:"
_AtEnd := _~Cnt>=_BSize.

"No brk possible:"
brk := O.

"Instruct OM what to do:"
ctrl .- (%11 width:2),(r /\ _AtEnd).
C := O.

"~rite and pass Right wrapping tokens"
"No accumulator read"

"Generate write address:"
addr := (_Base,(O width:5»+(_~Cnt width: addr width).

"Generate the destination id:"
Nw!D := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT := 1.
dFTT := (0 width:2),« AtEnd)

if0: ( ~Cnt inc)
i f1: 0)".

----------------------~----------------------

Text for function '~RCYCS' of 'TopLeyel\DFP\NT1\AGFC':
----------------------y----------------------
"Get parts from FTR:"
BSize .- ftr from:O to:3.

=Base := ftr from:4 to:11.

"Get parts from FTT:"
_~Cnt := ftt from:O to:3.

"Detect the end of the buffer:"
_AtEnd := _~Cnt>=_BSize.

"No brk possible:"
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brk := O.

"Instruct DM what to do:"
ctrL := (%11 width:2),(r /\ _AtEnd). "!.Irite and pass Right wrapping tokens"
C := O. "No copy/accumuLator read"

"Generate write address:"
addr := (_Base,(O width:1))+(_!.ICnt width: addr width).

"Generate the destination id:"
NwlD := id.

"Return updated FTT:"
wFTT .- 1.
dFTT := (0 width:6),« AtEnd)

If0: ( !.ICnt inc)
i f1: 0).

_____________________ .A _

:============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\NT1\COPY' is an operator_

This operator has 1 function.
The defauLt function is 'COPY'.

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'aN'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'aO'
Input connector 62 bits with name ' iN'

Continuous output connector 61 bits wi th name 'oC'
Input connector 1 bit with name ' rN'

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name ' rO'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'SCi

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'sf'

Text for function 'COpy' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\NT1\COPY':
----------------------v----------------------
Copy := iN at:61.

=Ready := rN /\ aO /\ (_Copy not \/ sc).

"In any way pass request:"
rO := rN.

"Construct new output:"
ID := iN from:49 to:57.

-ACC := (iN at:60)not /\ «iN from:58 to:59)=%01)/\«iN from:36 to:40 )=%10010).
00 := (iN from:58 to:60),« Copy/\sc)

if0: ( ID,(iN from:O to:48))
if1: (-ACC

If0: « ID inc),(iN from:O to:48))
if1: «=ID),(iN from:45 to:48),(1 width:1),

(iN from:O to:43)))).

"Update Second fl ag:"
sf := _Copy /\ (aO >< sc).

"AcknowLedge when ready:"
aN := _Ready.
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\ctlf' is a register.

This register is 5 bits wide and is controLLed by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

ControL specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%x1 reset.

=============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\NT1\DM' is an operator.

This operator has 4 functions and is controLLed by controL input 'ctrL'.
The defauLt function is 'Nap'.
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Input connector
Control connector

1 bi t
3 bi ts

with name 'C'
with name 'ctrl'

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
"Select what function the OM is to perform:"

%OxO NOP.
%Ox1 PASS.
%10x OMREAO.
%11x OMIIRITE.

"No output is to be generated. (x=don't care)"
"Just pass input to output. (x=don't care)"
"Read data from OM. (x=use R bit for AlB select)"
"lIri te ~ata to OM. (x=pass after wri te)"

---------------------- --------- - ------------
Input connector 18 bits with name 'data'

Continuous output connector 2 bits with name 'OMc'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'Esc'
Input connector 3 bits with name ' Fin'

Continuous output connector 3 bits with name 'Fout'
Input connector 14 bi ts with name ' ft l'
Input connector 9 bi ts with name ' id'
Input connector 63 bits with name 'Old'

Continuous output connector 63 bits with name 'Out'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'Qack'

Continuous output connector 62 bits with name 'Qout'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'Qreq'

Input connector 1 bit with name ' r'
Input connector 18 bits with name 'rd'
Input connector 2 bits with name 'sel'

Continuous output connector 18 bits with name 'wd'

Text for function 'OMREAO' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\OM':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Read the token from the memory:"
OMc := %01.

"Name flags:"
_lIasRead := Fin at:O.

"Norma l XCH bi t"
"Use Rand XCH bit"

to: 12), ( XCH
if": data
i fO: ( lIasRead

If1: rd
i fO: 0»,

width:1),C,Esc,Sel,id,(ftl from:O

ack := Qack
Out := ( ack

If0: Old
if 1: « 1

"generate token:"
XCH := (sel=%11)\/«ctrl at:O)

- if 0: (ftl at:13»«sel=%11)
if1: (r >< (ftl at:13»).

\/ (Old at:62)not.

( XCH
If0: data
i f1: ( lIasRead

If1:rd
i fO: 0»».

"generate output token:"
Qreq := Old at:62.
Qout := Old from:O to:61.

"Adjust flag register:"
Fout:= XCH,(Sel=%11),«Fin at:O»< ack).________~ A ~ _

Text for function 'OMIIRITE' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\OM':
----------------------v----------------------
"lIrite the data to the memory:"
OMc := %10.

"Request the output of a token:"
_Qreq := ctrl at:O.

"generate token:"
XCH := (sel=%11)not/\(ftl at:13).

-ack := Qack \/ (Old at:62)not.
Out := ( ack /\ (ctrl at:O)

If0: Old
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if1: (_Qreq.C.Esc.Sel,id.(ftl from:O

"Generate output token:"
Qreq := Old at:62.
Qout := Old from:O to:61.

"IJrite data to DM:"
wd := data.

"Adjust flag register:"
Fout := O.
______________________ A _

to:12),( XCH
Tf1: data
if0: 0),

( XCH
TfO: data
if1: 0»).

APPENDrx J: NODE TARLE DOCUMEI>ffATION

Text for function 'Nap' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\DM':
----------------------v----------------------
"Control the memory:"
DMc := O.

"Hold unacknowledged tokens:"
ack .- Qack \/ (Old at:62)not.

=Old .- (Old from:36 to:62).((Fin at:O)
if0: (Old from:O to:35)
if1: ((Fin at:2)

if0: (rd,(Old from:O to:1?»
if1: ((Old from:18 to:35),rd»).

Out . - ( ack
If0: Old
if1: ci).

"Replace by what's pending"
"Nap generates no new tokens"

"Output any pending token:"
Qreq:= Old at:62.
Qout := =Old from:O to:61.

"Now we're always finished:"
Fout := D.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'PASS' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\DM':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Control the memory:"
DMc := O.

"generate token:"
ack := Qack \/ (Old at:62)not.

-XCH := (sel=%11)not/\(ftl at:13).
Out := ( ack

TfO: Old
if1: «(1 width:1),C.Esc,Sel.((Fin at:1)

if0: id
if1: (id+1»,

(ftl from:O to:12),
( XCH
Tf1: data
i fO: 0),
( XCH
If0: data
if1: 0»).

"Generate output token:"
Qreq := Old at:62.
Qout := Old from:O to:61.

"Adjust flags register:"
Fout := (0 width:1),(0 width:2).
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\DMEM' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains a control input
driven RAM, with a behaviour just as the
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synthesized version (after replacement by
BUSIMPL and synthesis by ASA).
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 2 bits) with name 'c'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Cant ro I input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a
single clock cycle. Back-to-back read and
write cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, which outputs
in cycle N+1, and write (modified) data
back in that same clock cycle (N+1).
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 9 bits) with name 'ra'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Read address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
________ ______________ A _

Bidirectional connector ( 18 bits) with name 'rd'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Read data output, three-state. Is enabled
in the cycle following the cycle in which
the read command is given (one clock read
delay).
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 9 bits) with name 'wa'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Write address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector ( 18 bits) with name 'wd'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IDaSS
RAM's.
______________________ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\flag' is a register.

This register is 3 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This register holds two binary flags:

BitO: Read flag
Bit1: Fi rst flag
Bit2: Exchange flag

The Read flag indicates if the active operation of the previous clock
cycle was a memory read. In that case the DM needs to construct an
output token in this cycle, consisting of the data that was just read.

The First flag is used if two output tokens are to be produced. If the
flag is one, in this cycle a second token needs to be generated with
an incremented ID field.

The Exchange flag indicates where the read data should be inserted if the
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Nap operator needs to pass the read data (indicated by the Read flag!).
If the Exchange flag is zero the rd data is inserted as data A, else as
data B.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - -
%x1 reset.__________________ ~ A ._. _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FT' is an operator.

This operator has 6 functions and is controlled by control input 'ctlf'.
The default function is 'Nap'.

APPENDIX J: NODE TARl.E DOCUMENTATION

Continuous output connector
Control connector

1 bi t
5 bi ts

with name 'ack'
with name 'ctlf'

Control specification:
----------------·_----v----------------------
"Select the operation for the CTLF field:"
%1DOxx EXEC. "Execute (xx=CS)"
%10100 PASS. "ERR token"
%11000 PASS. "Read LT"
%11001 RDFTR. "Read FTR"
%11010 RDFTL. "Read FTL"
%11011 RDFTT. "Read FTT"
%10111 PASS. "Dump"
"Default is Nap"______________________ A ~ _

Continuous output connector 5 bits with name ' ctrl'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'Dack'

Continuous output connector 18 bits with name 'data'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'Esc'
Continuous output connector 14 bits with name ' ft l'
Continuous output connector 9 bits with name ' id'

Input connector 28 bits with name ' I SRD'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - -. -. - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -
This input contains:
ID,SEL,R,Data
---------------------."---------_.-----------
Continuous output connector 9 bits wi th name 'prm'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name ' r'

Input connector 15 bits with name 'rL'
Input connector 16 bits with name ' rR'
Input connector 10 bits with name ' rT'

Continuous output connector 2 bits with name 'sel'

Text for function 'EXEC' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FT':
- - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"Split the incoming ISDF:"

10 .- ISRD from:19 to:27.
-Sel := ISRD from:17 to:18.
-R .- ISRD at:16.
=Data .- ISRD from:O to:15.

"Prepare some status flags:"
_AGFC := _Sel=%11 \/ (rL at:14). "Indicate AG&FC instruction."

"Pass the instruction to the AG&FC:"
ctrl := ( AGFC),« AGFC)

- if1: (rR from:12 to:15)
if 0: (1 width:4».

"Pass parameters to the AG&FC:"
r := R.
id := -10.
prm .- -Data from:O to:8.

"Pass parameters to the OM:"
sel .- Set.
ftl := rL from:O to:13.
data := (ctlf from:O to:1), Data.
Esc := O. -
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"Report I'm ready:"
ack := Oack.
------- -------- -- ---- -"- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Text for function 'NOP' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\FT':
----------------------v----------------------
"Just disable the AG&FC:"
ctrl := O.

"Prevent UNKs as they make problems in OM:"
id := O.
prm := O.
r := O.

"I/ait for next token:"
ack:=O.
----------------------,,----------------------

Text for function 'PASS' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\FT':
----------------------v----------------------
"AG&FC should pass the info unchanged:"
ctrl := %00001. "Pass data."

"Set AG&FC outputs:"
id := ISRO from:19 to:27.

"Prevent UNKs as they make problems in OM:"
r := O.
prm := O.

"Output the token:"
sel := O.
ftl := (0 width:10),(ctlf from:O to:3).
data .- ISRO from:O to:17.
Esc := 1.

"Report I'm ready:"
ack := Oack.

"Prepare to output"
"CTLF stored in (empty) FTL"
"Copy data to pass on"
"Signal it's an escape!"

------------------ - - - .". - - - - _. _. - - - - - _.. - - - --

Text for function 'ROFTL' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\FT':
----------------------v----------------------
"AG&FC should pass the info unchanged:"
ctrl := %00001. "Pass data."

"Set AG&FC outputs:"
id := ISRO from:19 to:27.

"Read the FTL and output the data:"
sel .- O.
ftl := (0 width:10),(ctlf from:O to:3).
data := (0 width:3),rL.
Esc := 1.

"Prevent UNKs as they make problems in OM:"
prm := O.
r := O.

"Report I'm ready:"
ack := Oack.
----------------_._-_."_._-------------------

Text for function 'ROFTR' of 'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\FT':
----------------------v----------------------
"AG&FC should pass the info unchanged:"
ctrl := %00001. "Pass data."

"Set AG&FC outputs:"
id := ISRO from:19 to:27.

"Read the FTL and output the data:"
sel := O.
ftl := (0 width:10),(ctlf from:O to:3).
data :=(0 width:2),rR.
Esc := 1.
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"Prevent UNKs as they make problems in OM:"
prm := O.
r := O.

"Report I'm ready:"
ack := Dack.
----------------------~----------------------

Text for function 'RDFTT' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FT':
·_·····_-_·····_···-··v··---···_--··---····--

"AG&FC should pass the info unchanged:"
ctrl := %00001. "Pass data."

"Set AG&FC outputs:"
id := ISRD from:19 to:27.

"Read the FTL and output the data:"
sel := O.
ftl := (0 width:10),(ctlf from:O to:3).
data := (0 width:(2+6)),rT.
Esc := 1.

"Prevent UNKs as they make problems in OM:"
prm := O.
r := O.

"Report I'm ready:"
ack := Dack.
______________________ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FTL' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
... - - .... - - ... - - .... - - v·· -. - .. - - - - -. - - - - -. - --
This schematic contains a control input
driven RAM, with a behaviour just as the
synthesized version (after replacement by
BUSIMPL and synthesis by ASA).

IMPORTANT NOTE:
===============
The TS output of this RAM has been changed
to a normal output. This should be changed
by hand for the substituting ASA RAM .
... _ ............ _............ ---_............... - - "'_ ... - - ...... - _ ............ - - _ ............ - _ ...

APPEf;Vrx J: NODE TABLE DOCUMENTAnON

Bidirectional connector 2 bits) with name 'c'

Designer comments:
_. - - - -. -. - - .. - - ... - _. ·v- - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - .. --
Control input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a
single clock cycle. Back-to-back read and
write cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, which outputs
in cycle N+1, and write (modified) data
back in that same clock cycle (N+1).
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'ra'

Designer comments:
·-··· __ ···_·····-_···-v··-···_·····-······-·-
Read address input, width is fully
parametrisable •
... _ ......... _ ............... ...... __ .......... A_ ... _ ......... _ ... _ ... __ ......... _ ... __ .........

Bidirectional connector ( 15 bits) with name 'rd'

Designer comments:
• _. - - ••• - -. - -. - - •• -. -. v- - •• - - - •• - _••• - - - - - •• -
Read data output, three· state. Is enabled
in the cycle following the cycle in which
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the read command is given (one clock read
delay) .
------------------ -- - _.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'wa'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Write address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector ( 15 bits) with name 'wd'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IDaSS
RAM's.
______________________ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FTR' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - • - - - •• - - - •• - -
This schematic contains a control input
driven RAM, with a behaviour just as the
synthesized version (after replacement by
BUSIMPL and synthesis by ASA).

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The TS output of this RAM has been changed
to a normal output. This should be changed
by hand for the substituting ASA RAM.
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 2 bits) with name 'c'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - -. - - - -. - - -. - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Cont ro l input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a
single clock cycle. Back-to-back read and
write cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, which outputs
in cycle N+1, and write (modified) data
back in that same clock cycle (N+1).
_____________________ _ A _

Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'ra'

Designer comments:
- - - - -. - - - - .. - - - - - - - -. - v· -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Read address input, width is fully
~~~~~~:~~~~~~~: A. _

Bidirectional connector ( 16 bits) with name 'rd'

Designer comments:
----------------------v------------·-····----
Read data output, three-state. Is enabled
in the cycle following the cycle in which
the read command is given (one clock read
delay).
______________________ A _

Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'wa'

Designer comments:
-·------·----·--·-----v----·----------·--·-··
Write address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
____________________ __ A _

Bidirectional connector ( 16 bits) with name 'wd'
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Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Write data input, as for standard IDaSS
RAM's .
. -- - -- - .. - --- - - - - - - - - - -"'- - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\FTT' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains a control input
driven RAM, with a behaviour just as the
synthesized version (after replacement by
BUSIMPL and synthesis by ASA).

IMPORTANT NOTE:
===============
The TS output of this RAM has been changed
to a normal output. This should be changed
by hand for the substituting ASA RAM.
----------------------"'._--------------------

APPENDIX J: NODE TABLE DOCUMENTAT70N

Bidirectional connector 2 bits) with name 'c'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Control input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a
single clock cycle. Back-to-back read and
write cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, which outputs
in cycle N+1, and write (modified) data
back in that same clock cycle (N+1).
----------------------"'----------------------
Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'ra'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Read address input, width is fully
parametrisable .
........ - -- _-_ __ ."._ -- - _ -.- ..

Bidirectional connector ( 10 bits) with name 'rd'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Read data output, three-state. Is enabled
in the cycle following the cycle in which
the read command is given (one clock read
delay).
--------------------- ...... _---------------------
Bidirectional connector 6 bits) with name 'wa'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Write address input, width is fully
parametrisable.

Bidirectional connector ( 10 bits) with name 'wd'

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Write data input, as for standard IDaSS
RAM's.
---------------------.,..,----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\ISRD' is a register.

This register is 28 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.
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The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\Oreg' is a register.

This register is 63 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%x1 reset.
----------------------~----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\Scnd' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\SPLIT' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'SPLIT'.

Input connector 1 bi t with name 'ack'
Continuous output connector 2 bi ts with name 'cL'
Continuous output connector 2 bi ts with name 'cR'
Continuous output connector 2 bi ts with name 'cT'
Continuous output connector 5 bi ts with name 'ctlf'

Input connector 10 bi ts with name 'dFTT'
Continuous output connector 15 bits with name 'dL'
Continuous output connector 16 bi ts with name 'dR'
Continuous output connector 10 bi ts with name 'dT'
Continuous output connector 6 bi ts with name ' FlA'
Continuous output connector 28 bi ts with name ' ISRD'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t with name 'LTa'

Input connector ( 38 bi ts with name 'LTd'
Input connector ( 1 bi t with name 'LTr'
Input connector ( 1 bi t with name 'wFTT'

Text for function 'SPLIT' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\SPLIT':
----------------------v----------------------
"Contra l the FT:"
ctlf := LTd from:25 to:28.

ctlf := (ack /\ wFTT)
if0: «LTr/\ack not),«Ltr)

if1: ctlf
if0:0»

i f1: O.

"Pass ID, SEL, R and Data: II

ISRD := (LTd from:29 to:37),(LTd from:22 to:24),(LTd from:O to:15).

"Extract FTA:"
FTA := LTd from:16 to:21.

"Detect any special opcode:"
SETFTL := ctlf=%1110.

-SETFTR := -ctlf=%1101.
=SETFTT := =SETFTR \/ (_ctlf=%1111).

"Control FTL:"
cL := ( SETFTL /\ LTr)

Tf1: (%10 width:2) "\.Irite FTL"
if0: «0 width:1),(LTr/\(_SETFTR\/_SETFTT)not». "Read FTL"

dL := LTd from:O to:14.

"Control FlR: II

cR := ( SETFTR /\ LTr)
Tf1: (%10 width:2)
if0: «0 width:1),(LTr/\( SETFTL\/ SETFTT)not».

dR .- LTd from:O to:15. - -
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"Cont ro l FTT:"
cT := (ack 1\ wFTT)

if0: (( SETFTT 1\ LTr)
Tf1: (%10 width:2)
if0: ((0 width:1),(LTr/\( SETFTL\I SETFTR)not»)

if 1: %10. --
dT := (ack 1\ wFTT)

i fO: ( SETFTR
TfO: (LTd from:O to:9)
if 1: 0)

if1: dFTT.

AFFENDfX J: NODE TABLE DOCUMENTATION

"lIrite FTR"
"Read FTR"

"Generate acknowledge:"
_MyAck := ( ctlf at:3) 1\ ( ctlf at:2) 1\

( ctlf at:1) \1 «( ctlf at:1) not 1\
LTa := LTr 1\ < MyAck \1 ack):
~._--_._-------~------~-------._-------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\NT1\X' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'X'.

"I IIRITE the tables!"
_ctlf at:O»).

Input connector 1 bit with name 'Abrk'
Input connector 1 bi t with name 'ack'

Continuous output connector ( 3 bits with name 'brk'
Input connector ( 63 bi ts with name 'buf'

Continuous output connector ( 1 bit with name 'Oack'
Input connector ( 3 bits with name 'xbrk'

Text for function 'x' of 'TopLevel\DFP\NT1\X':
----------------------v----------------------
"Acknowledge the token:"
Dack := ack \1 (buf at:61) not.

"Collect break requests:"
lIasBrk := xbrk at:2.

brk := <_lIasBrk \1 ABrk).( lIasBrk
TfO: ((xbrk from:O to:1)dec)
if1: (xbrk from:O to:1».

______________ ~ "'. - - - - - - - ~ --- - ----- - - --
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K. QUElTE DOCUMENTATION

1. Toplevel of the Queue

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Friday February 4, 1994, 14:09:55.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
2 bi ts

61 bits
61 bi ts
61 bi ts
61 bits
14 bi ts
61 bits
60 bi ts
60 bits
60 bi ts

1 bit
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t

with name 'aNT1'
with name 'aNT2'
with name 'aNT3'
with name 'aNT4'
with name 'aOC'
with name 'aP1'
wi th name ' aP2'
with name 'aP3'
with name 'brk'
with name 'iNT1'
with name 'iNT2'
with name 'iNT3'
with name 'iNT4'
with name 'NumQ'
with name 'oOC'
with name 'oP1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'rNT1'
with name 'rNT2'
with name 'rNT3'
with name 'rNT4'
with name 'rOC'
wi th name ' rP1 '
with name 'rP2'
with name 'rP3'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\a1' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ack'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector

bit
bit
bit

with name 'a'
with name '0'
with name 'r'

Text for function 'ack' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\a1':
----------------------v----------------------
o .- a \/ r not.
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\a2' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ack'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector

bit
bit
bit

with name 'a'
with name '0'
with name 'r'

Text for function 'ack' of 'TopLevel\OFP\Q\a2':
----------------------v----------------------
o : = a \I r not.
_____________________ .A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\Q\a3' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ack'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

bit
bit

with name 'a'
with name '0'
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Input connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'r'

Text for function 'ack' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\a3':
----------------------v------------------·---
o := a \/ r not.
----------------------~----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\ArbCnt' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

3 bits
4 bits

60 bits
60 bits
60 bits
60 bits

6 bits
60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bits
3 bits
4 bits
1 bi t

3 bi ts
4 bits

60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bi ts
60 bits
6 bits

60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bi ts
3 bits
4 bits
1 bi t

with name 'ack'
with name 'ackM'
with name 'iM1'
with name' iM2'
with name 'iM3'
wi th name' iM4'
with name 'Num'
with name 'oP1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'req'
with name 'reqM'
with name 'rst'

with name 'ack'
with name 'ackM'
with name 'iM1'
with name' iM2'
with name 'iM3'
wi th name' iM4'
with name 'Num'
with name 'op1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'op3'
with name 'req'
with name 'reqM'
with name 'rst'

Bit 0-15: Data A
Bit 16-31: Data B
Bit 32-44: FTL
Bit 45,46: CS A
Bit 47,48: CS B
Bit 49-57: 10
Bit 58-59: SEL
Bit 60: Used.

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\LATCH1' is a register.

This register is 61 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Storage of the token on this channel to the Queue. This latch is loaded
upon a break (brk at:O). It's contents can be read through DUMP tokens:

(This is the req input.)
A------------- - --- -- - - - - ---------- - -- --------

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
----------------------~----------------------

'TopLevel\DFP\Q\LATCH2' is a register.

This register is 61 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.
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Bit 0-15: Data A
Bit 16-31: Data B
Bit 32-44: FTL
Bit 45,46: CS A
Bit 47,48: CS B
Bit 49-57: ID
Bit 58-59: SEL
Bit 60: Used.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is D.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
Storage of the token on this channel to the Queue. This latch is loaded
upon a break (brk at:D). It's contents can be read through DUMP tokens:

(This is the req input.)
~---.------------------ ----------------------

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load .
...... - ...... -- --_ .... - ........ - - -"'_ .. - -_ .. - - - .. - -_ .. - _ ...... - --

'TopLevel\DFP\Q\LATCH3' is a register.

APPENDIX K: QUEUE DOCUMEi'ffA770N

This register is 61 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Storage of the token on this channel to the Queue. This latch is loaded
upon a break (brk at:O). It's contents can be read through DUMP tokens:

Bit 0-15: Data A
Bit 16-31: Data B
Bit 32-44: FTL
Bit 45,46: CS A
Bit 47,48: CS B
Bit 49-57: ID
Bit 58-59: SEL
Bit 60: Used. (This is the req input.)
----------------------~---------._-----------

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
- ...... - ...... - - .... - ...... - ...... - - "'. - - .... - _.... - - ...... - - ...... - - ..

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\LATCH4' is a register.

This register is 61 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
--·--_··--·-----------v----------------------
Storage of the token on this channel to the Queue. This latch is loaded
upon a break (brk at:O). It's contents can be read through DUMP tokens:

Bit 0-15: Data A
Bit 16-31: Data B
Bit 32-44: FTL
Bit 45,46: CS A
Bit 47,48: CS B
Bit 49-57: ID
Bi t 58-59: SEL
Bit 60: Used. (This is the req input.)
----------------------"'----------------------

Control specification:
-·--------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
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______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\Q\MERGE' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The defauLt function is 'MERGE'.

Continuous output connector 3 bi ts with name 'ackD'
Continuous output connector 3 bi ts with name 'ackG'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'aP1'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'aP2'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'aP3'
Input connector 60 bi ts with name 'iD1'
Input connector ( 60 bits with name 'iD2'
Input connector ( 60 bits with name 'iD3'
Input connector ( 60 bits with name ' i G1 '
Input connector ( 60 bits with name 'iG2'
Input connector ( 60 bits with name 'iG3'

Continuous output connector ( 3 bits with name 'NextPat'
Continuous output connector ( 12 bi ts with name 'Num'

Input connector ( 6 bi ts with name 'NulTil '
Input connector ( 6 bi ts with name 'NumG'

Continuous output connector ( 14 bi ts with name 'NumQ'
Continuous output connector ( 60 bi ts with name 'oP1'
Continuous output connector ( 60 bi ts with name 'oP2'
Continuous output connector ( 60 bi ts with name 'oP3'

Input connector ( 3 bi ts with name 'reqD'
Input connector ( 3 bi ts with name 'reqG'

Continuous output connector ( 1 bit wi th name 'rP1'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t with name 'rP2'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t with name 'rP3'

Input connector ( 3 bi ts with name 'SeLPat'

Text for function 'MERGE' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\Q\MERGE':
----------------------v----------------------
"Merge some Lines to ease calculations:"
_PUreq := aP3,aP2,aP1.

"Assemble requests for each queue:"
_ReqPatD := _PUreq /\ SelPat not.
_ReqPatG := _PUreq /\ SelPat.

"Assign primary requests:"
_Pat1D := reqD lsomask.
_Pat1G .- reqG lsomask.

Sel1D := «( ReqPatD at:O) \/ «_ReqPatG at:O) /\ (_Pat1G=0»)
- ifT: Pat1D

if 0:0.
Sel1G .- « ReqPatG at:O) \/ «_ReqPatD at:O) /\ (_Pat1D=0»)

ifT: Pat1G
if 0:0.

-Pat2D := (reqD/\_Sel1D not) Lsomask.

-Pat2G := (reqG/\_Sel1G not) Lsomask.

-Sel2D := «_ReqPatD at:1) \I ( (_ReqPatG at: 1) /\ ( -Pat2G=0» )
if1: Pat2D
if0:0.

-Sel2G := ( CReqPatG at: 1) \/ ((_ReqPatD at: 1) /\ ( -Pat2D=0» )
if 1: Pat2G
if0:0.

-Pat3D .- (reqD/\_Sel1D not/\_Sel2D not) lsomask.

-Pat3G := (reqG/\_Sel1G not/\_Sel2G not) lsomask.

- Sel3D .- (CReqPatD at:2) \I ( CReqPatG at:2) /\ ( Pat3G=0» )
if1: Pat3D -
if0:0.

- SeL3G := ( CReqPatG at:2) \/ (CReqPatD at:2) /\ ( Pat3D=0» )
if1: Pat3G -
if0:0.

"Return an ack to the appropriate queues:"
ackD:= Sel1D \/ _Sel2D \/ _SeL3D.

ackD := ackD.
ackG :=- Sel1G \/ _Sel2G \/ _Sel3G.

ackG := _ackG.
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"Pass the request on to the PU's:"
rP1 := ( Sel1D \/ Sel1G)-=0.
rP2 := (-Sel2D \/ -Sel2G)-=0.
rP3 := (=sel3D \/ =Sel3G)-=0.

"Pass the correct token on to the PU's:"
oP1 := ( Sel1D-=0)

if1;« Sel1D at;O)
;'f1:iD1
if 0;« Sel1D at:1)

ifT: iD2
if0: iD3»

if 0:« Sel1G at:O)
if1:iG1
if 0:« Sel1G at:1)

if1: iG2
ifO:iG3».

oP2 .- ( Sel2D-=0)
if1:« Sel2D at:O)

if1: iD1
if0:« Sel2D at:1)

i fT: iD2
if 0; iD3»

if0:« Sel2G at:O)
if1:iG1
if0:« Sel2G at:1)

if1; iG2
i fO: i G3».

oP3 .- ( Sel3D-=0)
if1:« Sel3D at:O)

if1: iD1
if0:« Sel3D at:1)

ifT: iD2
ifO:iD3»

if0:« Sel3G at:O)
if1; iG1
if 0:« Sel3G at:1)

if1:iG2
ifO:iG3».

"Store the new 'turn' pattern:"
NextPat := (NUrrD>24) "Always select DO if it becomes too full!"

i f1: 0
if0: (SelPat \/ « Sel3D-=0),( Sel2D-=0),( Sel1D-=0»)

/\ (SelPat /\ «_Sel3G-=O),(_Sel2G-=O),(_Sel1G-=0»)not.

"Forward errors and queue lengths for input restriction and breaks to IC;"
NumQ := (NumG>=60),(NurrD>=60),NumG,NurrD.
Num := NumG,NurrD.
---- ------------ - ---- - "'. -- - ----- ------ ----_.-
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\NumQ' is an off-schematic connector.

Designer comments:
----------------------v--------------·-------
Reports the status of the internal queues to the IC, where this information
is used for the input restriction modes and triggering of a break:

APPENDTX K: QUEUE DOCUMEIffATfON

Bit 0-5:
Bit 6-11:
Bit 12:
Bit 13;

Length of DO.
Length of GO.
Overflow on DO.
Overfl ow on GO.

______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\OldNum' is a register.

This register is 12 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
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%1 load.
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\oReg1' is a register.

This register is 60 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
"default is hold"
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\oReg2' is a register.

This register is 60 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
%1 load.
"default is hold"
_____________________ _ A _

'TopLevel\DFP\O\oReg3' is a register.

This register is 60 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%1 load.
"defaul t is hold"
_____________________ _ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\PrvReq' is a register.

This register is 3 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
;============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\rReg1' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·v- - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - --
%1 load.
"default is hold"
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\rReg2' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
%1 Load.
"defauLt is hoLd"______________________ A ~ _

=============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\Q\rReg3' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controLLed by an unnamed controL input.
The defauLt function is 'hoLd'.
This register is Loaded with vaLue 0 foLLowing system reset.

The vaLue Loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

ControL specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -
%1 Load.
"defauLt is hoLd"
______________________ A _

'TopLeveL\DFP\Q\SPLIT' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The defauLt function is 'SPLIT'.

APPENDIX K: QUEUE DOCUMENTATION

Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

4 bits) with name 'ackD'
4 bits) with name 'ackG'
1 bit ) with name 'aMl'
1 bit ) with name 'aM2'
1 bit ) with name 'aM3'
1 bit ) with name 'aM4'
1 bit ) with name 'aOQ'
2 bits) with name 'brk'
2 bits) with name 'Cnt'

61 bits) with name 'iLl'
61 bits) with name' iL2'
61 bits) with name 'iL3'
61 bits) with name 'iL4'

( 61 bits) with name 'iMl'
( 61 bits) with name 'iM2'
( 61 bits) with name 'iM3'
( 61 bits) with name 'iM4'
( 2 bits) with name 'NwCnt'
( 61 bits) with name 'oLl'
( 61 bits) with name 'oL2'
( 61 bits) with name 'oL3'
( 61 bits) with name 'oL4'
( 60 bits) with name 'oMl'
( 60 bits) with name 'oM2'
( 60 bits) with name 'oM3'
( 60 bits) with name 'oM4'
( 12 bits) with name 'Onum'
( 61 bits) with name 'oOQ'
( 4 bits) with name 'reqD'
( 4 bits) with name 'reqG'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rMl'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rM2'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rM3'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rM4'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rOQ'
( 1 bit ) with name 'rst'

Text for function 'SPLIT' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\Q\SPLIT':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - • - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - -
"Pass 'reset' on:"
rst := brk at:O.

"Take some inputs together for ease of caLcuLation:"
_rM := rM4,rM3,rM2,rMl.

"FiLter
JeqOUT

rOQ
rOQ

OUT requests:"
:= (rM4/\«iM4

(rM3/\( (iM3
(rM2/\«iM2
(rMlI\( (iMl

:= _reqOUT-=O.
:= _rOQ.

at:58 width:2)=%00»,
at:58 width:2)=%00»,
at:58 width:2)=%00»,
at:58 width:2)=%00».
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"Filter GO requests:"
reqG := (rM4/\«iM4 at:58 width:2)=%10».

- (rM3/\«iM3 at:58 width:2)=%10»,
(rM2/\«iM2 at:58 width:2)=%10».
(rMl/\«iMl at:58 width:2)=%10».

reqG := _reqG.

"What's left goes to DO:"
_reqD := _rM/\_reqOUT not/\_reqG not.
reqD := _reqD.

"Select the OUT request to sevice (if any):"
_ServOUT := Cnt+«_reqOUT ror:Cnt)lsone width:2).

"Pass the correct token to the DO:"
:= ( ServOut at:l)

itO:« ServOut at:O)
itO: iMl
i fl: iM2)

ifl:« ServOut at:O)
itO: iM3
i fl: iM4).

"Update current token info for latches:"
oll := rMl,(iMl from:58 to:59),(iMl from:49 to:57).(iMl from:34 to:35),

(iMl from:16 to:17),(iMl from:36 to:48),(iMl from:18 to:33),
(iMl from:O to:15).

ol2 := rM2,(iM2 from:58 to:59),(iM2 from:49 to:57),(iM2 from:34 to:35).
(iM2 from:16 to:17).(iM2 from:36 to:48).(iM2 from:18 to:33),
(iM2 from:O to:15).

ol3 := rM3,(iM3 from:58 to:59).(iM3 from:49 to:57).(iM3 from:34 to:35),
(iM3 from:16 to:17).(iM3 from:36 to:48).(iM3 from:18 to:33).
(iM3 from:O to:15).

ol4 .- rM4,(iM4 from:58 to:59).(iM4 from:49 to:57).(iM4 from:34 to:35).
(iM4 from:16 to:17).(iM4 from:36 to:48).(iM4 from:18 to:33).
(iM4 from:O to:15).

"Dump latch status"
"Dump latch FTL"

"Dump queue sizes."

"path 3"
"path 4"

"path 1"
"path 2"

"Perform any DUMP actions:"
l := ( 000 at:54) "Select path to dump"

itO:« 000 at:53)
itO: ill
i fl: i l2)

ifl:« 000 at:53)
itO: il3
i fl: i l4).

_Dump := ( 000 at:51)
lfO: «0 width:4).(Onum»
ifl: « 000 at:50)

itO: « 000 at:49)
itO: ( l from:45 to:60)
ifl: (-l from:32 to:47»

ifl: « 000 at:49)
itO: ( l from:O to:15) "Dump latch data A"
i fl: (-l from: 16 to:31»). "Dump latch data 8"

000 := «_000 at:60)/\« 000-from:36 to:39)=%0111)/\( 000 at:51»
if 0: 000 - "Not a Oueue dump."
ifl: «_000 from:16 to:60)._Dump). "place data in dump."

"Update arbitration counter:"
NwCnt := ( rOO/\aOO)

itO: Cnt
ifl: (_ServOUT inc).

"Pass tokens unchanged:"
oMl := iMl from:O to:59.
oM2 := iM2 from:O to:59.
oM3 := iM3 from:O to:59.
oM4 .- iM4 from:O to:59.

"Construct the acknowledges:"
_aM := _rM /\ «brk at:O)

if0: « reqD/\ackD)\!( reqG/\ackG)\! "normal ack"
(-reqOUT/\«aOO width:4)shl: ServOUT»)

ifl: (%1111 width:4». - "ack requesters"
aMl := aM at:O.
aM2 := =aM at:l.
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aM3:= aM at:2.
aM4 := =aM at:3 .
...... - _.. _ - "'_ .. - - _ - _.. - - -

2. A queue

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:54:20.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'ack'
Bidirectional connector 4 bits with name 'ackM'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits wi th name 'iM1 '
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' iM2'
Bidirectional connector ( 60 bits with name ' iM3'
Bidirectional connector ( 60 bits with name ' iM4'
Bidirectional connector ( 6 bits with name 'Num'
Bidirectional connector ( 60 bits with name 'oP1 '
Bidirectional connector ( 60 bi ts with name 'oP2'
Bidirectional connector ( 60 bits with name 'oP3'
Bidirectional connector ( 3 bits with name ' req'
Bidirectional connector ( 4 bits with name ' reqM'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rst'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\DO\aM' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is ' aM'.

Input connector 4 bits with name 'a1 '
Input connector 4 bits with name 'a2'
Input connector 4 bi ts wi th name 'a3'
Input connector 4 bits with name ' a4'

Continuous output connector 4 bits with name ' ack'

Text for function 'aM' of 'TopLevel\DFP\O\DO\aM':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - . - - - - - -. - - - - • - - - - - - -
ack := a1 \/ a2 \/ a3 \/ a4.
-- .... -- ...... - ...... - .... - - .... - -"- _.. -- - _.. - - _.... - - _.. - - _....

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

3 bits
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t
2 bits
2 bits
2 bi ts
2 bits
6 bits

60 bi ts
60 bits
60 bi ts
3 bits
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t

( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 3 bi ts

) with name 'ack'
) with name 'ack1'
) with name 'ack2'
) with name 'ack3'
) with name 'ack4'
) with name 'nr1'
) with name 'nr2'
) with name 'nr3'
) with name 'nr4'
) with name 'Num'
) with name 'oP1'
) with name 'oP2'
) with name 'oP3'
) with name 'req'
) with name 'req1'
) with name 'req2'
) with name 'req3'
) with name 'req4'
) with name 'rst'
) with name 'tkn1'
) with name 'tkn2'
) with name 'tkn3'
) with name 'tkn4'
) with name 'WrNum'

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\DO\FIF01' is a FIFO.

This FIFO contains 16 words of 60 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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Remember that when the size of this FIFO is changed, the size of the counter
in the adjacent subschematic and the width of the Num bus need to be adjusted!!!!

"---------------------- ----------------------

Control specifieation:
----------------------Y----------------------
%Ox1 write.
%01x read.
%1xx reset.
--------------- ------- "'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
============================================;
'TopLeyel\DFP\Q\DQ\FIF02' is a FIFO.

This FIFO contains 16 words of 60 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.

Designer comments:
-----------------_ ... -y----------------------
Remember that when the size of this FIFO is changed, the size of the counter
in the adjacent subschematic and the width of the Num bus need to be adjusted!!!!

"---------------------- ----------------------

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -y- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

%Ox1 write.
%01x read.
%1 xx reset.
------------------- - - - "'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
=============================================
'TopLeyel\DFP\Q\DQ\FIF03' is a FIFO.

This FIFO contains 16 words of 60 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.

Designer comments:
----------------------y----------------------
Remember that when the size of this FIFO is changed, the size of the counter
in the adjacent subschematic and the width of the Num bus need to be adjusted!!!!

"---------------------- -- - ----~ ---- ----- -----

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - y- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

%Ox1 write.
%01x read.
%1xx reset.
-- - -------- - - - - - - - - - - - "'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

'TopLeyel\DFP\Q\DQ\FIF04' is a FIFO.

This FIFO contains 16 words of 60 bits each and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
There is no contents file attached.

Designer comments:
----------------------y----------------------
Remember that when the size of this FIFO is changed, the size of the counter
in the adjacent subschematic and the width of the Num bus need to be adjusted!!!!

Control specification:
----------------------y----------------------
%Ox1 write.
%01x read.
%1 xx reset.
----------------------"'----------------------

Bidirectional connector 4 bi ts with name 'ackM'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name 'ackP'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits wi th name ' ct rl'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' iM1'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name 'iM2'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' iM3'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name 'iM4'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' in'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits wi th name 'nr'
Bidirectional connector 60 bi ts with name ' out'
Bidirectional connector 4 bits wi th name ' reqM'
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Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

1 bi t
1 bi t

60 bits
2 bits

with name 'reqP'
with name 'rst'
with name 'tknP'
with name '~rCnt'

APPENDrx K: QUEUE DOCUMElYfATlON

Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector
connector

4 bits
1 bi t
3 bi ts

60 bits
( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 60 bits
( 2 bi ts
( 60 bits
( 4 bi ts
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 60 bits
( 2 bi ts

with name
wi th name
wi th name
wi th name
with name
with name
wi th name
with name
wi th name
with name
with name
with name
with name
with name
with name

'ackM'
'ackP'
, ctrl'
'iM1 '
, iM2'
, iM3'
, iM4'
, in'
'nr'
'out'
'reqM'
'reqP'
'rst'
'tknP'
'~rCnt'

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

4 bits
1 bi t
3 bits

60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bi ts
2 bits

60 bits
4 bits
1 bit
1 bi t

60 bits
2 bi ts

4 bits
1 bi t
3 bits

60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bi ts
60 bits
60 bits

( 2 bi ts
( 60 bits
( 4 bi ts
( 1 bi t
( 1 bi t
( 60 bits
( 2 bits

with name 'ackM'
with name 'ackP'
with name 'ctrl'
wi th name ' iM1'
with name' iM2'
with name 'iM3'
with name' iM4'
with name 'in'
with name 'nr'
with name 'out'
with name 'reqM'
with name 'reqP'
with name 'rst'
with name 'tknP'
with name '~rCnt'

with name 'ackM'
with name 'ackP'
with name 'ctrl'
wi th name' iM1'
with name 'iM2'
wi th name' iM3'
wit h name ' iM4 '
with name 'in'
with name 'nr'
with name 'out'
with name 'reqM'
with name 'reqP'
with name 'rst'
with name 'tknP'
with name '~rCnt'

=============================================
'TopLeYel\DFP\Q\DQ\~rCnt' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is '~rCnt'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector

2 bits
2 bits
4 bits
3 bits

with name 'Cnt'
with name 'Cout'
with name 'req'
with name '~rNum'

Text for function l~rCnt' of 'TopLeYel\DFP\Q\DQ\~rCnt':

----------------------Y----------------------
"Determine number of incoming tokens:"
~rNum := req onecnt width:3.

~rNum := _~rNum.

"Calculate next base queue to store tokens:"
Cout := Cnt+(_~rNum width:2).
-- - - -- - -- - - -". - _ - -_ - - _ - --

=============================================
'TopLeYel\DFP\Q\DQ\~rReg' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
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The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

3. A queue control block

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:48:34.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 4 bi ts with name 'ackM'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'ackP'
Bidirectional connector 3 bits with name 'ctrl'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name 'iM1 '
Bidirectional connector 60 bi ts with name ' iM2'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name 'iM3'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name ' iM4'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name I in'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'nr'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits with name 'out'
Bidirectional connector 4 bits with name ' reqM'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name ' reqP'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name ' rst'
Bidi rect i ona l connector 60 bits with name 'tknP'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'I/rCnt'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\STORE1\cnt' is a register.

This register is 4 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"Update the counter to reflect the number of tokens in the FIFO"

%001 inc.
%010 dec.
%1xx reset.
"default is hold"
______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\STORE1\SEL' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'SEL'.

Continuous output connector 4 bits with name 'ack'
Continuous output connector 60 bi ts with name ' fi fo'

Input connector 60 bits with name 'iM1 '
Input connector 60 bi ts with name ' iM2'
Input connector 60 bits with name ' iM3'
Input connector 60 bits with name ' iM4'
Input connector 2 bits wi th name 'nr'

Continuous output connector 1 bi t with name ' req'
Input connector 4 bits with name 'rM'
Input connector 2 bits with name 'I/rCnt'

Text for function 'SEL' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\STORE1\SEL':
------------·_--------v------------------_·_·
"Count number of requests:"
_NumReq := (rM onecnt) width:3.

"Select the inputs in the correct rotated order:"
Sel1 :=

-Sel2 :=
-Sel3 :=
=Sel4 .-
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(rM lsone)width:2.
Sel1+1+«(rM ror:( Sel1+1»lsone)width:2).

-Sel2+1+«(rM ror:(-Sel2+1»lsone)width:2).
=Sel3+1+«(rM ror:(=Sel3+1»lsone)width:2).



MyNr := nr-YrCnt.
-select .- ( MyNr at:1)
- itO: « MyNr at:O)

itO: Sel1
i f1: -Sel2)

if1: « MyNr at:O)
itO: Sel3
if1: =Sel4).

"Generate the outputs:"
fifo := ( select at:1)

if0: (( select at:O)
if0: iM1
if1: iM2)

if1: (( select at:O)
i fO: iM3
i f1: i M4).

_req := (_NumReq>(_MyNr width:3»
if1: (rM at: select)
if0: (0 width:1).

req := _req.

"Generate ack's for the requests:"
ack := ( req

itO: 0
if1: ( select=3),( select=2),( select=1),( select=O»._____________~ A __~ ~_______ -

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\O\DO\STORE1\SERVER' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'SERVER'.

Input connector 1 bit with name 'ack'
Continuous output connector 3 bits with name 'ctrl'

Input connector 60 bits with name 'fifo'
Input connector 2 bits wi th name 'nr'
Input connector 4 bits with name 'nurn'
Input connector 60 bits with name 'pass'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'req'

Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'rP'
Input connector 1 bit with name ' rst'

Continuous output connector 60 bits with name 'tkn'

Text for function 'SERVER' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\STORE1\SERVER':
----------------------v----------------------
"Put state of the FIFO in a variable:"
_IsEmpty := num=O.

"Generate request if token present:"
rP := _IsEmpty not \/ req.

"Generate output token:"
tkn := (_!sEmpty)

if1: pass
if0: fifo.

"Control the FIFO (Rd,Yr):"
ctrl:=rst,(ack /\ _IsEmpty not),(req /\ (_lsEmpty not \/ ack not».
______________________ A _

4. The output arbiter

IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:54:02.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)
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Bidirectional connector 3 bi ts wi th name 'ack'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name 'ack1'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'ack2'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name 'ack3'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'ack4'
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Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector
Bidirectional connector

2 bits
2 bits
2 bi ts
2 bits
6 bits

60 bits
60 bi ts
60 bits

3 bits
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t

60 bi ts
60 bits
60 bits
60 bits
3 bits

with name 'nr1'
with name 'nr2'
with name 'nr3'
with name 'nr4'
with name 'Num'
wi th name' oP1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'req'
with name 'req1'
with name 'req2'
with name 'req3'
with name 'req4'
with name 'rst'
with name 'tkn1'
with name 'tkn2'
with name 'tkn3'
with name 'tkn4'
with name 'YrNum'

'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\ARB\ARB' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ARB'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector
Input connector

3 bits
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bi t
6 bits
2 bits
6 bits

60 bits
60 bits
60 bits

2 bits
3 bits
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bi t
1 bit
1 bi t

60 bits
60 bits
60 bits
60 bits
3 bits

with name 'ack'
with name 'ack1'
with name 'ack2'
with name 'ack3'
with name 'ack4'
with name 'Num'
with name 'NwCnt'
with name 'OldNum'
wi th name 'oP1'
with name 'oP2'
with name 'oP3'
with name 'RdCnt'
with name 'req'
with name 'req1'
with name 'req2'
with name 'req3'
with name 'req4'
with name 'rst'
with name 'tkn1'
with name 'tkn2'
with name 'tkn3'
with name 'tkn4'
with name 'YrNum'

Text for function 'ARB' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\ARB\ARB':
----------------------v----------------------
"Join some input busses:"
_ReqPat .- req4,req3,req2,req1.

"Calculate which FIFOs can deliver a token:"
_Sel1 := RdCnt+«_ReqPat ror:RdCnt)lsone width 2).
_Sel2 .- _Sel1+1+«_ReqPat ror:_Sel1+1)lsone w dth:2).
_Sel3 := _Sel2+1+«_ReqPat ror:_Sel2+1)lsone w dth:2).

"Pass the collected requests on:"
_NumReq := _ReqPat onecnt.
_req := «_NumReq>2)

if1:(_ReqPat at:_Sel3)
i fO:O),

('-NumReq> 1)
if1:(_ReqPat at:_Sel2)
i fO:O),

((_NumReq-=O)
if1:(_ReqPat at:_Sel1)
i fO:O).

req := _req.

"Handle
_AckPat
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the acknowledges that are returned:"
:= «(ack at:0)width:4)shl: Sel1)
\/ «(ack at:1)width:4)shl:-Sel2)
\/ «(ack at:2)width:4)shl:=Sel3).



ack1 := _AckPat at O.
ack2 .- AckPat at 1.
ack3 := =AckPat at 2.
ack4 := _AckPat at 3.

"Pass the correct token:"
oP1 := ( SeL1 at:1)

if0:« Sel1 at:O)
ifO:tkn1
if1:tkn2)

if1:« Sel1 at:O)
if0: tkn3
if1:tkn4).

oP2 := ( Sel2 at:1)
if0:« Sel2 at:O)

ifO:tkn1
if1:tkn2)

if1:« Sel2 at:O)
itO: tkn3
if1:tkn4).

oP3 .- ( Sel3 at:1)
if0:« Sel3 at:O)

ifO:tkn1
if1 :tkn2)

if1:« Sel3 at:O)
ifO:tkn3
if1:tkn4).

"Calculate how many are being read:"
_NumRead := ack onecnt.

"Update the contents count of the total FIFO:"
Num := (rst)

if0: «~rNum width:(Num width»+OLdNum-( NumRead width:(Num width»)
if 1: O.

"Update the priority counter:"
NwCnt := RdCnt + (_NumRead width:(NwCnt width».
-. _. - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - .""'. - - --- --- - - -- - - - - - -._-
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\ARB\NR' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'NR'.

AN'E/lV!X K: QUEUE DOCUMEl'ffAnON

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

2 bits
2 bits
2 bits
2 bits

with name '01'
with name '02'
with name '03'
with name '04'

Text for function 'NR' of 'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\ARB\NR':
----------·-----------v·----------·--------·-
"Just assign an address:"
01 := O.
02 .- 1.
03 := 2.
04 .- 3.
-- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ."'. - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\DQ\ARB\NumReg' is a register.

This register is 6 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with vaLue 0 foLlowing system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\Q\OQ\ARB\RdReg' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is Loaded with value 0 foLLowing system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
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=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\PU1' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
·······_··············v······················
This is a complete combined PU/GE'unit that was adopted from the ~PD7281

implementation by E. Kuipers.
The MUlT operator in the toplevel schematic is included as a separate
block because the silicon compiler needs to insert a multiplyer as a
specialised module.

Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name 'alT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t wi th name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits wi th name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 19 bi ts with name ' iAC'
Bidirectional connector 60 bi ts with name ' io'
Bidirectional connector 19 bits wi th name 'oAC'
Bidirectional connector 29 bits wi th name 'olT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t wi th name ' rlT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bi t wi th name I ra'
=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\PU1\MUl' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'Multiply'.

Input connector 16 bits
Input connector ( 16 bits

Continuous output connector ( 32 bits

wi th name ' a'
with name 'b'
with name 'y'

Text for function 'Multiply' of 'Toplevel\DFP\PU1\MUl':
... · .. ··.-· .. -.··· .. ··v.···.-·.···.-·· .. ·· .. ·

"Separate 16x16 unsigned multiplier:"

y := a * b
______ • __ • A _

Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name ' alT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector 19 bits wi th name 'iAC'
Bidirectional connector 60 bits wi th name ' io'
Bidirectional connector 16 bi ts wi th name 'mul tA'
Bidirectional connector ( 16 bits wi th name 'multB'
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bits with name 'multY'
Bidirectional connector ( 19 bits wi th name 'oAC'
Bidirectional connector ( 29 bits wi th name 'olT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bi t wi th name 'rlT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit wi th name ' rO'
=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\PU1\PUlOGIC\c' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'ei.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector

bi t
bit
bit

with name 'a'
with name 'c'
with name 'r'

Text for function 'c' of 'Toplevel\DFP\PU1\PUlOGIC\c':
··-···················v···········_···_······
c := a \/ r not.
----------------------".---------------------
=============================================
'Toplevel \DFP\PU1\PUlOGIC\cnt' is a register.
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This register is 5 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
----------------------v----------------------
%01 load. "load new register contents when LT block is ready"
%lx reset "reset register when OUT block is ready with data processing"
"default function is HOLD"
- -- - - - - -- _.... - _.. - - - - _.. -~- -_.. -- -----_... --------

=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\IN' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'IN'.

Input connector 1 bit with name 'ack'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'aO'

Input connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Input connector 60 bits with name ' iO'
Input connector 1 bit with name ' rO'

Continuous output connector 61 bits with name ' tkn'

Text for function 'IN' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\IN':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"Construct one token to control SPLIT:"
tkn := (rO/\(brk at:O)not),(rO

i fl: i 0
if0: 0).

"Only ack if there was a req:"
aO := (ack\/(brk at:O» /\ rO.
--_ .. _--_ .. _------------~ ..... ---------_ .. ---_._--
=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\oReg' is a register.

This register is 29 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with unknown values after a system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
%1 load.
--------_ .. _--------_._~-.----_ .. _-_.----------
=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT' is an operator.

This operator has 9 functions and is controlled by control input 'CTLFO'.
The default function is 'NOP'.

Input connector 19 bits with name 'ACC'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name ' ack'
Continuous output connector 5 bi ts with name 'add'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'aPU'
Input connector 5 bi ts with name 'cnt'

Control connector 9 bi ts with name 'CTLFO'

Control specification:
---------·------------v----------------------
(5 .• 8) "test SEL (2 MSB) and PU 'OUT' or GE 'OP' field (2 LSB)"

"AG & FC instructions: this is pass data (no BRC bit test)"
%llxx PASS. "pass PU input token on to LT block"

"PU instructions (SEL=01), output defined by OUT bits (= 2 LSB)"

%0100
%0101
%0110
%0111

outX_
outY.
outXX.
outXY.

"1 output token containing X-data (10)"
"1 output token containing V-data (10)"
"2 output tokens containing X-data (10 and 10+1)"
"2 output tokens containing X-data (10) and V-data (10+1)"

"GE instructions (SEL=10), output defined by OP bits (= 2 LSB)"
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%1000
%1001
%1011

COPYBK.
COPYM.
SETCTL.

"COPY BlocK instruction"
"COpy Multiple instruction"
"SET ConTroLfield instruction"

APPEI\VlX L: PROCESSING UNrr DOCUMENTATION

"Oefault is NOP"

Continuous

Continuous
Continuous

output connector 2 bits with name 'ctrl'
Input connector 1 bi t with name 'cx'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'CY'
Input connector 4 bits with name 'GS'
Input connector 9 bits with name ' 10'

output connector 29 bits with name 'oPU'
output connector 1 bit with name 'rPU'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'sx'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'SY'
Input connector 16 bits with name 'X'
Input connector 16 bits with name 'Y'

Text for function 'COPYBK' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
............. ···· .. ···v· .. ················.··
"GEdata is PU pass data: no PNZ testing; X = A data, Y = B data

PU output is an 'exec' token containing altered data with CX and SX"

SX >< SY.

_Xcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SX)
if0: «X width:l?),_cmpl)
ifl: «(X width:l?) not),_cmpl).

(cnt * Y) width:l?

_TEMPcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SY)
i fO: (_TEMP ,_cmpl)
ifl: «_TEMP not),_cmpl).

"if SX >< _SY then add with 2's compl."

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

"multiply counter with 16 bits Y data"
"sign of TEMP = sign of Y data"

"X and TEMP same sign: normal add"
"only TEMP neg: add in 2's complement"

_OATAcmpl .- CXcmpl + _TEMPcmpl) width:18. "add both signed GE data tokens"

sign .- (_cmpl /\ (_OATAcmpl at:l?» \/ «_cmpl not) /\ SX).
iMSB of addition result indicates sign: if SX = SY = 1, then sign=1 (both neg)"

_DATA := (_cmpl /\ _sign)
i fO: CDATAcmpl from: 1 to: 16)
ifl: «COATAcmpl from:l to:16) not) inc).

"add-result is 16-bit data"
"resul t is 2's compl; 16 bits"

-CTLF .- (OOb width:2),CX,_sign.

add .- cnt inc.
inclD .- cnt = (GS width:5) inc.-

-ack .- inclD /\ aPU.

oPU := inclD
if0: (ID-, CTLF, DATA)
ifl: «10 Tnc),_CTLF,_DATA).

ctrl := _ack,aPU.

rPU := lb.
ack := -ack.

"define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"

"increase GE output counter"
"if cnt = Generation Sit:e +1 inc 10"
"ack when LT is ready and last

COPYBK token (CS=GS) is output to LT"

"PUoutput contains ID value"
"output contains increased 10"

"send OUT ack and LT ack to inc reg."

"output (val id) data immediately"
"send OUT block ack to COpy block"

-------- ---- - - - - - - - -- ."'. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Text for function 'COPYM' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
··-··--·········-···-·v--···-···--···---····-
"GEdata is PU pass data: no PNZ testing; X = A data, Y = B data

PU output is an 'exec' token containing altered data with CX and SX"

SX >< SY.

_Xcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SX)
if0: «X width:l?),_cmpl)
ifl: «(X width:l?) not),_cmpl).

"if SX >< SY then add with 2's compl."

"A and B same sign: normaL add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

_TEMPcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SY)
i fO: (_TEMP.,_cmpl)
ifl: «_TEMP not),_cmpl).

_TEMP (cnt * Y) width:l? "multiply counter with 16 bits Y data"
"sign of TEMP = sign of Y data"

"X and TEMP same sign: normal add"
"only TEMP neg: add in 2's complement"
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_DATAcmpl .- (_Xcmpl + _TEMPcmpl) width:18. "add both signed GE data tokens"

sign := (_cmpl /\ (_DATAcmpl at:17» \/ «_cmpl not) /\ SX).
iiMSB of addition resul t indicates sign: if SX = SY = 1, then sign=1 (both neg)"

_DATA := (_cmpl /\ _sign)
if0: ( DATAcmpl from:1 to:16)
if1: «(_DATAcmpl from:1 to:16) not) inc).

"add-result is 16-bit data"
"resul t is 2's compl; 16 bits"

- CTLF := (DDb width:2),CX,_sign. "define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"

add := cnt inc. "increase GE output counter"

res := cnt == «GS width:5) inc) . "reset counter if cnt = GS +- (max 17 output tokens)"

oPU .- (10 + (cnt width:9»,_CTLF,_DATA."output contains new 10"

ack := _ack.

rPU
ack

ctrl

:=

:=

1b.
aPU /\ res.

ack,aPU.

"output (val id) data immediately"
"ack when LT is ready and last

COPYM token is output to LT"
"reg2: LOAD if LT is ready

RESET if OUT has output all tokens"

----------- - - - - - - - --- -""- -- - - _. - - - - - - - -- - - - - --

Text for function 'NOP' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
----------------------v----------------------
rPU .- Db. "no val id PU output"
oPU .- O. "no val id PU output"
ack :== 1b. "PU ready to receive data"
ctrl := Db. "no val id input/output: cnt HOLD"
--- --- ------ - - - - - - - - - -""- - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - --

Text for function 'outX' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"PUdata has been processed (val id FTL field)

PU output is an 'exec' token containing X-data"

- CTLF := (OOb width:2),CX,SX.

- BRC .- GS at:O.

102 .- ( BRC /\ CX)
i fO: ID
if1 : ( 10 inc).

ctrl := Ob.
oPU := _ID2,_CTLF ,X.

out := (ACC at:18) not.
rPU .- - out.

"define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"
"extract BRC bit from PU instruction"

"increase 10 if BRC == 1 and CX = 1"

"put REG2 on hold (no val id reg load data)"
"PUoutput contains X-data"

"output data token immediately;
(No output if adding to accu!)"

ack := aPU \/ out not.
"ack PU input data when no valid PU output, or valid PU output and LT is ready"
------ -- ---- - -- - - - --- -""_ .. - - - _. - - - - - - _.. - - - --

Text for function 'outXX' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
----------------------v----------------------
"PUdata has been processed (valid FTL field)

PU output is an 'exec' token containg X-data with 10, and X-data with 10+1"

.- (OOb width:2),CX,SX. "define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"

add :== «cnt at:O) not) width:5."if 10 has not yet been increased: add=1"

102 := (cnt at:O)
if0: 10
i f 1: (10 i nc ) .

"1st outXX token: 10 unchanged"
"2nd out XX token: increase 10"

oPU "PUoutput contains X-data with 10, 10+1"

_out := (ACC at:18) not.

rPU
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ack := (out not) \/ ( out /\ aPU /\ (cnt at:O».
"acknowLedge PU input data If no vaLid PU output data or

va Lid 10+1 token is output to LT and LTis ready"

ack .- _ack.

ctrL := _ack,aPU. "REG2: Load if LT is ready,
reset if OUT bLock has output aLL tokens"

______________________ A. _

Text for function 'outXY' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
----------------------v----------------------
"PUdata has been processed (vaL id FTL fieLd)

PU output is an 'exec' token containg X-data with 10, and X-data with 10+1"

«cnt at:O) not) width:5.

CTLFx
:::CTLFy

add

:=
:=

:=

(OOb width:2),CX,SX.
(OOb width:2),CY,SY.

"define new ConTroLFieLd (=exec data)"
"define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"

"if ID has not yet been increased: add=1"

102 := (cnt at:O)
if0: 10
i f 1: (ID inc).

oPU .- (cnt at:O)
if0: _ID2,_CTLFx,X
if 1: _102,_CTLFy, Y.

_out .- (ACC at:18) not.

"1st outXY token: 10 unchanged"
"2nd outXY token: increase ID"

"1st PUoutput contains X-data with 10"
"2nd PUoutput contains V-data with ID+1"

rPU "output data token
ACC output is not

ack .- (out not) \/ ( out /\ aPU /\ (cnt at:O».
"acknowLedge PU input data If no vaLid PU output data or

vaL id 10+1 token is output to LT and LT is ready"

ilTl1lediately;
valid if copy bit 0"

ack := ack.

ctrL := ack,aPU. "REG2: Load if LT is ready,
reset if OUT block has output all tokens"

_____________________ .i'o, _

Text for function 'outY' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"PUdata has been processed (valid FTL field)

PU output is an 'exec' token containing Y-data"

-CTLF := (OOb width:2),CY,SY.
BRC .= GS at:O.-

102 .- C BRC /\ CY)
if0: 10
if 1: ( 10 inc).

ctrl := Db.
oPU := _102,_CTLF, Y.

-out .- (ACC at:18) not .

rPU := - out.

"define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"
"extract BRC bit from PU instruction"

"increase 10 if BRC = 1 and CY = 1"

"put REG2 on hold (no val id reg load data)"
"PUoutput contains Y-data"

"output data token ilTl1lediately;
ACC output is not val id if copy bit 0"

ack := (out not) \/ ( out /\ aPU).
"ack PU input-data when no valid PU output, or valid PU output and LT is ready"
______________________ A _

Text for function 'PASS' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
----------------------v----------------------
"this pass data has not been processed (AG&FC or PU CNOP instruction)

PU output is an 'exec' token containing X-data"

- CTLF .- (OOb width:2),CX,SX. "define new ConTroLField (=exec data)"

add := Db. "no increase of 10"
oPU .- 10,_CTLF ,X. "PUoutput contains X-data (pass data)"
ctrl := Db. IIno reg2 use: HOLD contents"

rPU := 1b. "output data token ilTl1lediately"
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:= aPU. "acknowledge PU input data if LT is ready"
______________________ A _
ack

Text for function 'SETCTL' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\OUT':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"GEdata is PU pass data: no PNZ testing; X = A data, Y = B data

PU output is an 'exec' token containing altered data with CX and SX"

SX >< SY. "if SX >< _SY then add with 2's compl."

_Xcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SX)
if0: «X width:17). cmpl)
if1: «(X width:17)-not)._cmpl).

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

:= (cnt * Y) width:17.

_TEMPcmpl := (_cmpl /\ SY)
if0: ( TEMP. cmpl)
if1: «_TEMP-not),_cmpl).

"multiply counter with 16 bits Y data"
"sign of TEMP = sign of Y data"

"X and TEMP same sign: normal add"
"only TEMP neg: add in 2's complement"

_DATAcmpl .- CXcmpl + _TEMPcmpl) width:18. "add both signed GE data tokens"

sign := (_cmpl /\ (_DATAcmpl at:17» \/ «_cmpl not) /\ SX).
"MSB of addition result indicates sign: if SX = SY = 1, then sign=1 (both neg)"

_DATA .- (cmpl /\ sign)
if0: ( DATAcmpl from:1 to:16)
if1: «CDATAcmpl from:1 to:16) not) inc).

"add-result is 16-bit data"
"result is 2's compl; 16 bits"

add
_res

:= cnt inc.
:= cnt = «GS width:5) inc).

"increase GE output counter"
"reset counter if cnt = GS +

(max 17 output tokens)"

CTLF := _res
- if0: (CTLFD from:O to:3)

if1: (OOb width:2),CX,_sign.
"n < GS + 1: PU output CTLF = CTLFD"
"last PU output token has same CTLF
as PU input token (with new sign)"

oPU := (00 + (cnt width:9»width:9),_CTLF,_DATA. "output contains new ID"

ack := _ack.

rPU
ad

ctrl

:=

:=

1b.
aPU /\ res.

_ack,aPU.

"output (valid) data ilTlT1ediately"
"ad when LT is ready and last

COPYM token is output to LT"
"reg2: LOAD if LTis ready

RESET if OUT has output all tokens"

______________________ A ______________________

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PNZ' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The defaul t function is ' PNZ' .

Input connector 1 bit with name 'cx'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'CX2'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'CY'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'CY2'

Input connector 3 bits with name 'PNZ'
Input connector 2 bits with name 'stat'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'sx'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'SY'
Input connector 16 bits with name 'X'
Input connector 16 bits with name 'Y'

- EQ := (stat at:O)
itO: X = 0
if 1: (X, Y) = O.

-LT := SX.

-LE := -EQ \I SX.

- GT .- LE not.
GE := 5X not.- NE EQ- := not.

- OVF .- stat at: 1.

Text for function 'PNZ' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PNZ':
----------------------v----------------------

"test status bits for X or XY data testing"
"carry EQ flag is 1 if X data EQuals 0"
"carry EQ flag is 1 if X and Y data EQual 0 (MUl)"
"carry LT flag is 1 if X is Less Than 0"
"carry LE flag is 1 if X is Less than or Equal to 0"
"carry GT flag is 1 if X is Greater Than 0"
"carry GE flag is 1 if X is Greater than or Equal to 0"
"carry NE flag is 1 if X data is Not Equal to 0"
"carry OVF flag is 1 if PU has detected an overflow"
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_Xtrue:= (PNZ=OOOb /\ CX) \/ (PNZ=001b /\ _EO) \/ (PNZ=010b /\ - LT) \I
(PNZ=011b /\ - LE) \/ (PNZ=100b /\ GT) \I (PNZ=101b /\ - GE) \I
(PNZ=110b /\ - NE) \/ (PNZ=111b /\ =OVF).

(PNZ=OOOb /\ CY) \I (PNZ=001b /\ _EO) \/ (PNZ=010b /\ LT) \/
(PNZ=011b /\ - LE) \I (PNZ=100b /\ _GT) \/ (PNZ=101b /\ =GE) \I
(PNZ=110b /\ -NE) \I (PNZ=111b /\ _OVF).

CX2
CY2

:= Xtrue •
•- =Ytrue.

"output Carry test results"

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU' is an operator.

This operator has 23 functions and is controlled by control input 'c'.
The default function is 'PASS'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Control connector

16 bits
1 bi t

16 bits
9 bi ts

with name 'A'
with name 'ack'
with name 'B'
with name 'c'

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - _. - --
(8,7,0 .. 4) "test on PU instruction (SEL=01b) and PU OPcode (5 bits)"
%0100000 OR.
%0100001 AND.
%0100010 XOR.
%0100011 ANDNOT.
%0101100 NOT.

%010010x SHL BRV.
%010011x SHR=BRV.

%010100x CMP NOM.
%0110001 CMPXCH.

%0110101 GET1.
%011011x SET CLR1.
%0101101 AND=ORMSK.
%0110000 AND_ORMSK.

%0101010 INC.
%0101011 DEC.
%0111xOx ADD SUBSC.
%0111x10 MUL-SC.
%0101110 CVT2AB.
%0101111 CVTAB2.

%0110011 COPYC.
%0110100 ADJL.
%0110010 ACC.

%0111x11 NOP_SC.
"Default function is 'PASS'
(AG&FC or GE instructions: no PNZ test)"
-----------._-------- ....... ---------------------

Input connector ( bit ) with name 'CA'
Input connector ( bit ) with name 'CB'

Continuous output connector ( bit ) with name 'cx'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'CY'

Input connector ( 19 bits ) with name 'iAC'
Input connector ( 9 bits ) with name ' ID'

Continuous output connector ( 9 bits ) with name 'ID2'
Input connector ( 32 bits ) with name 'mult'

Continuous output connector ( 19 bits ) with name 'oAC'
Input connector ( 1 bit ) with name 'Oack'
Input connector ( 3 bits ) with name 'PNZ'

Continuous output connector ( 3 bits ) with name 'PNZ2'
Input connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'rdA'
Input connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'SA'
Input connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'SB'

Continuous output connector ( 2 bits ) with name 'stat'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'SX'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t ) with name 'SY'
Continuous output connector ( 16 bi ts ) with name 'x'
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Continuous output connector ( 16 bits) with name 'Y'

Text for function 'ACC' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
"Split incomming bus from ACCU:"

aACC := iAC at:18.
-OVF .- iAC at:1?
-SX := iAC at:16.
=X := iAC from:O to:15.

"Construct request for ACCU:"
oAC := rdA not,rdA,SA,A.

"Store and pass the results:"
X := X.
Y := CO width:16).

SX := SX.
SY := Db.

cx := CA \/ -OVF.
CY := CB.

PNZ2 .- PNZ •
stat := (_OVF),(O width:1).
102 := OVF

if0: 10
if 1: (10 inc).

"X contains 16 bits addition result"
lOy = 0: no useful data"

"output X sign bit"

"pass on carry bits: OVF: CX = 1"

"test PNZ bits: carry change"
"status: test overflow and only X data"

"no overflow: pass on 10 value"
"overflow occurs: increase 10"

"Generate ack for
ack := rdA

if0: aACC
if1: (jack.

queue:"

"At accumulate: wait for ACCU"
"At read: wait for output"

Text for function 'ADD_SUBSC' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

SB .- (c at:O) "test on ADD/SUB (ctrl bit = 1)"
- if 0: SB "ADD instruction: don't change sign"

if1: (SB not). "SUB instruction: invert B data sign"

SA >< SB.

_Acmpl := (_cmpl /\ SA)
if0: «A width:1?)._cmpl)
if1: «(A width:1?) not),_cmpl).

_Bcmpl .- (_cmpl /\ _SB)
if0: «B width:1?)._cmpl)
if1: «(B width:1?) not)._cmpl).

"if SA >< SB then add with 2's compl."

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only B neg: add B in 2's complement"

_Xcmpl .- CAcmpl + _Bcmpl) width:18. "add both signed PU input data tokens"

sign .- (_cmpl /\ (_Xcmpl at:1?» \I «_cmpl not) /\ SA).
"MSB of addition result indicates sign: if SA = SB = 1. then SX 1 (both neg)"

result:= (_cmpl /\ _sign)
itO: (_Xcmpl from:1 to:16) "add-result X is 16-bit data"
if1: «CXcmpl from:1 to:16) not) inc). "X result is 2's compl; 16 bits"

" Test
A15

-B15
=X15

OVerFlow of addition
:= A at:15.
:= B at:15.
.- _Xcmpl at:16.

(on l y wh en SA is equa l to _SB (cmp l = 0»"
"read MSB of A data (never 2's compl)"
"read MSB of B data (never 2's compl)"
"read MSB of X data (without sign)"

_OVF := (_cmpl not) /\ «_A15 /\ _B15) \/ ( (_A15 >< _B15) /\ (_X15 not) ».

" Calculate # zeroes from the X MSB to the first '1' (ADDSC instruction)"
_ZC := (result MSONE = 10000b)

if0: (1111b width:5) - ( result MSONE width:5)
if1: (10000b width:5). -

X
Y

:= result.
:= C(c at:2)/\(_OVF not»

if0: ( OVF width:16)
if1: (=ZC width:16).

"X contains 16 bits addition result"
"test ctrl OPcode bit #2 (ADD/ADDSC)"
lOy overflow bit field (ADD)"
lOy = #zeroes from MSB of X data
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or 0001h in overflow state (ADDSC)"

if0:
if 1:

PNZ2
stat
!D2
"No
oAC

SX
SY

CX
CY

.= sign.
:= (c at:2)

sign
=OVF.

:= CA.
:= CB.

:= PNZ.
:= (_OVF),(O width:1).
:= !D.

accumulator action:"
:= O.

"output X sign bit"
"test ctrl DPcode bit #2 (ADD/ADDSC)"
"SY sign bit (ADD)"
"SY = overflow bi t (ADDSC)"

"pass on carry bi ts"

"test PNZ bits: carry change"
"status: test overflow and only X data"
"pass on ID value"

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'ADJL' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------·-----

AD .- (A = Db) not. "test if A data = 0"
-dif .- (SA <> SB) /\ _AD. "Y = B 2's compl if SA differs from SB
- and A data is not equal to 0"
X .- -dif

if0: A
if 1: (A dec) .

Y := -dif
if0: B
if 1: «B not) inc) .

_sign .- _AD
i fO: SA
if 1: SB.

SX .- _sign.
SY := _sign.

CX .- CA.
CY .- CB.

PNZ2 := PNZ.
stat := (1 width:2).

!D2 := !D.

"SA = SB: PU pass data"
"SA differs from SB: decrease A data"

"SA = SB: PU pass data"
"SA differs from SB: B 2's complement"

"A data is not equal to 0: valid SA"
"A data is equal to 0: valid SB"

"X sign is equal to Y sign"

"pass on carry bits"

"test PNZ bi ts: carry change"
"tell PNZ block to test both X and Y data

OVF is always 0 (never overflow)"
"pass on !D va lue"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
----------------------"'----------------------

Text for function 'AND' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
X := A /\ B. "X =A AND B"
Y .- Db. "Y contains no relevant data"

SX := SA. "pass on X sign bit"
SY := Db.

CX := CA. "pass on carry bits"
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat := (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
102 := !D. "pass on !D value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
______________________ A _
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Text for function 'AND_ORMSK' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
X .- A. "X data contains PU input A data"
Y .- B. "Y data contains PU input B data"

SX
SY

:= SA.
SB.

"pass on sign bits"

_carry := (c at:D)
if0: (A /\ B = 0) not
ifl: «A not) /\ B = 0).

CX := _carry.
CY := _carry.

PNZ2 := Ob.
stat := (0 width:2).
1D2 .- ID •

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack : = OAcL

"test on ORMSK / ANDMSK (ctrl bit = 1)"
"carry=1 if one ore more '1' bits comply"
"carry=1 if all '1' bits of B comply"

"CX contains mask value"
"CY contains mask value"

"no PNZ test: no carry change"
"status: no PNZ testing"

"pass on ID value"

. _. ---------_... --_... "~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Text for function 'ANDNOT' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
X .- (A not) /\ B. "X = Anot AND B"
Y := Ob. "Y contains no relevant data"

SX := SA. "pass on X sign bit"
SY := Ob.

CX := CA. "pass on carry bits"
CY := CB.

PNZ2 .- OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat .- (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
ID2 := ID. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'CMP_NOM' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
"calculate subtraction as X = A + (-B), invert SB bit"
_SB := (SB not). "SUB instruction: invert B data sign"

:= SA >< _SB.

_Acmpl := (_cmpl /\ SA)
if0: «A width:l?). cmpl)
ifl: «(A width:l?)-not)._cmpl).

_Bcmpl .- (_cmpl /\ _SB)
if0: «B width:l?), cmpl)
ifl: «(B width:l?)-not),_cmpl).

"if SA >< SB then add with 2's compl."

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only B neg: add B in 2's complement"

_Xcmpl := CAcmpl + _Bcmpl) width:18. "add both signed PU input data tokens"

sign := (_cmpl /\ (_Xcmpl at:l?» \/ «_cmpl not) /\ SA).
"MSB of addition result indicates sign: if SA = SB = 1, then SX 1 (both neg)"

_result:= (_cmpl /\ _sign)
if0: ( Xcmpl from:l to:16) "subtract-result X is 16-bit data"
ifl: «(_Xcmpl from:l to:16) not) inc). "X result is neg: 2's complement"

"CMPNOM instruction: no overflow testing"

EQ
:LT

:= _result = O.
:= _sign.

"carry EQ flag is
"carry LT flag is

if test result EQuals 0"
if test result < 0"
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-LE := - EQ \I _sign. "carry LE flag is if test result <:::. 011

-GT := LE not. "carry GT flag is if test result > 0"

-GE := _sign not. "carry GE flag is if test result => 0"

-NE := -EQ not. "carry NE flag is if test result is Not Equal to 0"

-true:= (PNZ=001b /\ - EQ) \I (PNZ=010b /\ -LT) \I (PNZ=011b /\ - LE) \I
(PNZ=100b /\ -GT) \I (PNZ=101b /\ -GE) \I (PNZ=110b /\ -NE).

-CMPNOM := c at:O. "test if CMP / CMPNOM instr is given"

X := CMPNOM
if0: ( true width:16) "X contains true bit (CMPNOM instr)"
i f1 : A-: "X contains A data (CMP instr)"

y := CMPNOM
if0: Ob - "y is not used (CMPNOM instr)"
if 1: B. "y contains B data (CMP instr)"

CX := - true. "cx contains test result (CMP/CMPNOM)"
Cy := - true. "Cy contains test resul t (CMP/CMPNOM)"

SX .- - CMPNOM
if0: Ob "SX is not used(CMPNOM)"
if 1: SA. "SX contains Sign of A input (CMP)"

Sy := - CMPNOM
if0: Ob "Sy is not used(CMPNOM)"
if 1: SB. "Sy contains Sign of B input (CMP)"

PNZ2 .= Ob. "don't test PNZ bits at PNZ block"
stat .- (0 width:2). "status: no testing; PNZ pass data"
ID2 := ID. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'CMPXCH' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
"calculate subtraction as X = A + (-B), invert SB bit"
_SB := (SB not). "SUB instruction: invert B data sign"

.- SA >< _SB.

Acmpl .- (_cmpl /\ SA)
- if0: «A width:1?), cmpl)

if1: «(A width:1?)-not),_cmpl).

Bcmpl .- (_cmpl /\ _SB)
- if0: «B width:1?), cmpl)

if1: «(B width:1?)-not),_cmpl).

"if SA >< SB then add with 2's compl."

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

"A and B same sign: normal add"
"only B neg: add B in 2's complement"

_Xcmpl := (_Acmpl + _Bcmpl) width:18. "add both signed PU input data tokens"

sign := (_cmpl /\ (_Xcmpl at:1?» \/ «_cmpl not) /\ SA).
"MSB of addition resul t indicates sign: if SA = S8 = 1, then SX = 1 (both neg)"

_result:= (_cmpl /\ _sign)
if0: (_Xcmpl from:1 to:16) "subtract-result X is 16-bit data"
if1: «'-Xcmpl from:1 to:16) not) inc). "X result is neg: 2's complement"

"CMPXCH instruction: no overflow testing"

- EQ := result = O. "carry EQ flag is if test result EQuals 0"
-LT := _sign. "carry LT flag is if test result < 0"

- LE := _EQ \I _sign. "carry LE flag is if test result <= 0"
- GT := LE not. "carry GT flag is if test result > 0"

-GE .- _sign not. "carry GE flag is if test result => 0"

-NE := - EQ not. "carry NE flag is if test resul t is Not Equal to 0"

- true:= (PNZ=001b /\ EQ) \I (PNZ=010b /\ LT) \I (PNZ=011b /\ LE) \I
:::GT) - -(PNZ=100b /\ \/ (PNZ=1 01 b /\ - GE) \/ (PNZ=110b /\ -NE).

X := true
if0: B - contains B data (not true)""X
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if 1: A. "X contains A data (true)"
Y := true

if 0: A "Y contains A data (not true)"
if 1: B. "Y contains B data (true)"

CX := - true
if0: CB "CX contains CB (not true)"
if 1: CA. "CX contains CA (true)"

CY := - true
if0: CA "CY contains CA (not true)"
if 1: CB. "CY contains CB (true)"

SX := -true
if0: SB "SX contains SB (not true)"
if 1: SA. "SX contains SA (true)"

SY := - true
if0: SA "SY contains SA (not true)"
if 1: SB. "SY contains SB (true)"

PNZ2 := Db. "don't test PNZ bits at PNZ bLock"
stat .- (0 width:2). "status: no testing; PNZ pass data"
102 := 10. "pass on 10 vaLue"

"No accumuLator action:"
oAC := o.

"AcknowLedge operation:"
ack := OAck.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'COPYC' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - - - - - - - _. - - - - - •• - _. - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - --
X := A. "pass on A data"
Y .- B. "pass on B data"

SY
SX

CX
CY

:= SB.
.- SA .

.- CA .

.- CA .

"pass on sign bi ts"

"copy Carry A bi t to X and Y carry bi ts"

PNZ2
stat
ID2

:=

:=

OOOb.
(0 width:2).
10.

"no PNZ use: CX and CY wiLL be passed on"
"status: no testing"

"pass on 10 vaLue"

"No accumuLator action:"
oAC := o.
"AcknowLedge operation:"
ack := OAck.
____________________ __ A _

Text for function 'CVT2AB' of 'TopLeveL\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - --
_sign := A at:15. "MSB of A data is sign bit (2's compL)"

X := _sign
if0: A
if1: «A not) inc) •

Y := Db.

SX := _sign.
SY := Db.

CX := CA.
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := PNZ.
stat := (0 width:2).
ID2 := ID.

"test sign of A data"
"A data is positive: no change"
"A data is negatIve and 2's compL data"
"Y data contains no information"

"pass on A data sign bit"

"pass on A carry bit"
"pass on B carry bit"

"PNZ test: PNZ fieLd set by compiLer"
"status: no OVF, X data test"

"pass on ID va Lue"

"No accumuLator action:"
oAC := O.

"AcknowLedge operation:"
ack := OAck.
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• A _

Text for function 'CVTAB2' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
-·--------------··----v-·---·-·--·······-----
X := SA "test sign of A data"

if0: A "A data is positive: no change"
if1: «A not) inc). "A data is negative: X data is 2's compl"

Y := Db. "Y data contains no information"

ovf := A > 32768d. "overflow occurs when A > 2~15"

SX .- SA. "pass on A data sign bit"
SY := Ob.

CX := CA \/ ovf. "pass on A carry bit: CX 1 at ovf"
CY CB. - "pass on B carry bit".-
PNZ2 := PNZ. "pass PNZ field: set by compiler"
stat := (_ovO, (0 width:1). "status: no PNZ testing"
ID2 := ID. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.
"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
----------------------"'----------------------

Text for function 'DEC' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - •• - -. -., - - •• -. - •• - •• v- - -. - - - •• - - - - - -. - - - - - •
X .- SA "test sign bit of data to be increased"

if0: A dec "A pos: dec value"
if1: A inc. "A neg: inc value"

OVF := (A = $FFFF) /\ (SA 1). "overflow occurs: A =-65535d is decreased"

Y := COVF width:16).

SA.

"Y data contains overflow bit"

"pass on A sign bit if A is not zero;
if SA = 1 and A = a then sign = 1"

SX := _sign.
SY := _sign.

CX .- CA. "pass on A carry bit"
CY .- CA.

PNZ2 := PNZ. "PNZ test: change carry bits"
stat := (_OVF),(O width:1). "status: test overflow and only X data"
ID2 .- ID. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
______________________ A _

Text for function 'GET1' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- - -. - - - •• -.,.",. - -" -v" - -. - - ••• - •. , - - - •• - ..
_pos := B from:O to:3. "bit read position is lower for B . bits"

-bit .- A at: _pos . "read A data bit at postion pOSH

X := bit width: 16. "X data contains 1 bit value of A data"
Y .- Db. "Y data contains no information"

SX := SA. "pass on A data sign bit"
SY .- Ob.

CX := CA. "pass on A carry bit"
CY := CB. "pass on B carry bit"

PNZ2 := PNZ. "PNZ test: change carry bits"
stat .- (0 width:2). "status: no overflow; test only X data"
ID2 := ID. "pass on ID value"
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"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.-_ _.. _ _ - .. "'_ _ - _ - - - - - - _ .. --

Text for function 'INC' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
······················v···---················
X := SA "test sign bit of data to be increased"

ifl: A dec "A neg: dec value"
if0: A inc. "A pos: inc value"

:= (A = $FFFF) /\ (SA

:= (_OVF width:16).

:= SA /\ «A = 0) not).

0). "overflow occurs: A = 65535d is increased"

"Y data contains overflow bit"

"pass on A sign bit if A is not zero;
if SA = 1 and A = 0 then sign = 0"

SX := _sign.
SY := _sign.

CX := CA. "pass on A carry bit"
CY .- CA.

PNZ2 := PNZ. "PNZ test: change carry bits"
stat := COVF),(O width:l). "status: test overflow and only X data"
102 := 10. "pass on 10 value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'MUL_SC' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- .. - - - - - - - - - - . - v· - - - - - .
"mult := A" B. (external)" "XY = A .. B 32 bits result"

II Calculate # zeroes from the X MSB to the first '1' (AOOSC instruction)"
_ZC := «mult from: 16 to: 31) MSONE = 10000b) "test only X data"

if0: (llllb width: 5) - (mult MSONE width: 5)
ifl: (10000b width: 5).

X := mult from: 16 to: 31.
Y .- (c at: 2)

i fO: (mult from: 0 to: 15)
if 1: ( -ZC width: 16) .

_sign := (SA >< SB) /\ «mul t

SX .- sign.
SY .- _sign.

CX .- CA .
CY .- CB.

PNZ2 .- PNZ .
stat := ( 1 width: 2).

102 := 10.

"X contains high 16 bits of result"
"test ctrl OPcode bit #2 (MUL/MULSC)"
"Y contains low 16 bits of result"
"Y =#zeroes from MSB of X data"

0) not).

"X sign is SA XOR SB"
"Y sign is SA XOR SB"

"pass on carry bits"

"test PNZ bits: carry change"
"tell PNZ block to test both X and Y data

OVF is always 0 (never overflow)"
"pass on 10 va lue"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'NOP_SC' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
- ... - - - - -. - - - - ... - -. - - v· - .. - ... - - -. - - - - - - - - ..
"NOP : no data processing in PU block; PNZ bits tested: CX and CY will change

NOPSC : Y data contains #zeroes from X data MSB to first '1': SY deleted"
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ZC := (A MSONE = 10000b)
if0: (1111b width:5) - (A MSONE width:5)
if1: (10000b width:5).

"Zero Count (# zeroes from MSB to first '1') = 15 - (position of first '1')"

x
y

SX
SY

CX
CY

:= A.
:= (c at:2)

itO: B
if1: (_ZC width:16).

:= SA.
:= (c at:2)

if0: SB
i f1: Ob.

:= CA.
:= CB.

"X = A data unchanged"
"test NOP/NOPSC (ctrl bit = 1)"
"NOP instruction: pass on B data"
"NOPSC: Y = #zeroes from MSB to first '1'"

"pass on X sign bit"

"NOP: pass on sign B bit"
"NOPSC: SY contains no useful data"

"pass on carry bits"

PNZ2
stat
102

:= PNZ.
:= (0 width:2).
:= 10.

"test PNZ bits: carry change"
"status: no overflow testing; test X data"

"pass on ID value"

"X = A's complement (16 bits width)"
"Y contains no relevant data"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
----------------------~----------------~-----

Text for function 'NOT' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
------ -- ---- -- - - - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"NOT X = (A not)"
X := A not.
Y := Ob.

SX := SA. "X sign bit is not changed"
SY := Db.

CX := CA. "pass on carry bits"
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat := (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
ID2 .= 10. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
----------------- ... _--,,----------------------

Text for function 'OR' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
X .= A \I B. "X = A OR B"
Y := Ob. lOy contains no relevant data"

SX := SA. "pass on X sign bit"
SY := Ob.

CX := CA. "pass on carry bits"
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat := (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
ID2 := 10. "pass on 10 value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := o.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
----------------------,,----------------------

Text for function 'PASS' of 'TopLevel\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
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"PASS
X
Y

SY
SX

no data processing in PU block or PNZ bLock"
:= A. "pass on A data"
:= B. "pass on B data"

:= SB.
:= SA.

CX
CY

PNZ2
stat
102

:=

:=
:=

CA.
CB.

OOOb. "no operation in PNZ bLock: CX and CY wiLL be passed on"
(0 width:2). "status: no testing"
lD. "pass on ID vaLue"

"No accumuLator action:"
oAC := O.

"AcknowLedge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'SET_CLR1' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGlC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------
_pos := B from:O to:3. "bit read position is Lower for B - bits"

_mask .- (1b width:16) SHL: _pos .

X := (c at:O)
i fO: A \I mask
i f1: A /\ "(-mask not).

Y := Ob.

SX := SA.
SY := Ob.

CX := CA.
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := PNZ.
stat := (0 width:2) .
ID2 := 10.

"define mask with a '1' at position pos"

"test on SET1 or CLR1 (controL bit = 1)"
"SET1 instr: mask with' .. 000100 .. tI,
"CLR1 instr: mask with ' .. 111011..'"
"Y data contains no information"

"pass on A data sign bit"

"pass on A carry bi t"
"pass on B carry bit"

"PNZ test: change carry bits"
"status: no overflow; test onLy X data"

"pass on ID vaLue"

"No accumuLator action:"
oAC := o.

"AcknowLedge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'SHL_BRV' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
----------------------v----------------------

SC := (B at:4) "test if Shift Count is greater than 10000b"
- if0: (B from:O to:4) "extract Shift Count from B data"

if1: (10000b width:S). "SC> 10000b: SC = 10000b"

"test Bit ReVerse bit on control input of PU"Adata := (c at:O)
- if0: (A,(O width:16»

if1: «A rev),(O width:16». "bit reverse instruction: reverse A data"

shift := SB
- if0: ( Adata ROL: SC)

if1: (=Adata ROR: =SC).
"B pos: rotate A data (32) over SC bits left"
"B neg: rotate A data (32) over SC bi ts right"

X
Y

:= shift from:16 to:31.
:= =shift from:O to:1S.

"X data contains high shift data"
"Y data contains low shift data"

SX
SY

CX
CY

PNZ2
stat
102
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:=

:=

SA.
SA.

CA.
CA.

OOOb.
(0 width:2).
10.

"pass on A sign bit"

"pass on A carry bit"

"don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
"status: no testing"

"pass on 10 vaLue"
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"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

I~cknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.

Text for function 'SHR_BRV' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
·.···-.·····.····---··v-- .. ··---···.· .. ·----.

SC := (B at:4) "test if Shift Count is greater than 10000b"
- if0: (B from:O to:4) "extract Shift Count from B data"

if1: (10000b width:5). "SC > 10000b: SC = 10000b"

"test Bit ReVerse bit on control input of PU"Adata := (c at:O)
- if0: (A,(O width:16»

if1: «A rev),(O width:16». "bit reverse instruction: reverse A data"

shi ft := SB
- if0: ( Adata ROR: SC)

if1: (=Adata ROL: =SC).
"B pos: rotate A data (32) over SC bits right"
"B neg: rotate A data (32) over SC bits left"

X := shi ft from: 16 to:31. "X data contains high shift data"
y - shi ft from:O to: 15. "y data contains low shift data".- -
SX .- SA. "pass on A sign bi t"
SY .= SA.

CX := CA. "pass on A carry bi t"
CY := CA.

PNZ2 := OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat := (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
102 .- ID. "pass on 10 value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := o.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck .
.......... - - - - _ -"" -- - - ..

Text for function 'XOR' of 'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\PU':
-·······--··---·-----·v--·----··----·-----··-
X := A >< B. "X = A XOR B"
Y .- Ob. "Y contains no relevant data"

SX := SA. "pass on X sign bi t"
SY := Ob.

CX .- CA. "pass on carry bits"
CY := CB.

PNZ2 := OOOb. "don't test PNZ bits: no carry change"
stat := (0 width:2). "status: no testing"
ID2 := ID. "pass on ID value"

"No accumulator action:"
oAC := O.

"Acknowledge operation:"
ack := OAck.
_.. --------------------""----------------------
=============================================
'TopLevel\OFP\PU1\PULOGIC\rReg' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Control specification:
······················v···-_···---···---···--
%1 load.
---- -_ -_ -- -""_ ..

=============================================
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'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\SPLIT' is an operator.

This operator has 4 functions and is controLLed by controL input 'Din'.
The defauLt function is 'NOP'.

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

ControL connector

16 bits
16 bits
1 bi t
1 bit
9 bits

61 bits

with name 'A'
with name 'B'
with name 'CA'
with name 'CB'
with name 'ctrL'
with name 'Din'

ControL specification:
-.-----------------.--v----------------------
(58 •• 60) "test vaLid bit and SEL bit fieLd of PU input data"
%101 PUdata. "FTL fieLd contains OUT, BRC, CNOP, PNZ and OPcode"
%110 GEdata. "FTL fieLd contains OPcode, Generation Size and CTLFD"
%111 AGdata. "onLy AG&FC instruction: no vaL id FTL fieLd: PASS data"

"DefauL t funct ion (no vaL id input) is NOP"
~._------------------- " -------._-------------
Continuous output connector 4 bits with name 'GS'
Continuous output connector 9 bi ts with name ' ID'
Continuous output connector 3 bi ts with name 'PNZ'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'rdA'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'SA'
Continuous output connector 1 bit with name 'SB'

Text for function 'AGdata' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\SPLIT':
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
"FTL fieLd contents: not vaLid"
"PU will not be used: PU pass data"

"ControL rest of PU:"
ctrL := (11b width:2),(O width:7l."send SEL and AG&FC copy bit to OUT"

"Output definitions:"
A .- Din from:O to: 15. "pass A-data field on to PU bLock"
SA .- Din at: 16. "output Sign bit"
CA .- Din at: 17. "output Carry bit"
B := Din from:18 to:33. "pass B-data fieLd on to PU bLock"
SB := Din at:34. "output Sign bit"
CB .- Din at:35. "output Carry bit"

PNZ .- Db. "PNZ fieLd is not vaL idOl
ID .- Din from:49 to:57. "pass on data ID field to OUT block"
GS := 0 width:4. IIno val id GS data"
_____________________ _ A • _

"extract GE OPerand fieLd from FTL"
"extract Generation Size value from FTL"
"extract ConTroLFielD data from FTL"

to:48.
to:46.
to:39.

Text for function 'GEdata' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\SPLIT':
----------------------v----------------------
" FTL fie ld contents: "

OP := Din from:47
-GS .- Din from:43
=CTLFD := Din from:36

" Output definitions: "
A .- Din from:O to:15.
SA := Din at:16.
CA := Din at:17.
B := Din from:18 to:33.
SB := Din at:34.
CB := Din at:35.

"pass A-data field on to PU block"
"output Sign bit"
"output Carry bit"
"pass B-data field on to PU bLock"
"output Sign bit"
"output Carry bit"

PNZ := Db. "PNZ field is not vaL idOl
ID .- Din from:49 to:57. "pass on data ID fieLd to OUT block"
ctrl := (10b width:2), OP,( CTLFD width:5). "send OPcode and CTLFD to OUT"
GS .- GS. - - "send Generation Size to OUT block"____ • ~ A • _

Text for function 'NOP' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\SPLIT':
----------------------v----------------------
ctrl := Db. "PU and OUT bLock: No OPeration"
______________________ A _

Text for function 'PUdata' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\PU1\PULOGIC\SPLIT':
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

" FTL field contents: "
-OUT := Din from:47 to:48. "extract OUT field from PU-input FTL field"

-BRC := Din at:46. "extract BRanch Control bit from FTL"

-CNOP := Din at:45. "extract Carry-bit NOP bit from FTL"
_OP := Din from:36 to:40. "extract OPerand field from FTL"

" Output definitions: "
A := Din from:O to:15.
SA := Din at:16.
CA := CA.
B := Din from:18 to:33.
SB := Din at:34.
CB := _CB.

"pass A-data field on to PU block"
"output Sign bit"
"output Carry bit"
"pass B-data field on to PU block"

"output Sign bit"
"output Carry bit"

" check
CA

=CB
_pass
ctrl

when PU will not be used: "
:= Din at:17. "read Carry
.- Din at:35. "read Carry
:= _CNOP 1\ «_CA =_CB)not). "PU pass
:= _pass,(1b width:1)._OUT,_OP. "pass

"pass

bit of A-data"
bit of B-data"
data if CNOP=1 and CA <> CB"

0: SEL=01 normal PU data"
= 1: SEL=11 AG&FC pass data"

PNZ := Din from:41 to:43.
10 .- Din from:49 to:57.
GS := - BRC width:4.

rdA :== Din at:44.

"extract Pos/Neg/Zero field from FTL"
"pass on data ID field to OUT block"
"send BRC bit to OUT block (ID/IO+1 output)"

"extract Accumulator read bit from FTL"
____________ • A _
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IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:49:09.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 19 bits with name ' iP1'
Bidirectional connector 19 bi ts with name 'iP2'
Bidirectional connector 19 bi ts with name ' iP3'
Bid i rec tiona l connector 19 bi ts with name 'oP1'
BidirectionaL connector 19 bi ts with name 'oP2'
BidirectionaL connector 19 bi ts wi th name 'oP3'
BidirectionaL connector 1 bi t with name ' rst'
=============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\ACCU\ACCU' is a register.

This register is 18 bits wide.
The defauLt function is 'Load'.
This register is loaded with vaLue 0 foLLowing system reset.

The vaLue Loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
=============================================
'TopLeveL\DFP\ACCU\ARB' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The defauLt function is 'ARB'.

Input connector 18 bits with name 'accu'
Input connector 19 bi ts with name ' i P1 '
Input connector 19 bi ts with name ' iP2'
Input connector 19 bi ts with name 'iP3'

Continuous output connector 19 bits with name 'oP1'
Continuous output connector 19 bits with name 'oP2'
Continuous output connector 19 bits with name 'oP3'
Continuous output connector 18 bi ts with name 'out'

Input connector 2 bits with name 'prev'
Input connector 1 bi t with name ' rst'

Continuous output connector 2 bits with name 'seL'

Text for function 'ARB' of 'TopLeveL\DFP\ACCU\ARB':
----------------------v----------------------
"Group aLL requests:"
_req := (0 width:1),(iP3 at:18),(iP2 at:18),(iP1 at:18).
_cLr := (iP3 at:17)\/(iP2 at:17)\/(iP1 at:17)\/rst.

"Arbitrate over the requests:"
_Arb := «(_req ror:prev)Lsone)width:2) + prevo
_Any := (_req at:O)\/(_req at:1)\/(_req at:2).
seL := ( Any)

-if0: prev
if1: _Arb inc.

"Extract
_AddVaL

new value part:"
:= ( Arb at:1)

If0: « Arb at:O)
itO: (iP1 from:O
if 1: (i P2 from: 0

if1: « Arb at:O)
itO: (iP3 from:D
if1: 0 ).

to:16)
to:16))

to: 16)

"Calculate new value:"
A := AddVaL from:O to:15.

=SA := =AddVaL at:16.
"read value to add"
"read sign of value to add"

B
=SB :=

accu from:O to:15.
accu at:16.

"read old ACCU data"
"read sign of ACCU data"

"if SA >< _SB then add with 2's compl."

_Acmpl := (_cmpl /\ _SA)
if0: «_A width:17),_cmpl) "A and B same sign: normal add"
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if1: ((C_A width:1?) not),_cmpl).

BcmpL .- C_cmpL /\ _SB)
- if0: « B width:1?), clllpL)

if1: «(_B width:1?)-not),_cmpL).

"only A neg: add A in 2's complement"

"A and B same sign: normaL add"
"onLy B neg: add B in 2's compLement"

_xcmpL := (_AcmpL + _BcmpL) width:18. "add both signed PU input data tokens"

sign := ecmpL /\ excmpL at:1?» \I «_cmpL not) /\ _SA).
"MSB of addition resuLt indicates sign: if SA _SB = 1, then SX 1 (both neg)"

_resuLt:= (_cmpL /\ _sign)
if0: eXcmpL from:1 to:16) "add-resuLt X is 16-bit data"
if1: «(_XcmpL from:1 to:16) not) inc). "X resuLt is 2's compl; 16 bits"

" Test
A15

-B15
=X15

OVerFLow of addition
:= A at:15.
:= -B at:15.
:= =XcmpL at:16.

(only when _SA is equaL to _SB (cmpL = 0»"
"read MSB of A data (never 2's compL)"
"read MSB of B data (never 2's compL)"
"read MSB of X data"

"Save new vaLue for later:"
out := ( clr)

lfO: ( any
lfO: accu
if1: _NewVal)

if 1: O.

"save ACC result with overflow, sign
and 16 bits value in ACC register"

"Report what happens to PU's:"
oP1 := Any /\ C Arb=%OO),accu.
oP2 := -Any /\ C-Arb=%01),accu.
op3 := -Any /\ (-Arb=%10),accu.- - ~

'TopLeveL\DFP\ACCU\prev' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
The defauLt function is 'load'.
This register is Loaded with value 3 foLlowing system reset.

The vaLue Loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
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IDaSS VO.08m document generated Tuesday February 1, 1994, 13:46:46.
Stripped by Ing. M.C.J.M. van Hassel (Email: vhassel@eb.ele.tue.nl)

Bidirectional connector 1 bi t with name 'alC'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit wi th name ' aOUT'
Bidirectional connector 1 bit with name 'aO'
Bidirectional connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bits with name ' i IC'
Bidirectional connector ( 61 bits with name ' iO'
Bidirectional connector ( 3 bits with name 'mn'
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bi ts with name 'oOUT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'riC'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit wi th name 'rOUT'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit wi th name ' ra'
Bidirectional connector ( 1 bit with name 'rst'
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\OC\BUFF' is a register.

This register is 33 bits wide and is controlled by an unnamed control input.
The default function is 'hold'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is o.

Control specification:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - -v- - - - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - _.-
1 load.
--- ----- - ------ ---- - - .". - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\OC\Flags' is a register.

This register is 2 bits wide.
The default function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 following system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
- - - -. - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - -v' - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - -. --
The two bits of this register are saved values from last step.

BitO: \.IasRd
This-bit indicates if the previous step was a read action. If this bit is
set, then at this cycle a value is present at the read port of the RAM.
In case of an acknowledge from the OC operator, the output from the RAM
can be forwarded to the output register.

Bi t 1: 02
This-bit indicates that the previous token that was handled by the input
has been the first part of an OUT2 token. If this bit is set, the token
received from the Oueue must be handled as token #2 of this instruction.

=============================================
'TopLevel\DFP\OC\OC' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'OC'.

Continuous output connector 1 bi t with name 'alC'
Continuous output connector 1 bit wi th name 'aOO'

Input connector 1 bit with name 'aOUT'
Input connector 2 bits with name 'brk'
Input connector 32 bits wi th name 'i IC'

Continuous output connector 32 bits with name 'oOUT'
Input connector 1 bit with name 'Prev'
Input connector ( 1 bi t wi th name ' riC'
Input connector ( 33 bi ts wi th name ' rOa'

Continuous output connector ( 1 bi t wi th name 'rOUT'
Continuous output connector ( 1 bit wi th name 'Sel'
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Text for function 'OC' of 'TopLevel\DFP\OC\OC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Decide what to output:"

rOC := rOC at:32.
-lsErr:= rOC /\ «rOC from:16 to:19)=%0100).
-brkMD := brk at:1.
-OutOC .- ( brkMD)
- itO: ( IsErr \/ ( rOC /\ rIC not»

if1: rOC /\ (Prev \/ rIC not).
_OutiC := ( brkMD)

itO: riC
if1: (riC /\ (Prev not \/ rOC not».

"Output
rOUT :=
oOUT :=

the selected token:"
OutOC \I OutiC.

(OutOC) -
If1: (rOC from:O to:31)
if0: i IC.

"Update the arbitration bit:"
Sel := (aOUT)

if0: Prey
if1: «Prev /\ _OutOC not) \/ (Prev not /\ _OutIC».

"Acknowledge the output token:"
aOC := (_OutOC /\ aOUT) \/ (rOC at:32)not \/ (brk at:O).
alC := (_OutIC /\ aOUT) /\ rIC.
----------- - - --------- "- - - - - - _. - _... _. - - - - - --

==============;============================::
'TopLevel\DFP\OC\OC' is an operator.

This operator has 1 function.
The default function is 'OC'.

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Continuous output connector

Input connector
Input connector

Continuous output connector
Continuous output connector

1 bi t
1 bi t
2 bits
2 bits
2 bi ts

61 bits
3 bits
2 bits

10 bits
10 bits
5 bits

32 bits
33 bits

1 bit
1 bit

( 5 bi ts
( 32 bits

with name 'aM'
with name 'aC'
with name 'brk'
with name 'c'
with name 'Flg'
with name 'iC'
with name 'mn'
with name 'nFlg'
with name 'nPTR'
with name 'PTR'
with name 'ra'
wi th name' rd'
with name 'rM'
with name 'rC'
with name 'rst'
with name 'wa'
with name 'wd'

Text for function 'oc' of 'TopLevel\DFP\OC\OC':
----------------------v----------------------
"Group some queue information:"
CueLen := 5. ,,# bits for RAM address"

-Start := PTR from:O to:( CueLen-1).
-End := PTR from: CueLen to:(PTR width-1).
-CueEmp .- End= Start.
-CueFull := -End=( Start-1).
:brkMD := brk at:1.

"Unravel the Flags register:"
02 := Flg at:O.

:WasRd := Flg at:1.

"Find out what to do:"
Pass := rC /\ CCueEmp \I _brkMD) /\ aM. "Pass if C empty and token avail."

-Store := rC /\ CueFull not /\ Pass not. "Write if avail. and space left."
:Read := aM /\ :CueEmp not /\ JiasRd. "Read if C not empty & was read"

"Oetect spec i a l OUT2 i nst ruct ion:"
Is02 := rC /\ «iC from:58 to:60)=%000) /\ (iC at:48).

"Generate token from input data:"
_token := (iC at:60) "Detect escape tokens"
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if0: « 02)
itO: «iQ from:36 to:38),(iQ from:49 to:57),(0 width:2),

(iQ from:O to:17»
if1: «iQ from:36 to:38),(iQ from:39 to:47),(0 width:2),

(iQ from:18 to:35»)
if1: «0 width:3),(iQ from:49 to:57),(iQ from:36 to:39),

«(iQ from:36 to:39)=%0100) "Error tokens need extra info!"
if0: (iQ from:O to:15)
if1: (mn,(iQ from:O to:12»».

"Provide token if required:"
rM := ( Read)

if0: ( Pass, token)
if1: «1 width:1),rd).

"Update start and end pointers:"
nPTR := (rst \/ brkMD) "CLear &disabLe OQ in break mode!"

if0: ( Store
if0: End
if1: ( End inc»,

( Read -
if0: Start
if1: (_Start inc»

i f1: o.

"ControL queue RAM:"
c := _Store,CStore\/_QueEmp) not. "Always read unLess we write!"
ra := ( Read)

if0: Start "Prefetch without output now."
if1: ( Start inc). "Prefetch for situation in next state."

wa:= End. -
wd := =Token.

"Update the FLags register:"
nFLg := _Store not, « Pass\/ Store)

itO: (FLg at:O)
if1: (_ls02 /\ 02 not».

"Acknowledge for processed token:"
aQ := (_Pass \/ _Store) /\ (_ls02 not\/_02).
______________________ A _

'Toplevel\DFP\OC\Prev' is a register.

This register is 1 bit wide.
The defauLt function is 'load'.
This register is loaded with value 0 foLLowing system reset.

The value loaded for the 'reset' command is O.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This register hoLds the next input to be passed to the output while in
break mode:

%0 = Next is IC token_
%1 = Next is OQ token.

______________________ A _

=============================================
'TopleveL\DFP\OC\PTR' is a register.

This register is 10 bits wide.
The default function is 'Load'.
This register is loaded with vaLue 0 foLLowing system reset.

The vaLue loaded for the 'reset' command is O.
=============================================
'Toplevel\DFP\OC\RAM' is a schematic.

Designer comments:
----------------------v----------------------
This schematic contains a control input
driven RAM, with a behaviour just as the
synthesized version (after repLacement by
BUSIMPl and synthesis by ASA).
---------------------_ .... _---------------------
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Bidirectional connector 2 bits) with name 'c'

Designer comments:
-.---------_._----_ .. -y--_._ .. - _ .
Cont ro l input:

%00, %11: do nothing.
%01 read, but output data in NEXT clock.
%10 write, as usual for IDaSS RAM's.

It is not possible to read and write in a
single clock cycle. Back-to·back read and
write cycles are allowed. It is therefore
possible to read in cycle N, which outputs
in cycle N+1, and write (modified) data
back in that same clock cycle (N+1).
_._-- .. _.. _--------_.-~-----------.--------.-
Bidirectional connector 5 bits) with name 'ra'

Designer comments:
---------_ ... ---------y-----_._ .. _-----------
Read address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
----------------- - - - - - ~- - - - -- --_. --- - - -- -- - --
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bits) with name 'rd'

Designer comments:
••• _ •••••• - _. _ •• - - - - _. y- • - - _ ••••• - •••••••••••

Read data output, three·state. Is enabled
in the cycle following the cycle in which
the read command is given (one clock read
delay) •
----------------------~----------------------
Bidirectional connector 5 bits) with name 'wa'

Designer comments:
_.. _._ _ _-_.y--------_ _ .
Write address input, width is fully
parametrisable.
- - - -- ---- -- ---- - -- - - - -~- -- - - -------_.. ----_..
Bidirectional connector ( 32 bits) with name 'wd'

Designer comments:
- - - - - - - _. - _. - - - - - - - - - • y •••••• - •.••.••••••.•••

Write data input, as for standard IDaSS
RAM's.
----------------_. __ .. ~----------------------
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Load a program 21
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Map file 51
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MN 25,27,53
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Module Number. . . . . . . . . . . .. 25, 48
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MSIZE 73

Multiple paths 83
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N 55
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NEC 5, 14, 17, 84

NEC design 9, 14

NEDIPS 5

NMOS 17

Node 21

Node Table 11, 101, 102
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Normal Mode 29, 92, 116

NT 27, 30
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o 52
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OPT 30
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OUT 54
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